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FOREWORD

44. . .
The nee dditional water'and wastewater treatment

facilities' and for the improvement of the design and
operation of such facilities is well known and extensively
documented in the( popular press, the scientific and
engineering literature, and governmental publications.
Congress has responded to this need through legislation
which has resulted in.the appropriation of several billions of
dollars and it is expected that high expenditures will be
required for several years. However, it is not so well known
that research efforts on water and wastewater treatment
have laggfd far behind efforts related to treatment plant
construction. One for the major reasons for this discrepancy'.
is inadequate financial support for"research, as documented
in the 1974 Comptroller General's Report' to the Congress
on "Research and Demonstration Programs to Achieve
Water Quality Goals:'What the Federal Government Needs
to Do." A quote from this report is as follows:

"Municipal technology R&D funding has dgcreased 64%
over the last 7 years, while funding of EPA'ss,construction
grant program has increased about 3,200 pertt."
Although declining financial support for long-term,

fundamental researCh is a' problem throughout the
scientific and engineering community, the prob lem is even
more serious in the environmental engineering area.
Traditionally, this discipline .has received research support
from the Environmental Protection Agency \and its
predecessor agencies. However, since the creation of the

k EPA in 1070, funding has been primaril for short-term
projects designed to support the mission of a regulatory
agency thus leading to a neglect of long-term, fundaMental
research. The current position of theEPA whit respect to.the
type of research supported is best illustrated by quoting
from the 1976 EPA Office of Research and Development
Report to Congress2 on "Environmental Research Outlook:
FY 1976-1980." .1

"EPA's overall resear6h p r grain must support the mission .,

of a regulatory agency. specific research objectives and ;,\
priorities derive from objectives and. priorities that EPA
establishes in fulfilling its total legislative mandate.
Accordingly, the research program is "mission oriented"
With emphasis on production of 'timely and quality'
outputsi.e., research results that are directly. useful to
environmental d&ision-makers, regulatory officials and
polluters."

.'Comptroller General of the United'States, Report to the Congress
Research and Demonstration Programs to Achieve Water Quality Goals:
What the Fedeial Government Needs to Do. Vol. 1, p..13, January, 1974.

This Conference ,was organized to direct the attention of
those in government, in academia, and in the priv tor
to the need for increased efforts in long-term, funda
research on water and. wastewater treatment s
Moreover, it is hoped that through thedefinition f specific
research needs, a' larger portion of the research talents in the
environmental engineering profession will be diverted to
fundaMental research thus reversing the trend toward short-
term, immediate-application research which has come to
dominate the field. Although no one questions the need for
short-term research, a better balance'between the two types
is necessary if the problems of-water.pollution control are to
be solved.

Accordingly, the primary Objectives of the Conference'
were to: (I) provide a' forum and focal point for the exchange
of information on fundamental research needs between the
academic community,' users of research, and granting
agencies; (2) define and establish priorities for these research
needs; and (3) disseminate the COnference proceedings for
the purpose of stimulating research in high-priority areas.
Of course, the ultimate objective of the Conference is to
improve the quality- of the nation's water resources.
Increased attention to fundamental research on water and
'wastewater treatment represents one of the major avenues
by which this objective can be accomplished.

al
tems.

These proceedings .represent the integrated best
judgement of the experts -gathered at the Conference as to .

long-term, fundamental research needs -on water and
wastewater treatment systems. It should provide a firm
foundation for the development of a national research
program in this important area.

John F..Andrews, Cochairman
AEEP/ NSF Conference on Fundamental
Research. Needs for Water and
Wastewater Treatment Systems

February 1978

.20ffice of Research & Development, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Report to CongressEnvironmenial Research Outlook FY 1976-
1980, p. 8,' February, 1976.
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NATIONAL. SCIENCE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES

BASIC RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING:.,

"ea, THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION't''
, -

A.A. Ezra
1.National Science Fouridation

Washington, D.C.

The Engineering Division. at the. National . Science
Foundation 'supports basic research in environmental
engineering.' As a rough ,guide to what we mean by basic
research, I shall provide the lollowinelfinition:
exploration.. of natural .phenothena of interest to

._ Environmental engineering, the-attempt to explain them or
C lesclibe them quantitatively in terms of first principles. It is
recognized that engineering 'research; both basic ancf.appliO,
is generally problem oriented:. and. that' a is often not
tihYlons w hether a particular project is more basic iii nature
or more applied. When these cases arise,-they are discussed
by Dr. Ed Bryan anclinyself to make thissletermination..1
shiuld 'emphasiA that it really doesn't make too much
difference to which directorate of the Foundation
proposal,, is submitted, or whether the proposer thinks, his -

work is basic orripplied. What is iniportant is whether his
proposal,is reviewed favorably. if it is! support will be found
somehow, even if it means:carrying it over to the next fiscal
year or funding it at.a much lower level than originally .
,iequested. .

Proposals, for support of basic research in Environmental ,

Engineering., are unsolicited. We "allow; the research
community tote!! us what they thlini9s,iMpoitant..However,
a Very thorough review of the relevant liierature.must be
presented in the introduction to. the proposal in order;
provide the necessary justifiCation for.the proposed research .

project. Gaps in existing knowledge must beidentitied, and
the relationship of the proposed project1O filling or bridging,
these gaps must be clearly presented. The references cited in
the literature review should be alphabeticall arranged by
author.

The next most important chapter is the technical.
approach. While we recognize that what appears to be. a
reasonable, technical approach at the beginning of a reSearch,
project may soon be abandoned in favor of a,notfier; we net
evidence that enough thought has been given to the subject;
to make it possible, for the *poser to present a plausible
technical approach.

.
..,

jThe review .process. is ad hoc. We solicit by 'mail the
services of experts in the field, who review the proposals on a
Voluntary basis there. is no financial reward for their
services..It it wise to remember that a reviewer is generally
an author of :one or more paper's in the field. A less

;thbrough Eevjew of the literature in the proposal ma omit
reference tool* of his(or. her) publicationS7-soMetbing that,
he (or she) often'regards as evidence of poOr Scholarship. On
the c3therhanO.,--an-undulyccritical review of a publication"
may accidentfilly 'wind upin.the hands:of a reviewer who
authored that publicaticn,. An. unduly harsh review °fa
proposal iS usually checked out fora possible. bias due to this
sort' of accidental occurrence; and the reviewers comments .

are weighed accordingly. . ' ,..,'"
. - ,

There is no specified deadli e for basic research prOpoSals
'hi Environmental Engineering. They are serit out for review
as they come in, and:the reviewers are the pacing elenierit hi .
the decision procesS. Proposals have tc,be acted on, on* way:
or another, within nine months of being:received by the
Foundation. Those of you who are requested to be:reVieWers
Ahould . keep in mind that your ,delay. may be'hOlding up a
Very important decision for a young faculty.tnember who is'..
being evaluated for tenure,' or for a graduate stuaent whose
ability to stitS, in schooraepends on.the reSeirch.eant his'
professor:is seeking froniUs. . ,.

While the basic research proposals are. unsolicifea, and
while the content ;of research proposals funded in the past
are not. necessarily a guide to the Tuture;it may be of some
help to you to know what kinds of basic i.e.earCh prOjects in
Environmental. Engineering haye been funded:by us, With
this in mind, the following tables are piesented.

The' first is a list of program ,elements,.: based on the
research proposals we have received,,and funded in the past ...

three .years. The relative' amounts _of support for each. ,

element change fromYear to year, depending on therelative ...
number and quality of research proposak.we receive in each . .

element. The total. budget for the Water:Resources, Urban
and Environmental Engineering Programinany given fiscal.7

,/

'-
a I.
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year is allocated o he Basis of both the number and dollar
.value of the research osals received lathe previous year.

For FY 78, this budget s approximately $3.1 million.
,

, Table 11. summarizes the awards made in FY. 77 for
basic- research projects thit are 'closest to heinterests of the .

''"Associat ion, of Environdiental Engineering Professors. The
-, third table is a similar summary for a wards made as of

December 1977 in FY. 78, The relative amounts may be,
'regarded a possible indication of future directions.

;The relationship of these projects funded by. the
Engineering Division at NSF to the interests of the Applied
:Science and ResearCh Applications Directorate at NSF OP

to the Eirvicon mental. Protection Agency may be visualfzed
as fdllows. On completion or these projects which ,,-c
'considered to be basicrtsearch the_principal investigator\
could' well-turn to the ASR A directorate at NSF for support
to carry his work one step ;Closer to application and
ultimately the EPA: Conversely, applied research.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATI N ACTIVITIES'

projects supported by ASR A, or R&D projects supported
by EPA may well reveal deficiencies in basic knowledge
which could then lead to basic research projects supported
by the Engineering Division of NSF.

In conclusion, this workshop would be considered a

success if it helps to crystallize your thoughts in the farm of
research proposals in Environmental Engineering:

TABLE I

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Transport Diffusion and R oval of Pollutants
Erosion.and Transport of Sed ment
Flow Through Underground Aquifers
Hydrodynarnics of Surface Ranbff --
Wind-Wave InteraIion
Interaction of Winds and Urban Structures

4

TABLE II

FY '77 SUMMARY OF AWARDS
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

'U....of Mo., Col mbia Ndvak Influence. of Nutrient Concentration,

U. bf Calif., Davis -r we'r

. Liet 'and Temperature on Algae

Sedimentation Basin Performance ,,
U. of Calif-, Berkeley Jenkins - Activated./Sludge Floc Structure and Its

, - Relation to Process Perforinance
1/.

Harlema.n Dynamic Analysis. of Nutrient Removal
/' by Waste Stabilization. Ponds q

Holley Varisisort .of Effluents in Rivers

Old Dominion U. Kuo

Nat. Academyof Sciences Schad

U. of 111.

M.I.T.

AEEP

Maxwell,

Chisolm

TOTAL FOR FY 77 $482,100
TOTAL. PROGRAM BU NET, "FY 77 $3,374,000
ENVIRONMENTAL PERCENT OF TOTAL 14%

Similitude of Mass Transport
Procesies in an stuarine Mode]

Partial Support of.Commitiees for
Iritei-national Environment Program
et

Air Bubble Ihduced Dilutihn

Nutrient Uptake and Growth Under
_Unsteady Conditions

Conference an- Fundamental Research
Needs in Wafer and Wastewater :
Treatment Systems

7
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TABLE III.

SOME FY 78 AWARDS
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

SUNY, Buffalo Middleton Phosphorus Solubilization During
Anaerobic Decomposition of Algae

. .
Purdue U. f Grady Factors Afftcting Organic Microbial

C ,

By- Products. in Activated Sludge ,
Effluents .

U. of Houston
. Andrew Dynamic Models and Control Strategies

for Wastewater Treatment Plants

()Catholic U. Kao . Effects of Buoyant Pollution
. . . Discharge 'on Water Quality Control

in Rivers and Coastal Regions

Remson Groundwater Management and Solute
Transport Models .

Stanford U.

Stanford U.

Columbia U.

Franzini . Mixing Processes in the Simulation
Modeling of, Irregularly Shaped
Water. Bodies

Gryte Dewatering of Sewage Slq,dges by
Freeze-Thaw Techniques

Eutectic Freezing.Process for
Wastewater Treatment and Ice
Crystal growth Rates

Syracuse ..U. Wa7duhn

TOTAL TO D E FY 7$ 1,682

10
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0

RESEARCH DIRECTEI9 TOWARD APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT $0 )1'

.WASTEWATEh TREATMENT' PLANT SLUDGES AND
POLLUTANTS OF DIFFUSE ORIGIN

INTRODUCTION'

Edward H. Bryan
National Science Foundation

Washington, D.C.

Shortly after Congressional action amending the
National Science 'Foundation statute to authorize its
support of applied 'research, NSF announced and
implemented its program of Research Applied to National

.Needs. The characteristics of the program were described by
Di. Raymond Bisplinghoff in his address to the American
Association for the Advancement of Science at its 1972
'meeting. He suggested that, in contrast to basic research,"
problem-focused research is typically, externally motivated
to satisfy the needs of society. Its role in providing support
entitles society to insist that, research objectives .be
influenced, if not totally determined by ultimate utility of
thd results and that responsibility for selecting research
probleing was the sponsor's. He further suggested' that
research directed toward solvilig complex problems of

,socility was likely, itself, to be complex because the issues
involved'social and human values. He further indicated the
importalice of estimating the value of propoSed-research
before its initiation and that emphasis be, placed upon
important problems. While sharing with any good research
the attributes of discovering gaps in knowledge for further
intellectual exploration and offering students educational'
opportunities, success of problem-focused research would
be measured by the extent to which it found solutions to the
probleM's addressed. Provision of reasonable halance

'..between Support of traditional basic and applied research
would Continue toaecognize investigatas-prerogative for
decisions:as to the nature of their research and not require
that all researchers' submit .to the discipline. that is
Characterisitc of 'research management by objectives.

RESIDUALS MANAGEMENT
The residuals management subelement within a program

titled "Regional Environmental Management" was based
upon recognition of the fundamental rlsiduals-resource
relationship of life-forms comprising an erbsystern and that
effecti've management. of residuals is both a necessary and

sufficient condition of achievement of good environmental
quality. Representing as they do both a threat to the
ecosystem and potential solution to its security, the program
strategy has been to couple management of residues with the
recovery of their value as a resource as a means to maximize
the potential for implementatign of solutions to problems of
environmental quality. -

The resultant program has consisted of research that'
addresses management .of community wastewater,
treatment plant sludges, pollutants from diffuse (non-

z, \point) sources and selected industrial pollutants. Research
projects currently Underway or recently completed that'

( address these four issues are sumitlarized in Tables I-IV.,
_inclusive. The diversity of professional qualifications for
undertaking/research on environmental issues is apparent
from this tabular arrangement Of, information.

COORDINATION ACTIVITIES
The increased need for coordination with mission

agencies and other potential users is a distinguishing feature
of problem-focused researoNin cpmparison with both basic
and traditional applied research. Coordination occurs
during review of individual proposals, as a result of
participation in appropriate interagency coordinating
committee meetings and nationat conferences and, by
sharing of research costs through interagency and
interdivisional agreement. Examples include current cost
Sharing between the National Science, Foundation and the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in the research on
energized electron disinfection of sludge at MIT and the
environmen91 effects of extracting oil from oil shale. The
latter project also includes cost sharing with the Department
of Energy (Energy Research and Development-
Administration and the Federal Energy Office) and the
Engineering Division, of the NSF Research Directorate.
The final award in support of research directed toward
characterization of diffuse pollutants entering Chesapeake
Bay conducted by the Chesapeake Research.Consortiu'm in

/
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cooperation, with the EPA-Athens, Georgia laboratory was
made through the Philadelphia Regional Office of EPA.
This was an initial step toward development of the EPA
Chesapeake Bay Studies Priigram:

The award to the University of North Carolina for Dr.
Lauria's_investigation of the limits .of regionaliiation

>relating to the' collection and treatment of wastewater was
made in cooperation with the Engineering Division's
Research Initiation ward program. The study by Dr.
Okun of regionaliz lion of water management in England
and Wales was joi ly supported by Ole Jslalional SciAice
and Rockefeller Fou afion's,The wetland utilization study
in Florida under the ection of Dr. Okun has also been :

' ...jointly supported by NS add the Rockefeller Fouridation.

CONCLUSION
The goal of research direCteA' toward management of

residuals has been'to reduce to a acceptable level the risks
to humah and ecosystem health that arise from and are

el

NATICL L SCIENCE FOUNDATION ACTLVITIES

associated with the use 4f water. The program has been
primarily.) di&cted toward -application of appro.priate
technologies to :achieve correspondent between 'natural'
laws that govern the operation of ecosystems and societal
mechanisms for managenient of factors that affect risk to
human health or to that-of the ecosystemupon which we are \.
vitally dependent.

The control of water pollution is an important ispeCt 'of
the interface between community water supply and
appropriate ffianagement of its wastewater. As one of the
natural resourceS genetally in public ownership, benefits
from community water. arid .threats to them are of public `.
concern. These threats which arise in large part from failures
to properly- manage societal residues need to be better
understood as a prerequisite to being,intier Managed'.

kesearch, whether basic, applied or directed can
contribute to bettO understanding, the application of that
understanding to establiSh its significance and finally its'
direction toward solutions to problems.

12
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TABLE I
MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY, WASTEWATER

Investigator

Robert H. Kadlec

Howard T. Odum

. .

Jeffrey C. Sutherland

Walter Fritz

ThomaiD. Waite

Rober L. Irvine

. .

Wesley 0. Pipes.

Arbn K. Deb

DiSciplIne

Chemical Engineer

Ecologist
(Zoology)

0eologiit.

O Oidtudoh

Univgritity of ,
Michigan

University of Florida .
°

Title of'Project

Feasibility of Utilizatibn of Wetland
Ec6systems for Nutrient Removal
from Secondary Municipal Wastewater
Treatment Plant Effluent

0

Feasibility of Utilizing Cypress-
..; Wetlands for Conservation of Water

and Nutrients in Effluent front
Municipal Wastewater Trea ent Plains?

. _ . . . .

Williams and Works, Inc: Use of Netlands for_Manag eat of
Pond-Stabilized DomestiiWistewater

-- -
Civil Engineer' "" Boyle Engineering eo. Tertiary Treatment of Municipal Waste- . c

.

wafer Using,Cypreis Wetlands'.
../ .

.... Civil Engineer ' Northwestern University .Ferrate Ion Disinfection of

. Municipal Wastewater ,,

Chemical Engineer I University. of Application of Sequencing Batch".
. Notre Dame Reactors for Treatment of MUnicipal

. and Industrial Wastbwaters

Donald T. Lauria

Civil Engineer' Drexel University

Civil Engineer Roy F. Weston, Inc.

Civil Enginp(r

Daniel A. Okun Cinl EngiLer

-
University of North
Carolina `

University of
North Carolina

Water Qbality and Health Significance
. of Bacteriall Inditatois of Pollution

. e
Wastewater RouSe for Regional
'Management of Water to Meet Urban
Needs

Regionalization of WasteWater
Collection and TreatmentLocation,
Scale and Construction Sequence.
of System Components

.

Applicability of Reorganization of
Water Management in England to.

. Ylastewater Management in the United
States
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TABLE II
RESEARCH APPLIED TO MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT SLUDGES.

Investigator Discipline' Institution Research Ptoject Title

. John G. Trump
Edward W.Merrill .

Anthony J. Sinskey .

TheodOre'G. Metcalf

Electrical Engineer Massachusetts
Chemical Engineer , Institute of
Ndtritionj Food Science Technology

University of 'New
Hampshire

Micrpbiologist
(Virology)

. Bernard P. Sagik Microbiologist
(Virology)

University of Texas
San Antonio ;

James 1.. Smith

..

'Miry Beth Kirkham
'William J. Manning

P.C. CheO

Agricultural
Engineer

Agronomist
Plant Pathologist

Plant Patholyist

Coltrado State
University.

Oklahoma.State U
. U of Massachusetts'

California' Arboretum
Foundation, Los Angeles
ArbOretum

2 ,

C.- Fred .Gurnham

Richatd I. Dick

. .

Roy Hartenstein

Jack E. Collier
.

Stephen C. Havlicek
Robert S. Ingols

Charles Finince

.

Chemical Engineer 'Gurnham and AssociatesG

Inc .:I.*

Civil (Environmental)
Engineer

Invertebrate
Zoologist

Industrial Enginee

Organic Chemist .

Biologist

Film Production
' . and Direction

Cornell University

State University of
New YorkSyracuse

. Collier Worm Ranch '.

High Energy Electron Irradiation
of Municipal Wastewater Liquid
Residuali

DisMfection of Enteric
Viruses in Municipal
Sludge by Use of Energized .

Electrons'

Potential Health Risks
Associated With Injection of
Residual Domestic Wastewater
Sludges into Soils

Land M anagement of Subsurface
Injected Wastewater Liquid
Residuals

Agricultural Value of Irradiated'
Municipal Wastewater Treatment
Plant Sludges

Mechanism of Plant Virus
Inactivation in Soils Injected
with Municipal Wastewater and ,

Treatment Plant Sludges,

Control of Heavy Metal
Content of Municipal Wistewajer .
Sludges

. .

Process Selection for Optimum
Management of Regional Waste-
water Treatment Residuals

t

.UtilizatiOn of Soil Invertebrates
in Stabilization, Decontamination
and Detoxification of Residual

--Sludges-from-Treatment of
Wastewater

Conversion of Municipal Waste,
water Treatment Plant Residual
Sludges Into Earthworm Castings
for Use as Topsoil

GeorgiaInstitute of . Effect of Infrared Radiation
Technalogy sm Compaction of Municipal

Wastewater Sludges

Media Four Productions Synthesis of a Municipal Waste-

, water Sludge Mariagement'SyStena
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TABLE HI
MANAGEMENT OF DIFFUSE (NON-POINT) SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS

.

.Investigator.

William H. Queen

Discipline Institution

W. Lee Schrqeder

David L. Correll

Peter M. Cukor

!Botany

Civil Engineer

Physicist

Chemical Engineer
and Business
Administration

University of
Maryland

Oregon State
University

Smithsonian
Institution

Teknekron, Inc.

Project Title

Management of Physical Alterations
to the Edges of Chesapeake Bay and
Their Effects on Environmental
Quality

Assessment of Impact on Estuarine
Ecosystems Resulting from
Residuals Management by Dredging

Impact of Pollutants from Diffuse
Sources on Quality of Water in
Chesapeake Bay

,Management of Threat to Regional
Environmentil Quality.from
Discarded, Used Lubricating Oil
by Recovery for Reuse as a
Lubricant

Richard G. Koegel Mechanical and University of Amprovement and Evaluation of
Agricultural Engineer Wisconsin Techniques for the Mechanical

Removal and Utilization of
Eyess Aquatic Vegetation

11nrversity of Soiioeconomic Correlates of
Arizona Household Food' ResidualsPhase 2:

Management Strategies

William L. Rathje Anthropologist
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TABLE IV
INDUSTRIAL RESIDUALS MANAGEMENT

V",

. Investigator Discipline Institution Project Title

Carlos R. Guerra . Engineering
i

.

..Public Service
Electric & Gas Co.

Albert F. Eble . . Biologist Trenton State College
A. Farmanfarmaian Physiologist Rutgers University

-

Jack V. Mafs:on Civil Engineer University of Houston Feasibility of.Eliminating
Discharges.of Pollutants from Cooling
Towers

Utilization of Wiste Heat Froth
Power Plants in Aquaculture

40'

Subcontract with PSE & G
Subcontract with PSE & G

Josef J. Schmidi-Collerus Organic Chemist

George D. Ward Civil Engineer

Larry Boersma .Soil Science

Denver Research
Institute

Characterization of Contaminants
in Oil Shale Residuals and the
Potential for Their Management
to Meet Environmental Quality.
Standards

George D. Ward & . Controlled Soil Microbial
Associates Detokific4tion of Herbicide

Residues

Oregon State Utilization of Waste Heat in a.
University . System for Management of Animal

Residuals to Recover and Recycle
Nutrients

R.V. Subramanian Chemical Engineer Washington State Immobilization of Hazardous
University .Residuals by Encapsulation

. .

William R. Walker - Civil Engineer Virginia Polytechnic Management of Liquid Residuals
I' Law Institute by Deep-Well Injection
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS
AS SEEN BY A MUNICIPAL WATER DEPARTMENT

Carmen F. Guarino
Water Commissioner, Philadephia Water Department

Joseph V. Radziul
Chief, Research and Development, Philadeiphia.Water Department

Patrick R. Cairo
Assistant Chief, Research and Development, Philadelphia Water Department

INTRODUCTION A
The continuing need for fundamental resear the

. areas of water treatment and wastewater pollu on control
'has been recogniied, redefined and reprioritized on a rather

frequent basis. The focus of this action has.gerierally been
engendered by the enactment of federal lavq, an emerging
national awareness of the effect of pollution on the
environment and,. most recently,' the concern for
conservation of fixed, unrenewable .natural resources.,
Unfortunately, fundamental research in the 'water field has
seldom been 'cognizant of operation, -maintehance and

.economic constraints faced by water 'and. wastewater
treatment. facilities. As ones responsible for planning,
management and operation of these two types of facilities,:
we find it essential that research investigators shOuld also
consider input at the level of implementation if they hope
that their work will result in: .successful practical
applications. Furthermore, any fundamental research must
'also include inputs from industry, consultants and the
general public since theseactivities will necessarily require

. financial support and approval from the community at
large. -

The dwindling financial support for fbndainental,
research: is the second area whiCW needs your serious
Consideration.' geseareh is an investment which:the water
field can ill afford to neglect. Although billions ofd011ais are
currently being spent on the design and construction of new
wastewater facilitieS, a meager fraction of this sum is used to
support the basic research which is necessary to develop new
techniques or to help truly understand existing processes so:
that these may be operated at 'constant high efficiency.
Increased financial support by the federalgovernment is the
only possible means of achieving the level of fundamental
research required if this country is truly seeking to reach a

. 'safer, cleaner environment.
The panel-members of this session represent all areasf

influence and.'contribution to the user such as regulatory..
agencies, :industries and consultants. -MisSing from this

sto

discussion would be members fromlhe general public as
well as those , with specific interests such as.
environmentalists. This'forunf-will seek to obtain coMments
from this sector by the.questions and discussions which will
follow the presentations.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Management of a large municipal Water and Wastewaier

Treatment Department presents many difficult problems in
planning, control and innovation. Since all these activities
require financial, support and approval of the community,
time becomes acritieal factor in all of our decision making.

For example, the upgrading of our wastewater facilities
will -encompass ten years of effort and approximately half a
billion dollars of public funds. The last updating of our,
water treatment facilities spanned more than ten years, and
current plans' for automation and trace organics removal
will take at least five more years.

Investments of these types required theapplication of the
broadest knowledge available in the fundamental principles
being utilized. And yet, a large part of our decision making
process is based on.: a primitive understanding of the
fundamentals. involved. For instance, the development of
detailed design criteria for the activated sludge process is
still an empirical operation. 'this process has been utilized

,over seventy years, and Snot until the last twenty years has a
scientific method been employed for the formulation of a

,basicunderstancling 'of the activated sludge process. The
application of the fundamental equations deVeloped to date'
are still subject to engineering interpretation and experience
which may result in many different design variations
producing the desired effluent quality. Laboratory and pilot
plant evaluations are still required in specific areas to
support engineering decision making.

Billions of dollar's are being presently spent on the
installation of this process throughout the country, while :a
complete understanding of process basics may be available
in the distant future.
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In other instances, although there may exist' a basic
,understanding of the "theOry and empirical relatiOnshfps.
within the unit proceSg; very little may be knoWn about the
dynamics of each individual unit process Or the
interrelationship that the various processes will have upon
each other. ,... I

.

Fundamental I, research should be directed towards
i deriving, innovations and answers whin could be use)nl to

the design and plant engineers-in developing process control
strategies. These would enable the optimization .of entire
treatment plants in feed-forward or feed-back fashion to
prOduce a high qu ity product With a minimum expenditure
in personnel, energy and resources.

In large utilities 'recognition of the gap betWeerf outputs
--from fuhdamental research studies and ,.usable process

desigr-iTellteria..JOS led to the. creation of in-house staffs
which must translate-fundamental' research into applied .

technology: Although meeting fhe-rieeds of a specific utility,
this has often led to a duplidation off effort among .the
.various utilities due to lack of .. communication and
cooperation which often results from independent
organizations. It s.bouid be emphasized that this is not the
case in certain codritrieg. such as:Germany and Britain where
both fundamental research and applied technology is

sponsdred and directed by strong, unieied organizations.

WATER RESOURCES' AND WATER TREATMENT.
NEEDS

Fundamental research in water resources, wastewater and
water treatment 'is being discussed in detail by the various
speakers today. To present these fronia user fierspective, we
will briefly discuss certain problem's that are facing water
utilities trying to meet the requirements of federal
regulations as, well-as safeguarding the interest and welfare
of its consumers.

This country is rapidly making decisions on ocean outfa:Ils
and ocean dumping of wastewater sludges and other wastes
w}Yhout a fundamental. understanding of the environmental

fects. There is a need for basic understanding of the
environmental impacts on marine life and aquaculture to

ermine if there are trade-offs in using our oceans for
thermal and solid waste. disposal. We need a fundamental
research effort in the utilization of wastewater sludge for
construction materials and the conversion of large amounts
of this available wastewater treatment by-prOduct into
'useful energy products such as methanol.

In the area 'of water pollution, -probably the greatest
offender is.the storinwater runoff from street surfaces Of a
municipality. This has an important impact to. the overall

. water quality picture not only 'from the basis of control of
discharges but alSo to improve treatment plant efficiency.

1p the treatment of Water, there .is need fOr, a complete
study 2,of disinfection alternatives. These studies 'should
include effectiveness and by-product analysis, as well as
production and cost of disinfection.

RESEARCH USER PERSPECTIVE

Continuing leakage in water transmission lines may cost a
City up .to 30 percent of its water supply.. Although 'this
problem is centuries old, there is a need to develop a method,
for identification of these leaks through some new and
possibly unique-means. Water/metering which is generally
acknowledged as a proven method of insuring water
conservation suffers from the use of imprecise and difficult-,
to-maintain equipment.

Water treatment plant by-product sludges represent a

major solid waste problem. Better methods of dewatering
and recycling are needed Id minimize.new chemical usage as
well as simplify, disposal problems. Study in this area is
needed to avoid chemical additions and increasing energy
consumption, and development of possible industrial uses
of the sludge. ,

A large need exists in both water and wastewater
treatment in improving the entire area of instrumentation.
Measurement, of the amount of biodegradable organic.
material in wastewater is indirectly determined by
measuring the'oxygen consumed over a five-day period by
microorganisms in decomposing organic constituents of the
waste. Techniques producing real-time results would-permit
.establishinent of process 'control algorithms and
adjustments of wastewater treatment plant operations. Thy
is an especially critical area since federal and state discharge
standards include BOD measurement as a performance
standard for treatment plants..

On the water treatment side have federal
bacteriological standards with no real-time, capabilities for
measurement. Whether one uses the multiple-tube
fermentation procedure, the membrane filter technique or
the Standard plate count method, many hours are corisuined
in preparation, incubation and examination of samples.
Furthermore, the results_ obtained do not provide definitive
information concerning the bacterial safety of the water,
and evaluation must be presently based on examination of a
series of samples collected over a. known and protracted
period of time.Fundamental,research is needed .to develop
more rapid analysis as well ,as identification Of pathogenic'
bacteria and virus.

In the area of water resources we need instrumentation for'
rapid detection and identification of the presence of toxic
substances, particularly trace quantities of organic diem-.
cals. ThiS instrumentation should be capable of rapid
detection of toxic chemicals- in river water as well as
identification of trace organics in treated drinking, water.

Water distribution syStems have a multiplicity of
elements. These include piping networks, valves' and
multiple pumping stations. The variability of load on a
water system requires the development .of control strategies,
possibly computerized, that improve system ,operation
maintaining pressures and, flows .with reduced energy
expenditures in'power and pumpS. The solutiohyould have
to be anticipatory rather than reactionaryand include daily,
monthly and seasonal patterns of water usage. The soluti*

19
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would 'also include .opfirnum efficiencies of pumps and
pumping pressures. in water systems. Where the water
sygtems include more than one water.treatment Or supply
source, the system developed would select the most
economical and power saving distribution.

As you can see, we have been 'pushing technological
implementation of our basic knowledges in 'this field to'

fi
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maximum fruition; however, this drive has exposed many
voids in our'Know-How." In some areas we will need major
breakthroughs in basic understandings before we-will be
able to take the next giant steps in the water and .wastewater
field. Our most important need is the initiation, of
fundamental research now!

I

a
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ANTICIPATORY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

William J. Lacy, P.E.
Principal. Engineering Science Advisor, Office Research & Development

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the EPA's Anticipatory Research and

Development program will b to:
1. Identify Potential Problems Before They Arise
2. Conduct Long-Term Investigation's
3. Conduct Fundamental Research tp Advance Basic

Understanding of EnvironmentarProblems Leading
to Changes in EPA's Decision-Making Process.

In attempting to achieve these purposes. EPA desires to..
imptove its ties to the scientific community, to provide
improved mechanisms for urfacing innovative research.
ideas and to improve' the fong-term sCientific basis for its
decision making process.

-BACKGROUND
iThe National Academy of Sciences, the Office , of

Technology. Ass ssment, and most recently, the Senate
Committee on Environment and. Public Works have all
expressed conceT over the lack of fundamental research in
EPA. Other Critics have charged that the Agency's
regulatory responsiblities disrupt the atmosphere for
fundamental environmental research and that the Agency
has often failed to recognize adverse conditions until after
widespread damage has occurred. To insulate these types of
programs from regulatory pressure it has been

irecomMended that a specific authorization be enacted
"which would authorize the Agency to perform anticipatory
and fundamental research, that EPA consider the
establishment of "Centers of Excellence" to conduct research
on specific problems and that a "bottoms up" Planning

'approach be utilized to implement these types of programs.
The National Academy of Science's "Research and

Development in the EnVironmental Protection Ageney,"
Chapter 11, specifically identified the followlYtg activities as
areas .in which anticipatory .research and -development
should be conducted:

Design of Monitoring Systems
Characterization of Pollutants and Discharges
Assessment of Trends in Environmental Quality
Determination of the Fate of Pollutants
Determination of the Effects of Pollutants and Other
Man-Caused Environmental Disturbances .

Investigation of. Fundamental Physical, Chemical,
and Biological Proces#

% Analysis and Modeling of Ecosystems

RECENT ACTIVITIES .

In order to tespond to these concerns,. the Office of
Research and Development (ORD) undertook during the
ZBB processa review of inhouse activities which could be
classified as anticipatory or, fundamental. The review
identified Approximately $4.7 million and 66 positions in
our ecological, transport, processomonitoring and health
(including all cancer research) programs. These activities are ,

included within the ;Anticipatory Research Budgetary
Decision Unit. Specificall , they inchide our.

-7' Environmental Ca 1 pien Research Program
Integrated Exposur Monitoring Program
Marine Microcosm Studies

-- Basic Environmental Process Activities
In addition, dying our ZBB activities we identified, in

conjunction with our program office *counterparts, a.
number'of areas which could benefit froth anticipatory and
'fundamental reSearch.

A broad outline'of these activities was presented to the
Executive Committee of the Science AdvisOry Board for
review and comment. a result of these reviews, ORD
propOsed that in addition to the previously mentioned
activities, to further researcti in the following areas:

Development. of Bid-indicators
- Specimen 13fink Feasibility Study:

- River Basin, Ec osystem, Studies
Acid Rain Studies

21.
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,

SOME tHARACTERISTICS OF ANTICIPATORY
RESEARCH AND`-DEVELOPMENT

b

Anticipatory R&D is- distinct from research for
regulatory purposes. -However, along with more
applied efforts, it must ultimately change the basic
decision-ma king. process_ in EPA.

- As an intermediate step .it. .should be- aimed at
producing new techniques, Mechanisms, assessments

land analySis for use by more applied R&D programs.
The production of data or more detailed data will not
,he a specific goal although some data will naturally
result. I

. .

It may be long term in nature, but 'the length of
time is not an especially distinguishing characteriStic;
likewise the program may have global, national and
local spatial proportions.
It is not !Mined to biological, transport; health and
monitoring activities, but may include technological .

and soda-economical seiences.
It is not oriented toward a single media or group Of
pollutants.

Broad Approach
The program will seek broad representation from the
scientific, community in the conduct of research
activities and wide participation in propoSal review
and program evaluation activities.
The program will strive to maintain a "bottomS-up:'
planning approach while providing broad guidance to
the research community on the research themes of

. special interest to EPA.
The decision-making Process _far, new proposals will

be straightforward, i.e., as administratiyely simple
as possible... It may require a ,different: decision
process than existing mechanisms.
tiThe program will be a visible and distinct Agency

. effort. It will be widely advertised to the .scientific
community.

.

The prOgram will utilize in-hodse scientists to link
external research projects to/more applied in- house,

. grant and contract research.

SOME PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
Carcinogen Research

The basic purpose of this program is to deterniine whether
or not the observed:level of chemical agents; in the ambient
atmosphere and drinking water supplies contribute to the
prevalence and incidence of human cancer. The principal
objectives are: to establish a monitoring program to
characterize chemical carcinogens in the' drinking water
environment; to develop retrospective ,and prospective
external exposbre awdels 'suitable for genera) population
studies; and to assess the impact of_expcisure to chemical
carcinogens via inhalation of ambient air and through

RESEARCH USER PERSPECTIVE
I

, .

drinking water upon can er occurrence and .pre-valence. in
the general human pop anon:.

In FY-79, it is pr osed to extend and .expand the
program btgun in FY-78. Epidemiological studies will
continue to use available mortality and morbidity
information: as it relates to specific localities and condition
and new studies 21yill initiate !Ong-term (lifetime) .

investigations to relate the total carcinogen exposure
history, total carcinogen body burden and the incidence of
cancer. in humati populations. Further, epidemiological
studies will relate- population healkh effects to data gathered
during clinical and toxicological studies. Such relalionships
will; 'hopefully, permit better estimates of the
carcinogenicity of substances from animal type '.
.toxicological studies. .

Integrated Monitoring
One or the basic .difficulties in pollution studies is the;

estimation of exposure. People receive varying leyelS of:
exposure io many 'potentially carei.nogenic. materials at
home, at work, in the marketplace, in the streets or during
recreation:. These exposures are . uncontrolled and most
often undocumented. In the future, epidemiology studies
would. be greatly enhanced if these estimates could, be
improved-. .

Activities to be conducted ,in this area include:
Research 'to develop methods for estimating lifetime
exposure histories.
Studies (models) to develop methOds for estimating
total body tyrdens of pollutants and carcinogens on
single receptors and populations... .

Studies to imprOve exposure monitoring by optimizing
air water quality networks through'use-Of.simUlation
Models.

Development of Bio-indicators
The develoPment and application of biological systems as

early warning indicators of pollutant stress will be:studied.
Activities will be conducted by both the Narragansett and
the Las -Vegas ILAT:ifatories..

Narragansett activities will include:
DevelopMent and refinement of integrating marine

organisms, e.g., Mussel watch types of systems. In:
this project, mussels are collected in ,nearly 100
locations around tine U.S. coast. These samples are
analyzed for heaVy metal transuranics, petroleum and
chlofidated hydrocarbons. The: first year's collection
effort has been completed and the samples are being
analyzed. It is\hoped the use Of these types of systems
will permit early detection of pollutant problems.
Develop4tant 'of understanding of pollutant-induced

changes in microbial and biochemical. systems.. ,

Emphasis will be son investigations of enzyme systems
as environmental exposure monitors' and early
indications of pollution stress.
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Las Vegas Laboratory activities include: investigations
of terrestrial microbi6lOgical indicators for monitoring
selected 'substances in the environment; e.g., the use of
anaerobic bacteria which use hydrogen as an energy
source to ,determine persistence of ubiquitOus
pollutants in soil:

r
Total. River Ecosystem Studies

. Multimedia studies of the impacts of selected pollutants
on river basin(s) ecosystem will be initiated. Identified by the
SAB as a serious gap within4ORD's total program, these
studies have ahtruir goal the, development of understanding
oPecosystem structure and function when stressed by toxic
organics and other pollutants. Impacts of industrial,
municipal, agricultural and airborne sources will be
evaluated A draft study under development.

Marine EcosIstems
. Studies or- marine estuarine ecosystem responses' to

multiple stresses and complex effluents will be conducted
mainly 'through the continued development, verification
and use of marine microcosms. Emphasis will on the
determination of effects, persistence, and bioaccumulation-
6f pollutants. Ecosystem recovery rates will also be studied.

Environmental Processes
Studies of environmental processes will be directed at: I)

gaining the Understanding of selectekbasic environmental
processes (viz., ph'otolysis, oxidation, Microbial degration,
volatilization, and sorption) necessary to. describe them-
mathematically; 2) development, of an evaluative model for
predicting the transport andifate of inorganic chemicals and

\calibrating it for mercury and cadmium; 3) developMent of
an evaluative model for predicting the transport and fate of
organic chemicals including pesticides; and 4) development
of simplified microcosms for use as rapid test methods for
obtaining representative transport and fate data on
potentially toxic gompounds of interest.

SpeCimen Bank Feasibility Study
The feasibility of an environmental specimen hank will be

'examined on a pilot bank basis. The, National Bureau of
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Standards proposes to adopt a portion their facilities to
achieve biological and environmental specimens. An-itYsis
will be made of the q lity of preservation, cost of operating \
and maintaining such facility' and alternative 4proaches
to establishing such*a* cility.

Acid Rain
Acid rains have becomexecognizrd throughout the world

as having the pdten.fialfor significantly altering both aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems. A number Of studies have
documented the effects orrtlake lystems, but no systematic
assessment of the pational scope and potential long term
effects has been assembiell? This initiative would provide for
1) the development of a broad assessment of the national
problem; 2) studies of the chronic effects on soil
characteristics and selected 'terrestrial ecosystems.
particularly in the-northeast quadrant of the U.S.; and 3)
studies of the effects on Jake 'ecosystems.

-i

SUMMARY
Whether the research necessary to accomplish the

Agency's' goals isi'undertaken in-house or extramurally is
entireiY dependent on the availability of the scientific
expertise, facilities and manpower in_ the Agency
laboratories. If the research is undertaken outside of the
Agency, it is normally' through competitive grants and
contracts. Proposals are reviewed in-house as well as by'
outside expertsior feasibility, cost, and, scientific capability
of the researchers.

There is NI official differentiation between basic and''`:
applied research in EPA: In,fact, which research falls into
which categoi-y is open to debate. Procedures for initiation,
review, and termination are the same for all research. One
proposed solution tp. EPA's problem Of insufficient basic
research is to separate basic research from applied research
in early planning stages so that it may be better pr?tected.

The. Agency ha§ increased its basic research since its
inception in 1970. The need for basic researeb,in EPA is
certainly more generally recognized:Perhaps it is simply a
question of time

/)
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS IN WASTEWATER TRE ME.NT'\'
AS SEEN BY AN INDUSTRIAL USER OE TECHNOLOG

J.C. Hovious and R.A. Conway
Research' and Development Department, Chemicals and Plastics

Union Carbide Corporation, South Charleston, VV: Va. 253Q3

INTRODUCTION . -effoits. The ultimate result is the introduction of new of
. Before describing an industrial user's view of fundamental
research needs'in wastewater treatment,. it is appropriate to
first define the nature of the intended use and the discusser's
view of fundamental research. While Union Carbide may be
more well known in environmental circles for products such

'as its pu're oxygen activated sludge procesror solid waste
conversion systein, in this discussion the "industrial user" is
a reprekntative of the organic chemical manufacturing
business "using" the teChnOlogy for compliance with
wastewater discharge regulations. The "use" of technology
uitimatelY resulting from fundamental research would be
Oriented- to treatment for the compliance with1IPPES
permits or .pretreatment discharge permits at thirteen
organic chemical manufacturing lants. While an important
example of the chemical industr we are speakingonly for
UniOn Carbide. .

. Within" Union" Carbide and . in this discussion,
fundamental research is defined as

A planned search for better underst nding of a
scientific phenomenon.

.

Fundamental research can lead to proce research.
-2- Thesearch forneW knOwledge an the application of

existing knowledge to the clehnition of a potential
lirtOCSS for a specific purpose:

We would differentiate between fundamental research and
exploratory research, which we would define as .'-

-7; The search for new knqwledge in a selected Area of a
genetal field with no specific'application in mind.

Both authors are familiar with wastewater research,- -
both by, managingor personally conducting research studies.

,sponsored by Union Carbide or governmental agencies
related to process development or fundamental process
understanding for treatment of organic chemical
manufaCturing. wastes. W are, concerned with the need for
additional fundamental r search based on. the experience
that the findings of fundarnental research frequently lead .,to
.moret fruitful process research and other applied research *\

improved treatment process technology which is more cost
,effective and less energy and resource intensive than
available options..

. Although it is understood that the primary purpose of this
seminar is the discussion of Water and wa'stewater treatment
needs, it should be emphasized that it is virtually impossible
to prioritize researchneeds without understanding the goals
of requi ed, technology; The stated objectives of current
federal legiSlatiOn are to maintain the chemical,
physical, and biologi44ntegrity of. the nation's waters
through application appropriate waste treatment
technology. In addition' 'it is 4' stated policy that the.
1ischarge of toxic 'PollinantS in taXic amounts be
eliminated. In Our view a major area for fundamental
,research in the water -, .wastewater field is in the area of both
long and short term effects of p011utants on water uses to
tuide attainment of 'these objectives and policies: Such
specific needs will be covered later.

In identifying fundamental research needs, we have cited
major areas and phenomena, which we have observed to be
potential limiting factors to the effectiVeness of treatment
processes or to Otherwise present gaps in needed knowledge.
Specific areas of investigation, would then be based on a
planned 'search for better understanding of the described-
phenomena.

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT
The phenomena listed below are considered to limit

treatment of marginally degradable matetials in biological
treatment systeMs or to otherwise prevent these systems
from achieving.maximum potential.

CoMpetition (and suppreSSion) in multi-substrate,
multi- species situations:
Populations shifts. . . applies to bacterial; bacterial-

. protozoan,- and bacterial-algal systems.
Unsteady-state nature of system due to factors, sucfras
variable feeds.
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Relative mass transport rates of substances, oxygen,
rand metabolites,

PHYSICAL- CHEMICAL TREATMENT .
Phenomena listed below limit effectiveness of separation

or oxidation in complex mixtures.
Competition, displacement, mass transfer, and kinetics
in adsorption of organics on carbon. -

Limited._ and rate of dilute-organic-solute
oxidation 'by physico-chemical approaches.
(Irradiation acceleration appears promising.)
Soluble organic interferences with flocculation.
Formation of interfacial deposits' in membrane

separation. e

In additon, many physical and chemical treatments result in
a separation-concentration of pollutants° rather than
destruction. The ultimate disposal of these residues should
receive consideration if the zero discharge goal of current--
federal legislation is to be attained.

RESEARCH USER PERSPECTIVE

EFFECTS OF POLLUTANTS ON AECEIVING
.WATERS -

In order to establish priorities for pollutant-Control
technology research needs and capital expenditures for
control, accurate measures of the effects of those pollutants
remaining in the post-1977 era need to be determined:
Phenomena of interest arc:

Interaction of complex organic mixtures at very low
levels.
Thre,shold effect level.

-- Relationship of toxicity tests between various orders of.
life.

Cellular transport/biodegradation/ bioaccumulation.

SUMMARY
From the viewpoint of this industrial user, priorities of

research needs would be in order as follows::

BIOLOGICAL SLUDGES AND OTHER RESIDUES
Main problems are difficulty irfachieving release of water

from sludges, putreFAbility of the sludge, and at times
content of metals, organic& resistant to degradation, and
pathogens. Phenomena involved include:

Tenacity of water retention by biomass.
Metal retention and release.
Varying biological stabilization rates leading to odor
generation despite pre-conditioning.
Leachate release, degradation and transport in land-
fills.

The limited options for disposal Of residues Contaifting salts,
. organics, and solids. frorn physico -ch ical separation

systems is a problem needing explorat' research.
Cs

/
ANALYTICAL

Major advances, in analysis of volatile constituents
recently have been Made. Although many materials which'
may result in ...,eleteriotis effects in receiving waters have
been identified', a considerable fraction of residue front.

.treatment operations remains to be studied. In addition
much experimental -work remains to determine effects of
sampling, concentration; storage, and analytical technique
on recovery, precisiOn. and accuracy for many materials
currently identified. !important PhenoMena are

Losses and transformations -during sampling, concen-
tration, storage, and analysi of trace contaminants.

L.- Mass transport of non-volatile organic constituents in
analytical procedures; e.g.; during concentration and
matrix change prior to chromatographie separation.

Effects' of Pollutants on Receiving Waters. Contrql
needs, technology needs, and compliance strategies
will continue to be unclear without further.
information on pollutant effects. Adequate
information on pollutant effects cannot be obtained'
in an economical. and timely manner without new
information on the phenomena described above
leading to new techniques to determine pollutant
effects. This area should have a top priority.

Analytical. In some . respects,' the need tor-,,,
4..\\funda mental analytical work goes hand-in-hand with

he Effects-of-Pollutants area. Many of the commonly
recognized problem pollutants are contained in the
more readily detectable . category' of "light"
materials. Verification of available sampling and
analytical techniques as well a% development of
new techniques for analysis of "light" materials
is required to accurately measure pollutant dose
and assess the progress of control activities. A
second, lower priority analytical research activity
would be in method development for analysis of
"heavy" materials.

Biological' Treatment. Biological treatment is the most
widely utilized process in the world.for applications
involving soluble organic materials. As such, a
fundamental understanding of the basic mechanisms
controlling performance and removal of materials in
this process. must have a high priority. With the
number of systems in existence, fundamental under-
standing could likely be moved to development and
implementation in short order,
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Biological Slud s and Other Residues. The problem
\ of disposal of b'elogical, sludges has received

considerable pu. j licity. Fundamental work
paNiculary in. the area of achieving release ofk
water from sludges s desperaty needed to provide
basic information or solvirig this important
problem. Major ,addifonal studies in disposal of
organic and brine concentrates May become .

RESEARCH USER PERSPECTIVE

important as the emphasis to achieve the zero
discharge goal of the water law becomes more clear.
Physical-Chemical Treatment. physical-chemical -
treatment would be judged to be most appropriate
if guided by the work on effects of pollutants in
the aquatic 'environment in order to prioritize
treatments with apprOpriate pollutants to control in
mind.
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\1.1116AMENT,AL: RESEARCH NEEDS AS. SEEN BYAN.
INDLPRIAL USER OF RESEARCH

4

Dr. Isaiah Gellnian, Executive Vice President
National Council of the Paper Industry.
for Air and Stream Improvement; Inc.

INTRODUCTION AN IDENTIVICNTION OF LONG R$ANGE
A few intridiktory words are in order .to identify the RESEARCH NEEDS FROM AN INDUSTRIAL'

special perspective that the industrial' user of research PERSPECTIVE
findings brings to this diScussion of long range research 4111 Thereis little doubt that the comOrehensive examination
needs in the water and wastewater treatment area You have the dynamics of receiving)water quality continues to
inditated a deep sense of disappointment at the declining : suffer from the absence of a !Ong term commitment toward'
visibility of a commitment toward, and support for long its scientific study. With a major national commitment to
range research by our national regulatory

rn
ag cy. That water pollution control at least twenty years old, with

disappointment and concern are fully sh red in the opportunities to either build deliberately onto a Preexisting
industrial community. We function to y under a USGS.water quality network, or to carefully construct and
regulatory framework Whose deficiencies can be traced in `, graduallY expand such a specialized networ1C, we still find
part to the resultant loss of a credible scientific basis for such ourselves discovering a "mercury problem" using the limited,
regulatory programs. ' findings of a lone aquatic biologist examing fish specimens

It is therefore our desire that such a well-financed, fully In Canada, or a "chlorinated hydrocarhon problem"
visible, comprehensive, broadly planned and well- through a.,publia interest organization's limited analysis of.
coordinated long range research, program be restored to its cancer frequency statistics on the lower MiSsiSsippi River.
position of central importance in the nation's water Surely a water pollution control program notf annually
pollution control effort: Whether this can, or should be done
within EPA is a .separate, yet related, question whose° f'
further discussion now might detraet from .the
conference's statedgoal.

commanding multi-billion dollar capital and operating' °

expenditures in the public and private sectors deserVes more
than .a dollar-short, pieceMeal, chronicallY faltering water
quality study program as its taientific justification and.

A recognition of the conference sponsorship and perional progress Monitoring basis.. To this end I would propose
view that the Correct-solutions to our water pollution control . pursuing the following long range needs:
problems will materialize with the appliaation, if you will of
"social engineering!' Skills leads me to approach the (1) Organiiation ankh maintenance of : a long-term
definition of king range. needs in the following manner. A
systematic approach to their solution should consider three
consecutively related phases involving (a) aeomprehensive
examination, of the state of water quality sufficient to
identify the .probleM areas meriting. solution,. (b) the
development of remedial., technologies capable- of
sufficiently minimizing adverse impacts of effluent's on
water quality, and.(c) the deployment of those technologies
in a spatial and chronolOgical rnannerthataccomplishes the
desired purpose consistent with meeting other soCial needs

. as well: .Eacn'of these three phases or area preSents long
range research tietlA;-Whieh are briefly set out below.'

(2)

network of water quality '.monitoring
which flowing water, bottom sediments. and a
Sufficient variety of aquatic 'life .forms are
regularly monitored for, specific and class indicator'
cheinical constituents _and. major water. quality
parameters.
Continuing research on ' data ,integrating and
analytical techniques to allow (a) detection of
downstreaM travel of'' unusual. 'water: quality,
(b) determination of significance of deviations from
desired water quality, (c).automated monitoring of
specificparameters, .apd.. (d) input to 'Control
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models used to modify on-land wastewater ma,nage-
ment system performance.

(3) Research on the procesSes controlling the move-
ment of pollutants through major elements of the
receiving water environment such as sediment,
flowing water and living systems to strengthen
(a) our knowledge of the removal processes for both
conservative and non - conservative constituents,
(b) our appreciation of the role of bio-
concentration processes, and (c) our confidence in
the predictive capability of .mathematical models
of all these processes through an improvement in .

the physical/ chemical/ biological information base
for their use.
Determination of site-specific,', practical tolerance
limits for key constituents of major categories of
industrial' effluents' that can beused, to establish.
conditions of compatibility between various water .

uses and :growing industrial' activity along the
nation's waterways.

(4)

:'RESEARCH USER PERSPECTIVE

process wastes in optimal combinationwith external
treatment. ° -

While. the last of these is included in this research needs
analY-sis for purposes of completeness, it is viewed as an
investigative , area uniquely suited, for industrial
concentration and university participation by those with
close' experiential ties to industry and thereby shading a

knowledge' of problems encountered in altering industrial
' prOcess technologies. The possible need and justification for

public financial support of large scale trials of such modified
technologies is however, recognized under certain high risk
conditions. .

The final research area to be considered encompasses the
various socio-economic problems related to the pace and
extent of control technology application. EaCh `of these
present, continuing methodological 'problems whose
solution commands participation and investigative
leadership by the environmental engineering community:
These can be identified as f011ows:

(I)" Determination of economic impact on given
industries and the national economy of broadrscale
applicatiOn of Specific technological control levels.

(2) Development of cost-benefit analyses covering
prograMs for attaining, specific regional' 'water
quality control objectives through alternative
'dad allocation procedures, low flow augmentation
programs, and, funding approaches,

(3) Examination of broad-scale effluent treatment versus
, selective .advanced ,water treatment technology as

alternativeS for meeting water supply quality needs:
DeveloPment'of an effective' program for regulating
the discharge of artihiplicity of effluent chenijcal
constituents in face, of the growing .sophistication,
cost and sensitivity of analytiCal procedures for their
etection,in effluents and reeeiving,Waters.

With well-identified water quality concerns 'and
considerationi as a continuing point of departure, the:,
development of improved 'and new control technologies can
move beyond a search for 'novelty toward iinproyernetits
and tools, fitted to well- defined tasks. Long range research
needs supportive of such progress include the following:
(I) In -depth examination Of major control technologies'

to identify the 'impact of transient changes in process
loading: load composition, and proceSsconditions"

. on . operational results, so as to improve ths,
Performance-predictive quality process desighsl
This need exists -for both the biochemical and Ifl
physicochemical processes and extends to a growing,
number of deSign-performance parameters.

(2) Development of ,m'eans'for Minna-104g performance -.

variability throtigh-. (a). greaton-line process
control, (b) iMproved automatic detection,
segregation and reprocessing of intermittent
manufacturing ,mcess materials losses resulting
from ;either spills or transient, .syClic process'

° steps. .

(3) 'Examination of pew control technology apPrOaches,.
to deteimine, whether they offer potential. for

.(a) betier'Or more reliable removal of conventional
constituents; (b) lOwer- cost . performance, Ors.

(c) removal. of additonal constituents 'which.
..environmental study has shown to merit major.
attention. o.

(4) Development of optimal means for dewatering the
hydrous residues of wastewater management through
dp,plicaticin of combinations of thermal, mechanical,
electrical and chemical energy-sourees.

(5) ExaMination . of the. opportunities for recycle of
treated effluent as well as in-process recycle of

. .

28

SUMMARY
Ih:siimmiry, a series of long range research,rfeeds have

been identified that fall into three broadeategoiies involving
(I) environmental problem ,identification(2) development
of control technOlogiek and (3) examinion of the factors
related to Optimal deployment of those technologies.-While
these problem areas demand participation of investigative
skills "other than those of environmental engineers, the
successful integration of such long range programs, as well
as intelligent application of the research results, remain a
primary responsibility of this connunity-:,and should
. provide opportunities for constructive leadership at a time
-of apparent disoganization in the wastewater management
field..
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS AS SEEN B(Y
THE CONSULTING ENGINEER

Roy F. Weston
Roy F. Weston; Inc.

Chester, Pennsylvania

It is my assignment to identify and prioritize fundamental
research needs associated with water and wastewater
treatment systems that are or that should, be of particular
concern to the consulting engineer. I am.assuming that
fundamental research pertains to research to establish basic
characteristics and principles, as contrasted to applied
research, which is concerned with the practical application
of fundamental research, or to demonstration research;
which is concerned with thci practicability of the results of
both applied and fundamental research.

Each consulting engineer is inclined to see his role
differently; depending on how he perceives his role in society
and how he implements that role.

I will identify the roles of the.consulting-engineer as those
of: 1) the definer of the water or wastewater treatment
problem; 2) the evaluator of alternative solutions to that
problem; 3) the, designer of the most feasible and cost-
effective sOlution p the problem; and 4) the advisor on
system and/ or facility operations.

There are fundamental research needs relative to each of
the consulting engineer's roles.

In his role as the definer of the problem, the consulting
engineer may have to contends with serious questions of a
technological, socio-ptilitical,, and institutional nature. He
May find that analytical procedures or instruments required
for accurate measurement of the concentration of ions or .

substglces suggested or required by the controlling
regulatory agency are not availabletjle must determine
whether the best practical or the beSeacailable wastewater
treatment technology will, in fact, meet the environment4I
standards for natural waters or for gaseous emissions tae's
atmosphere or for sludge disposal onto the land.

He may find that the environmental and potential public
health impacts associated with emission, discharge, or
disposal of some iotr,Or substance a ice not, at the time of the
study, clearly defined. Thisjs particularly so relative.to the
concentration of toxic and/ Or carcinogenic ions or
materials and to the fate of these ions oPinaterials in the

environment. This lack of clear definition is also
encountered in connection with the attenuation and
transport of toxic ions and carcinogenic materials in the
earth.

The conscientious and responsible consultant must be ,
concerned anil conservative about these matters. On the
other hand, he must recognize that life is not without risk.
Each and every individual is exposed to many hazards every
day of his,life. Mot exposures to hazards are controlled or
controllable and o low risk to life; other's are insidious in
that they slowly but urely cause discomfort, illness, lack of
bodily function, and th; and some are acute in their effect
on life: Sinae risk taking is a normal part of man's life, the
consultant is obliged to 'identify and evaluate the risk
associated 'with alternative plans of action as a part of
defining the problem.

He is well,aware that environmental control problems are
no longer restricted to a single part of the environment; they
pervade the entire environment. Therefore, the consultant
must face up to the axiom: "The control of air pollution may
create water or land pollution; the control of water pollution
may create, land or air pollution; and the control of land
pollution may create air of water pollution, and so on ad
infinitum."

Scientists and engineers have not, to this date, seriously
addressed the full ramifications of the interrelationships
amonethe efforts to protect the quality of the various,
elements of our environment (i.e., the air, the water, and the
land). This is particularlpso when energy, the mythological
fourth element of our world,' is considered:

'The consultant encounters socio-political and
institutional problems of both fundamental and practical
significance. For-instance, there are residues from all water
and wastewater treatment processes that must eventual*
end up on the land. In most cases, the soCio-political climate
and theInstitutional,ealities niake it iinpossible to acquire

"extremely

-sites for4utiire use, and, in some cases, make it
xtremely difficult to acquire sites even for current needs.

*29
25)
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Although this is not an example of engineering as such, it is
so dramatic that the engineering profession must learn how
to educate the public so that sound projects will be

'consistently funded and constructed on a cost-effective
timely basis.

Thus, the consultant may encounter serious obstacles
relativ o positively defining his client's problem due to a
need for research in qualitative.and quantitative chemical
ana poteriiiiaWvironmental and public health k pact,
the technologic socio-political and .economic
interrelationships among the various environmental
impacts. efficient energy use, risk analysis. and socio-
political and institutional constraints:

Fundamental research is seriously needed in each of these
areas.

As the consultant evaluates alternatives, he must consider
technological feasibility and financial cost. He may be
confronted with the psychological problem of evaluating the
seriousness of t e regulatory agencies' requirements. If he
assumes that he must, in fact, meet their requirements
precisely as st ulated, he is faced with the need for
reliability of, performance evaluation of each alternative.
This may present a problem because adequate records on
which , to base reliability of Performance may not be
available.

In some cases, the consultant will find that there is no
established and proven technology available for solving his.,.
client's 'problem. To complicate the situation, when the
problem requires an innovative solution, the consultant may
well find that control agency rules and regulations will not
permit other than standardiezed approaches.

In other cases, consultants may find themselves
responsible, for inadequately performing equipment or
instrumentation because EPA decided that such equipment
or instrumentation must be included as equivalent to
superior products of proven performance.

Current trends relative-to the liability of consultants for
facility quality and performance'increase the need for more
information relative to the. fundamentals involved in the
'control of the performance of; various process units and the
impact of variable operating conditions 'on such
performance. Such fundamental information is also
pertinent t eliability of performance predictions.

Consu tants recognize that safe drinking water supply
and fishable. ,swimmable natural water are impcirtant
elements, bat not the only important elements, of a high
living standard and a high quality of life. As long as there are
ill-fed, ill-clothed, and ill7housed people in .the United
States, there' will be competition for a limited supply of
dollars. Therefore, safe drinking water supply arid.
fishablej swimmable natural waters must.be provided at the
slowest possible cost.

I believe that this country ctfro(continire to reduce and
control water pollution on an arbitrary basis without

consideration of cost. Fundamental research relative to
establishing national costs for protecting the quality of our
watersusing diffrent control philosophies and concepts,
should be undertaken.

I ,believe that it is imperative to let the public know the
cost of attaining and maintaining incremental differences in
water quality. The importance of fundamental and accurate
models for such predictions is emphasized by the need for
more definitive information onthe impact of non-point
source pollution and the interrelationships between point
source and non-point source pollution on overall
environmental and water quality.

.

Current federal law requires preprogrammed, robot-like,
unprofessional performance 'from the environmental
quality control, profession. Technological rather than legal
solutions to environmental problems are badly needed.

To assure adequate evalution of alternatives, the
consultant needs fundamental research so that he can be
more accurate in predicting the reliability of performance of
the different unit processes and combinations thereof. under
various operating conditions; he needs economic research to
establish the relative' costs to,, the whole community of
different pollution control strategies; and he needs systems
research to develop' methodologies and models for
determining the relationships between point and non-point
pollution, control that will achieve the most cost-effective .`

environmental results..
In addition, research to establish the technical and

economic feasibility of,alternative concepts for solving
problems should be continued. Examples are dual water
supply for reducing the costs of providing an acceptable
drinking water supply, and special actions or facilities to
protect endangered' species br unusual spawning areas.

Also, research is needed to confirm the validity of existing
state facilities standards. The consultant must endeavor to
design system.s, and facilities that will achieve the desired'
level and reliability of performance at the least "life cycle"
cost. The escalating costs of energy and operations and
maintenance, wages and salaries will significantly influence
municipal treatment plant designs.

While fundamental research may not be involved, data on
'energy utilization and on operation and maintenance should
be collected under the auspices of EPA for various process

,,!..units and \control systems. Also, EPA should undertake
,:4'studiet to determine the economics of different' types

materials of construction for sewage treatment facilities.
Studies should be made to evaluate the influence, if any,

of the federal grant 'philosophy and process on the "total
cost" of municipal water supply and wastewaterireatment.
"Total cost" shoirld be evaluated because it is minimum
"total cost" that will minimize taxes.

As the consultant participates in4 solving operations
problems, the need for.fundamental knowledge of process
and equipment behavioral characteristics is apparent. While

30 2
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we must recognize that a few operators can achieve
operating results from "gut feel," or intuitive reaction, to
situations. that others cannot achieve with the most
sophisticated monitoring and control facilities, we must also
recognize that knowledge of fundamentals helps both the .
intuitive and the pragmatic. Thus, fundamental research,
relative to 'unit-operations behavioral chAricteristics is
essential to optimum utilization of existing equipment and
processes.

,PRICIR1TIES
It is difficult to establish priorities when there are po many

and such diversified research needs to optimize the solutions
to our.problems. 1 would establish research priorities on the .
following basis:

Identify add-characterize those drinking and natural
water quality problems that may, directly kr
indirectly, adversely affect the public health.
Identify and caracterize those pollution problems
that adversely affect the balance of natu e And
essential natural processes.

k
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3. Identify those pollutants for which adequate control
methods are not available, and then develop the
needed control methodology.

4. Further develop fundamental information essential
to-optimizing the 'performance of existing invest-
ments in water and wastewater treatment and

'disposal systems.
5 Establish the technOlogies, the tradeoffs, and the

means by which the technological, socio-political,
institutional problems associated with Water and
wastewater treatment residue disposal may be
resolved'.

6 Revelop the parameters, criteria, and methodologies
needed:.
a.. to evaluate the costs and benefits from achieving

alternative national water quality goals; and,
b. to establish the most technologically and

economically feasible strategy for achieving the,
selected national water quality goal.

,Although. the development of parameters, criteria, and
methodologies appears in the foregoing priority list as No. 6,
there are many reasons why it should be No 1.
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DISCUSSION

Marty Wanielista (Florida Technological University):
A proposal was advanced to establish an extensive water

quality monitoring system in our national waters. This
should be questioned in view of (1) the neeCKor extensive
data to separate point from non-point sources which rift
requires much field data if no models are available, and (2).
the more cost effective applications of models based on in-
depth basic research studies of a minimum of
surface around waters.

Water J. Maier (University of Minnesota):
Water utilities have provided the community with a high

quality product at a very low -cost. Unfortunately, it appears
trim the Water industry has neglected support and
gionsorship of research that can help solve the problems
posed by 'the presence of the host, of tle.w chemicals in the
water environment. There has been too much reliance on
EPA or other government agencies for research funding that
properly belongs in the domain of the water 'utilitieS. In
many cases, the problems are local and relate to the
geographical-geological environment and should be studied
at the (Cocal level without involving Washington, D.C., as a
source of financial support and, hence, control pf research.

Roy Hartenstein (SL:NY-Syracuse):
The decomposition processes that occur in sludges

following their discharge upon land are extensions of the
biological processes which were begun in. the wastewater
treatment plant. 'Aerobically digested sludges are generally
compatible with most biological processes that occur in soil.
Such sludges are usually consumed rapidly by earthworms
and other soil invertebrates. The egested materials from
these animals have (1) a surface area which is enormously
greater than the sludge had prior:to ingestion, and (2) a
greater density of microorganiSms. In consequence of both
of these-changes the sludge decomposes and stabilPzes at an
enhanced rate, and the material can be dried more rapidly
and transported more economically 'for land application
purposes. .

. s.

Anaerobically digested- sludges, in contrast,_are acutely
toxic to earthworms when they are initially obtained from a
digester. Toxicity diminishes with aging and exposure. to air
as indexed by an Eh in excess Of+ 250 my. Anaerobic digests
are nevertheless inferior to aerobiCidigests with regard. to
earthworm nutrition.

Since large metropolitan areas pr duce mainly anaerobic
sludges Which are increasingly be ng disposed of by land
application, it is critical to underst nd the po'tential of using
earthworms in sludge 'inanagern nt. In soilS earthworms
predominate over other 'biologic 1 agents with respect to
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mixing and aerating the soil compOnents. In conjunction
with other members of the soil fauna (including nematodes,
enchytraeids, and protozoa) and microflora (bacteria and
fungi) they may be used as important tools in environmental
management. To maximize this potential, more research is
needed on the biological attributes of these organisms
and on -the technology necessary for using earthworms in
large scale operations. These operations include the
conversion of various organic wastes, such as pulp sludge,
biodegradable solid wastes, and sewage sludge into
marketable products which help offset the costWof waste
treatment.

David W. Hendricks (Colorado State UniverSity).10.411r.'
William Lacy:

EPA has grown and expanded to the point that there are a
multitude of disciplines employed, With this there is no,

ryprofessional identity.: The sanitary engineering profession
has lost its leadership within the agency in developing the
visionof what ought to be done in researchand in preserving
i-goodethical climate,for proposal handling. Instead, EPA
research programS fo\llow fads and novelties and lack
continuity. Current praCtices are in sharp contrasfwiththe
old USPHS traditions of:.high ethiCal standards in handling
proposals and which supported sound well-conceived
research. A vast.amount of, monies have been poured into
,EPA research activities through in-house projects and
competitive bid contractSi. with very little Output of
worthwhile results: There really needs to be a' budget real-

.i4loCation toward support of f4tidamental research outside of
EPA, using the unsolicited proposal mechanism provided
by NSF.

Lacy's Reply:

The Environmental Protection Agency's Office of
Research and Development has. grown a total of 10% in
seven`years, about 13% per year, not much in anyone's book.
It is my opinion our scientific staff feels a high professional
identity and would resent implidations ,to the .contrary. I
doubt that sanitary engineers ever had the leadership within

- this or any agency or should have had that role. In a
.

National Science Foundation survey on occupation
6. distribution of full time, government workers EPA was

found to have 26% scientists, 21% engineers and architects
and 2% lawyers; all other agencies average 15% scientists,
10.4% engineers and architects and 3.4% lawyers.

The degree levels for these R&D scientists and engineers
were found to be in EPA, Ph.D. 27.6%, Masters 38.3% and

32
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,
.B.S. 32.!L% and for all otherfederal agencies ph.D.19.3%,-
Makers 26.4% and B.S..48.2%.

The current handling of all proposals has placed this
activity on the highest professional ethical *plane and by
competition for the limited fund's. virtually eliminated the .

"old boys club", atmosphere..
The NSF still uses the unsolicited proposals mechaniSm

and should for theirtyPe program.
al *1p, planning and executing research, the ORD

strategy does have a balance. betWeen research that
responds to the minimum regulatory retiluiremehts,.
viewpoint, .and quality. research that is responsive
to the full scope of environmental cotitrol.problems.-

b. The longer range ,anticipatory and fundamental-
-.;.research programs are designed (i) to guide rather

. than respond to environmental control strategies
and (ii) to develop concepts which may provide the
basis for pollution confrol technology and
regulations
Planning inCludes input from a, broad base of :
scientists and engineers both from inside and
outside the Agency -

d. EPA has in-houie researcherswho are experienced in
fundamental research and they help plan abalanced.
program that includes such anticipatory research.

. .

Peter 0. Nelson (Oregon State University) for Mr. William
Lacy: ...

I . Are unsolicited _proposals considered seriously? 2. H ow..
are unsolieited proposals handled which .don't directly fit
into EPA,identified . programs?, 3. If a proposal' gets. poor

- internal reviews by EPA program directors, is it sent out for
outside review too? 'Comment: ,It was unclear to me whether
EPA will or. desires to fund fundamental research from
unsolcitied pro.pOsals that- may . or may not fit. into their
identified programs. Are the so-called "centers of research".
to be established by, EPA going to handle theonly
fundamental research effort in the future?

Lacy's Reply:
I I. All unsolicited proposals that are received by.EPA's

Office of Research and, Development are considered
seriously. Each is analyzed and evaluated with
regard to program interest including need . and
technical merits i.e. a'dequac'y of design, competency
of proposed staff, suitability of purpose, available
resources, appropriateness of the project period,
probability the.intended results will be accomplished
and uniqueness or originality and last but not least
availability of funds.

2 Unsolicited proposals which do not fit into EPA
identified programs or outside the. mission or
responsibility. of EPA are usually returned to the
sender with specific suggestions on where support
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might be obtined.\ -
3. If a. proposal gets poOr internal review. it is

11 returned to .sender with, these comments and their
specific suggekions.' We do not send this type
proposal outside for additional reviews.

If has been said that the -Ageney's -regulatory
respOnsibilities disrupt the atmosphere for fundamental
environmental research and that the Agency has often failed. ;

to.recognize imminent adverse conditions.until after wide-..,

spread damage has ocetrred. To insulate these programs ..,
from regulatory pressure, it has.been recommended that the
Agency be' authorized to perform. anticipatory and
fundamental research, that EPA consider the establishment
of "Centers of Excellence" to conduct research on specific
problems, and that a "bottoms-up", planning.approach be
utilized to..iiplentent these programs. .

As a result of these and other recommendations, specific
language is embodied withih the recently enacted (Dec. 77)

.Public Law 95-155, the Environmental Research,
Deyelopment, and Demonstration Authorization Act. of
1978, to require the long-range plan to address some of
these concerns. This year's FY 78) R&D program plan
presents information specifically in response to Sections 4.
6, and '10 of the Act. ,

'These presentations include:
Several resource projections - o assist Congress in
evaluating the progress and le 'el of effort 'of the
research program (Sections 4) ° ea

A presentation of a continuing and long-ter
environmental r earch and development progra
(Section 6).

The status of tie fitplementation of the recommend-
ations prepared for the' H ouse Committee on Science
and Technology in "The Environmental Protection
Agency's Research Programs with Primary Emphasis.
on the Comniunity Health and Environme4tal
Surveillance System (CHESS): An Investigative
Report" (Section 10):

Also in compliance with Public Law* 95-155. this year's
R&D plans been reviewed by, EPA's Science Advisory
Board.

Stanley Klemetson (Colorado State University) for Mrs
William Lacy:

l' would like Mr. Lacy to discuss Mr. Gellman's comment
on the recycling of treated effluents. We put considerable
emphasis on treatment of wastewaters but not to the level of
potable use.'. What is the future of research on water
treatment and more particularly: water reuse for, notable
use?

.33
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Lacy's Reply:
In EPA's Industrial Pollution -ContrOl 'Research and

Development Program we emphasized 'closed loop water
systems but not for potable use, I think Mr. Gellm'an was
concerned with the industrial,recycling of water and' not
potable reuse.

Ina growing economy, the attainment of improved
ambient environmental quality by the application of a fixed
set of emission and effluent controls is not an ultimate
solution. As the economy expands, the amount of pollution

. discharged will grow due to increased utilization of existing
production capacity and the addition of new sources. If best
available technology advabces toward "zero pollutant
discharge," a containment of all regulated pollutants could
be achieved. However, with zero pollutant. discharge, most
of the pollutants are removed from the airborne or
waterborne phaSe as solid or liquid residuals and must be
either 'recycled or dealt with through some form of
compFehensive land disposal program. If these wastes are
not 'prudently managed. hazardous and toxic pollutants will
cause secondary air and water pollution problems.

EPA's regulatory mandate has .resulted in the
promulgations of a number of standards to reduce the
adverse health and environmental impacts of industrial
_pollution. In cooperation with other government agencies,
research institutes and universities, the Agency is currently
conducting studies in the following areas:

a. Identification. cha( racterizations and' Measurement
of pollutants released into the environment; .

, b. Development of control 'te'chnologies to eliminate
or reduce poIrtZirt releases;

c. Study of the transport and fate of Rollutants after

d.

release to the environment;
' .

Effect of pollutants on human health and the
environment;

e. Socioeconomic effect of new environmental
regulations and policies.

Joseph V. DePinto (,Clarkson College) for 'Mr. William
Lacy

It was apparent from this morning's talk that.more long-
term, farsighted research was needed . in the water and
wastewater area. The EPA, however, typically funds
research on a' three-year project period'. basis..To me this
time period only serves to ask more questions than it
answers. Will the anticipatory R&D program of EPA
consider fundingtruly fUndamental'research projectS, which
haVe designated project periodS.longefthan three years? F6r
example, a given environmental engineering group may
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have a particular expertise or may be located in an ideal
section of the country for making a significant contribution
to the fundamental knowledge of .a particular topic. In that
case a six or eight year cohesive study may prove to be\more
effiCient and rewarding for both the agency and the
researchers.

Lacy's Reply:
EPA has a new $13 plus million anticipatory research--

program. It is proposed to:

a. Identify and characterize emerging envt onmental
problems before serious crisis;

1

b. Provide stable support to investigate° long-term
problems;

c Serve as a mechanism to assure that basic studies
needed to applied research' are conducted.

w
e-

The.key features will include:

a. Proposal reviewed by, panels of EPA/ outside
scientists

c.

Areas of interest advertised each year:

Panels will provide guidance and recommendations,
not final decisions.

d. Laboratory scientists would monitor Most projects,
occasionally reviews of special projects 'may
be conducted by panels

e. Individual. ORD scte /(labs) would be
encouraged to submi proposals and compete for.,
resources.

f. Internal positions would be provided from a rotating
pool or term appointment.

The center support program would be ocated primarily
in universities but national laboratories and other existing
institutions: could be used. The funding provided to 'A
research team would be from 3-5 yeatsor longer if justified.
It is hoped that cadre of expertise for special analysis would
be developed along with more effioient training of scientist
and engineel-s in special research areas.

%Dem* Clifford (University of "Houston). for Mr:Roy F.
Weston:

Mr. Weston made reference to the fact that, often
consultants are kilted into accepting legal solutions to
technological problems and are put upon to assess the
commitment of the regulatory agent)/ to the enforcement
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of unrealistic and sometimes impossible-to-meet effluent
standards. My experience causes me to agree with these
observations. But because we are interested in specific
research needs would Mr. Weston please give an important
example or two citing these unrealistic standards and
solutions.

Weston's Rep
- Mr. Clifford requests specific examples of unrealistic

standards and solutions demanded by regulatory agencies,
While there are numerous illustrations to refer to, specifics
may,cloud the basicissue;.that is the need for research to
establish- thepethodology and criteria by which -we can
practically evaluate whether or not .benefits derived froth

'any specific regulation. are commensurate with the total
costs incurred.

David G. Stephen (US EPA) for Messrs. Hovious, Gellman
and Weston:

EPA has reduced its support for fundamental research in
the waste treatment and water transport areas over the last
6-7 years. Have other sources of sponsorship for such work
increased their support to 'fill the gap' and will they do so in
the future?

Hovious and Conway's RtIly:
No appararent new sources have developed for support of

fundamental research. Hopefully, NSF can aid in filling this

gap.

Wesfon's Reply:
Those responsible for pollution have expended significant

funds for research to reduce pollution and to accomplsih

such 'Ireductions economically. Such organizations will,
withbut a doubt, continue to ,expend funds for such
purposes. UnfortunatelY, the law and past and present
ekperiences with regulatory agencies do not provide optimal
motivation for such research. The concepts of Best
PrIticable and Best Available Technology and the required
use of such tech nology.whether it is needed or nomnotivates
against spending research dollars for improving technology.
This is so since newly developed technology may be used
against the researcher to increase his cost. I believe researc.h
will be a sub-optimal level until the incentives for research
are changed.

Mr. Roy 0. Ball (University of Tennessee) for Mr. Joseph
Hovious .

Research has been completed and/ or is underway on
many of the areas you describe. Is your-major concern (1)
insufficient research effort? (2) more fundamental effort? (3)
coordination and documentation of research? (4) all or
noneof the, above. As a former industrial pollution control
engineer, I believe that (3) may be the greatest-problem, a
point of view supported by Dr. kohlich's historical
remarks.

Hovious' and Conwiy's Reply:
Dr. Rohlich's remarks are Well taken that we should not
proceed without a full knoledge of past findings. However,
we feel that much can be gained by a more fundamental
examination of the areas we suggested. A multitude of
applied studies have been addressed to problems associated
with these phenomena, but much less work to the basic
phenomena themselves.

4.
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A CONGRESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON RESEARCH NEEDS
FOR WATER AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

G.E. Br4j2.Av

Chairman, Subcommittee on the EiMrbnment and the Atmosphere
of the Committee 7on Science and Technology
U.S. Congressman (CalifOrnia, 36th District)'

I am pleased to be,here today to:contribute my views on .

"Fundamental Research. Needs' for Water and Wastewater
. Treatment Systems.". As your luncheon speaker, I am

expected to distract you from your working sessions without
distracting, your, digestion.. I hope I can do this, while still
contributing to our mutual consideration of the issues
before Lis.

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on the Environment
and the ,AtmOsphere of the Committee .6n' Science and
Technology, I have had an Opportunity. to review the general
issue of basic, or' fundamental,:long-ran e research versus
short-term:applied research in a gene ense. I've also hada
'chance. to examine this issue particularly with regards to the
EPA's Municipal Wastewater Research and Development
Program'. At the end of Septetriber,'1976 my. subcommittee
held hearings on this subject, at which the general state of
EPA's Municipal Wastewater Research PrOgram was
thorOughlyexamined The information gathered then was
much '.the .same as today the fundamental high risk
research on new :technological processes was nearly, non-
existent, and the multitude of issues (dentified by
organizations such as this group, as well as EPA re.searchers
themselves, went unfunded and largely unexamined. In fact,.
even some of the same specific' and present research needs
and concepts were identified at the same time..

My own recent review was pre-dated by President.
. Roosevelt who, in a March 10, 1938,.speecti to Congress,

noted the need for the conservation and development of our
water resources. Almost forty years ago he stressed the

.importance and interrelationship of water quality, water
supply, and land management. ImPlicit in his address was
the call for innovation in thisqield and the cry has yet to be
adequately answered.: .

A quick -look at the .R&D budget itof EPA and Rs
predecessor shows that while there has been. almost a
quantum leap, in the. construction grants programup to
over S4 billion today, from about pop million in.1968 and
10-69, the supporting water R&D' program has .actually.
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decreaged from about $25 million in 1968 and 1969 to less
than $12 million. What is' the:cause for this state of affairi?
Why haven't some of the billions of dollars going into the
construction grants program' been Channeled into .the
research progrArris you are all familiar with? Why has the
Administration and the Congress allowed this tear
phaseout of fundamental 'research to' neetirl. It is not
'reassuring to .tell you that I, as one of the Members most
concerned with the EPA budget in the Congress, do not
inow the answers to these questions. I do know that many
research issues have been identifiedand that bOth the EPA
Office of Research and Developrnent and my Subcommittee'
on- Environment and the 'Atmosphere' share the goal of
addressing these issues with adequate resourcesAllso know
that somewhere betweenthe EPA's Office of Rese:arch mitt
the ,Congress, the "official" budget contains'. none'of these
research initiatives, and only the base, applied, program
continueS.. I also know that notwithstanding the
recommendations of both the. House Committee on Science,
and Technology and the "House Committee: on Public
Works, the House' 'Appropriations ,Committee does not .

appropriate the same level 'of' funds which .we..authorize.,"
Research funds, especially for what is seen primarily as an
operational public works, jobs program- in the minds Of,
Most Members of. Congress, are considered as either totally
unnecessary or as too low a priority to include in'the final
Presidential or Congressional budgets. It is my hope that
this past history will not continue next 'year!

As you probably . all kn'ow, the' and Senate
Conferees have agreed to the' Conference Report on H.R.
3199; the 1977 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution
,Control Act. In these amendments there is a basicagreetnent
'onfthe number of significant policy questions which reflect
the Congressional judgment that adjustMents to the Water

:Pollution Control are necessary. Some . of these
amendments are i ended to make it easier. for new or
innovative technologies to be implemented: Many of these
revisions either irnply,-nr require, new research and
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Administration the basis fo re-examining its research and.
development programs. Alrof these amendments give the

development budget, and supplementing it where cleaf-ctit
gaps exist in basic knowled:ge.

',I would recommend to those attending here today th t
You take this time of mid-term readjustment in the Federal
Water Pollution Control PrOgram to focus on high.priority
research needs, and present tho needs to as wide an /
audience as you can. Those o us w o have attempted;and l.
failed, to i prove the .EPA' rese h budget in the past
need assis ce in gathering sup ort and increasing the
awareness of e Administrati nd the entire Congress to
the. research ga s and pOten from.a broader research '.

-base. .

.

There is one more reason w y this is a good opportunity
to renew effortS to. improve su port for fundaments water
research. The country has gain discovered a " aces
shortage." Together with the energy shortage,'' an the
general financial constraints hi 'ting all governments, this is
creating a climate where more e ergy efficient, costeffective
and water conserving means of ontrolling wastes 'are being
sought. Inaddition, the Preside .t's Water-Resource Policy
Study is now well underway, a d promises to make even
further changes to ourlaws whi h apply to water pollution.

The debate ',that this study. will generate will give
Congress another opportunity to 'infuse the proper amount
of funding and innovation in .ou R&D efforts. The climate
for such a change appears right and we should be optiinistic..
Optimism. must be translated into :action, hoWeyerand
researchers like yourtelves and groups such as this can help
Congress meet its ressnansiblity. You have beeii articulating
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the problems for some time; you are capable of providing
technological answers and yOu are equially capable of
providing sound organizational responses. to our mutual
dilemma. You must carry these messages beyond these walls

--to federal, state and local officials, to private interest
groups; whether-friendly or adversary. In short, you must
carry them to the public.

The implementation of innovative basic research faces
roadblocks other than funding shortages,and ignoranCe on
the part of officials. Research scientists, particularly.fhoSe
engaged in basic research, will have_ to be sensitive and
responsive to economic and social considerations. While it is
not practical for scientists to heavily engage in training in
Sociology or economics,, the path from basic research to
wide-scale adoption of technologiesand even concepts
will be far shorter and less hazardous than it is presently
proving to be. when we are constantly aware that basic
research is only one of the vital parts)to a larger effort to
solve a social, economic and technologic problem.

I. believe that a, good case can be: made. for greatly
increasing our funding of fundamental water research and
development. The related issues of land use, environmental
qualty, human health, energy conservation, and economics
all a Id support to the need .for a comprehensiVe and well-
planned water research problem.,I certainly want to see what
specific research needs this conference identifies for water
and wastewater/reatment systems. However, thiseffort will
only be a success if we can transform our analysis into
action, and convince. othersiess attached to the research
program that we would all benefit from its results. I hope we
can work together- to this .end.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO FUNDAMENTAL. RESEARCH
NEEDS IN WATER TREATMENT

E. Robert Baumann,
Nilson Marston Distinguished Professor of Engineering and
Professor of Civil Engineering, Sanitary Engineering Section 4,

Engineering Research InstituteDepartment of Civil Engineering
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011

INTRODUCTION
What are the ,fundaritental research needs in water

treatment? Wherever we find man, we necessarily find the
wastes produced by man's activities. Such wastes inevitably
find their way into the air, the soils or the waters neariffitir
points of origin. Since matter can -neither be created' nor
destroyed .by man, man's activities serve merely to change
the form of matter andheilace and concentration in which
it is to be found in our eqvitonment. Every, time itrains,,the
wastes produced by man are wa0e4 from the air and
depending on the rate of precipitation atid.the solubility of
the wastes, are carried to and into tbesOil and underground
water supplies or are carried by surface' runoff into our
surface waters. It is, therefore, safe to, conclude that all
products and wastes produced by man are "present at some
time in thewaser sources from %Aida we derive our drinking

public water supplies.
:Th'eftier-words, every solid, liq id gas that is produced

is to some into contact witfOrattu which :eventually
,

Serves as , our source of drinking water.,Stiche Contact will
mean that the water will contain constituents which affect
the ;quality of water. In order to assess.their effects on the use
of 1.ivater as a source of drinking water, all such

..constituents may be classed ,in one of four general
-ciassifications depending on whether their presence in water °

.would be
Impermissible

-- Undesirable or objectionable
Permissible but not necessarily desirable
Desirable.

The' placing of a partiCular constituent of water into one of
these classifications will depend on the concentration oftile''
constituent and its probable- effects). '(health, esthetic,
synergistic, economic, etc.) on the water s use:

Poisons or carcinogenic materials at levels harmful.,
.7- 'to the health: of man are clearly impermisSible.:

constituents of drinking water..
High oxygen and low 'Water pH levelareandesirable
or objectionable because they contribute significantly
to corrosion of water distribution systems.
Calcium and inagnesiuk-'4,11i iCbsontribute to water

hardness, are cations. Whiclv are'permissible in water
but not necessarily desirable since they contribute to
increased costs of ti,sinithe water.

Fluoride at a concentration 1 mg /'f is desirable in
w ter since it contributes to r 'lotion in the DMF

awed, Missing and Filled). incidence of tooth
decay,.gbut at 10 ,..mg/ 1 it must be reclasified Into

impermissible classification since it then,'
contributes to mottling of teeth:

How many other constituent's in water may be desirable:at
One concentration, permissible but not necessarily desirable
at a different, concentration, and objectionable or even
impermissible at still different concentrations?

FACTS TO CONSIOEki
Belt& we look at the fundaniental reitarch needs in water .

treatment, consider the fact that we are of a NATION OF
CRISES. We react slowly to growing challenges, but when
.webecome stiffiently concerned, we.-do react.

We establish new goals:
We establish new. institutions and the authority we need
to reach those goals.
We establish teams of people,N7TeCilOgist, biologists,'

chemists, attorneys; economists;'engineersrieeded fo
define; the prOblem and to effect the solution.

In the early 1950'Syie determined that we needed a 100
billion dollar, system of Interstate highways to' bind our
country together. All of you have benefited by the fruits of
that goal. In 1965, we determined' that by '1983 we would
eliminate pollution of our water environment. Weare one he-
Way, eyei'though hay.a extended the date when* expect
to reach the goal of"iio,p011tition7' of our water resources: .

On December 16; 19744,1*eafe Drinking Water AO was .

enatteci giving the Admiliiitrator of the Environtnental
Protection Agency the power to control the quality. of
drinking water in public water systems through regulation
and ojter means. The Act prOVided for the establishment of:

Primary drinking water. standards; that are Itealth-.
related,' and
Secondary drinking water standards that areratted to
esthetic quifities of water. ;.:r"

Primary and secondary drinking Water standard .havebeen
established. In carrying.. out. the'. design; 'Construction,
operation and maintenancer.Oftlie water treatment facilities
required to meet theie standards, hoWever, several facts
'iieeieto be evaluated: ..;
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At present, we do not havx.an adequate supply of
trained scientists and enginerswith background in
design', operation and : maintenance of the new
treatment processes which will be required to meet/
the netW standards : The new standards, for example,

.

;,. will undoubtedly require that cities Sodhas New York,
Bridgeport, conneatieut, Seattle Washington and Los
Anielesi will foi. the 'first time be r,eiloifed to build.
treatment plants if they are to fully meet the new
quality standards..': ,.: : ,:: :, : :: :'; : ;-*-: '

..-- During the past 'several years,. new S.vatercOnstitu:-.,7
ents-asbestos; fibers' and the trihaloinethane§,(5)
llave beendiscOered which resulted' in the establiskne ft'
of new standards requiring advanee d treatment,
technology not now standard in the :Water. supply
industry It is not only possible but prObable:that
additional, water constituents will be discovered that
will require development of advanced treatment
technology to effect their control.. Continuous
research must be conducted to evaluate such potential.

,

At preSent, -we have . nodevelope,d' effective
econornical` treatment teChnOlog*, which will. be

'.- require t tmeet our wafer quality needs based on
today's 4i& quality standards,
Research\today is specifically pointed at the solution .

of todaq, 4oblerns !whet-, than the development of
fundam ntali knowledge in :a given area related to

-.;,. Water tr atrnent needs:

WATER TREATMENT

irisk should our water consumers be protected from
'involuntary exposure to? The classification , Of water
constituents must be based on logical and jUstifiable criteria
and levels of risk. At the present timO, there is reasonable,
scientific disagreement as to what methods should be used in '.
assessing health effects of water quality constituents andtin
establishing reasonable levels of risk (and/ or safety factors)
required for establi.shment of. drinking, water standards
(1,2,3,4).

Once the constituents present in water are properly
classified, then step's 6ricnbe taken to meet the requirements
established by the water 041,ity standards established. This
may require:

location and deVelopineht of a new soUrCe Of water

APPROACH ON§TITUENT.CLASSIFICATION
AND WATER (), ALITY MODIFICATION

To be able to'Cla sify the constituents in water as to their
probable water qualit9 effects, itiiAeq,entia I first that we be
able:

to, develop, analytical proc e eccssary for the
'OP valL

qualitative and quarit 'ye tification of all
constituents' çesçt 1public titer suppli,es, and
to evaluate the,, :: ential and the probable health
and economic ef cts resulting from the presence of the
measured constituents in the water.

frobably the .inost important and most uncertaln
scientific and .political question that needs
clasifi ation today is associated with riskand its relationship
to hazar assessmen,t. Since no one Has yet found the
"Founten f Youth," all of us here today 'must eventually'
die Therefre, our risk of dying some day is 1 on 1. In fact,,
one in four of will die of cancer. If you smoke, your risk
increases to 1 in 3-1Ciost,_of us arrived here today by
atitornobile, yet our risk of being killed in an automobile this
year-are,1 in 4,000 or I in 51),An yoUr lifetime. Today we are
legislating mandatory air b t in our cars at a cost of
$.400 each to reduce tpataisk 1 in 5,000 in 1983, yet at the

?the we subsidm .the owth of tobacco, the use of
creases the risk Qt. g of cancer from 1 in 4 to I in,t ed voluntarily, what levels of

4'",' A

. . r

eliminatiQn ,-of the Undegirable :mater: 'quality
constituent at its sourceeither by, prohibition of
its manufacture or by treatmentpritSr:tO its discharge
to our water: sources, or
removal of the constituent by treatment of the water
in a water treatment plant.

In 1965, the U.S. embarked on a 100 billion dollar program
,

directed at theielimination of the discharge of a41:pciPtitant.S...
from the nation's water resources. In suPport,::,d: that.;:,

. ,program, a graduate training program was supported the ,*:
US. Environmental Protection Agency (and its,predecessiSr
organizations) to inprease the number Of scientists and
engineers trained in principles of water pollution control. At
its peak of support-in-1972-73, over 2000 new masters-level
candidates entereff..the field each year. This year, with
phasrPg-Out op:fedeeal supportrress than 400 new masters
le,vel Students e'ruated academic training in this fieth. At the
very time that new personnel needs were increased by
passage of the Safe Drinking Water:Act of 1974 (Public Law-
93-23), federal supPOvt for training of professionals in the..
field was curtailed and terminated:.::

Although many of the principlesinvolved in treatment of
wastewaters are the saThe as those used in the modification
of the quality of drinking water, the application of the
principles differ in water and wastewater, treatment systems.
The recognition that wastewater treatment systems cannot.;
be 100 percent effesive should signify the importance Of...
water treatment syStents in the water quality modification
seherne.

A
q.In general, the major problems in water treatment irrtolve

the following: s,

Evaluation of the public health and/ or esthetic arid
. - economic -significance.of water quality conitituents.

Evaluation of techniques and procedures to be used for
the quantitative rne4urernent and identification of
water guality Constituents That may be of health
esthetic ,' or economiC-.significance.
Development of effective,' economic methods for

removing or reducing the concentration or modifying
the form of water quality constituents 01 significance.

.
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The major wale uality problerhs.that'deservelOng-term
fundamental resea ch attention inch*.

the identification, characterization acid development
of methods for removal of all suspended partiatilates
from water.
the identification, characterizanott;:and development

.. of methods for the removal of alls-Olutile organIcsf rorn
water. ' ,

=- the identification and characterization of factors
affecting the deterioration of watef:qUalitY in water
distribution systems and the devec6Prneiti. ofSYskernS
for control of the stability of water. ::
the: identification, characterization, and development.
of methods for control of both pathogenic antr!non7.
pathogenic (but significant?) biological growths'and
corrosion in watei distribution systems. .

the identification of circumstances under which water
softening is justified for esthetic andj or economic
reasons in spite of it potential negative public
health effects,

. the identifidation, characterization and development
of methods for control of owner-induced pollutants to
water supplies, a source of pollution specifically
exempt from control in the Safe - Drinking Water ACt.

Let me comrhent,;?!briefly, on,several .of these areas. On
June 27, 1977 thet.U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
issued nevi s1 finking Water standards whic.h !Oablished.
"maxiiphi .cOntaiinant levels for 'several tiarameters
associated With drinking water supplies." The "Maximum
'contaminant level" means the "maximum permissible level
of .a..cOntaminant in water which is delivered t6 the free
flOWing outlet of the ultimate user of a public water supply

, 4sy6tem, except in the case of turbidity, where the maximum
,permissible level is measured at the point of e,Mry to the
.'distribution system. Contaminants added tothe w'Aer zyfaer
circumstances contlfblled !the uSer,t xcept.tho:se resulting

'from corrosion of piping and plumbing catisoj by water
. quality, are excluded from the definition(5).

During the period the final standards were developed,
consideration was given to establiShiag a maximum
permissible total bacterial count 4500 -1000/ ml @ 20°C
growing on plate count agar) to limit the total numbef of
bacteria in finished water. Although a total coUntlimitation
was not established interest and . concern for. high total
plate counts has not gone away., High plate "counts can

. result from:
introduction and growth of chlorine,resistant
organisms in the water system(6).
removal of chlorine in the distribution system: With

.1. subsequent growth of microorganisMs normally
:controlled by chlorine residuals.

Adcording to Geldreich, et al. (7):
"With proper Zitteatcnent and adequate chlorine residuZ
finishedwater leaving a treatment plant should have a very

WATER TREATMENT
7.

low bacterial density. However, as a'result of inadequate
treatment procedures or contamination within the
distrihutidn.network. the bacterial florS of a finished water
may include, among others,.Pseudamonas, Flavobacterium,

Chcomobacter, Broeus, Klebsiella, Bacillus, Serratia,
Corynebacterium, Mycobackeriau, Spirillum, Clostridium,

Arthrobacter, ballionella,and Leptolthrix."

The introduction of excessive numbers of bacteria in
Water distribution systems results in several potential
problems:

plate counts can contribute 'to taste, odor, and
food spoilage problems in products produced by food;
beverage, cosmetic, and drug industries.
Substantial pbpi1ations of bacteria may include some
genera which could `conSritute high health risk to
patients hospitals, clinics, nurseries, and rest
homes. (8,9). As a possible risk in., a hospital
environment, Flavobacteriurn was . reported as -a

primary pathogen for some surgical patients (10).
Non-c oliforni populations in finished water haVe been
implicated' in, suppressing coliform growth in test
media. The critical level for such suppression occurs
when the general. bacterial population. exceeds 1009
per ml.

So, how does,this concern ow.qcrLContiblIed introduction a
pollutants? Undoubtedly, the two Most numerous pieces of
equipment usedi:by home owners in both public and
privately owne&. ystems are water softeners and water
filters, many of 'Which include. Carbon for taste and odor
control. As far .back as in 14:22;:Baker.demonstrated that
zeolite water softeners filter bacteria from water and that
water with an initially low bactiia count may inciaa se in
bacterial content :Upon passage through such a softener( I I).
As a result, several studies have been conducted to
determine. methods which could be used for disin(fiec,3t1io)n

or sterilization of such water treatment media (12,13).
An important observation by 'Klumb in 1949 was the fact
that although eXPerirnental -evidence indicates that the
siliceous and resinous exchangerS are. incapable; in
themselves, of sustaining bacterial growth, many .bacteria
mayogrow in the softener material because of the presence of
filtered organic especiallyi during Optimum
temperature conditions..; .

In 1969, Stamm, et. al.; conducted studies of the effluents
backflushed from 143 separate exhausted urban and rural'
'tank.: resins. and 'cleaned resins containing the sulfonated
copolymer of Styrene and diyinylbenzene (5DB) and 44'
different bacterial and fungal: bgenera were identified,
including a pathogenic 'staphylococcal strain (14). Since
-cationic exchangers of the sulfoniefype have been shown to
take up all 'cations, both organic and ittarganic, growth of
bacteria on the organic matter is 4tote'expected. Stamm
concluded that incre4ed;:bacterial retention, survival, and
multiplication occuired.cCilicomitantly with accumulation
of organic's and inorganic materials and the Ca++:and Mg++
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cations from tap water.
In a siinilarmanner, Wallis, et al, in 1974 (15) discussed

the, hazards of incorporating charcoal filters into domestic
water systems. He reported, for example, that the number of
bacteria discharged from a Tareyton carbon filter installed
on a coldwater tap to simulate home use showed a groWth in
bacteria discharged frOm about 200 per 100 ml at the time
the unit was placed in service to over 7,000,000 bacteria 'per
100 ml in only 6 days. Further studies indicated that such
growth was not caused by the filter ingredients themselves
but were due to the removal of organic matter by the carbdn
which served as the food source for growth. He.repeated
Geldreich's contention that "Bacteria when present in water
in small numbers may be innocuous to man, but when
ingested in large numbers may be capable of causing disease.
In, the event that 'a municipal ,water system becomes
contaminated. with pathogenic bacteria, they might pass
thr6ugh the household water system in numbers too small to
cause disease. However, if the bacteria were concentrated on
a charcoal filter, they could,.multiply tin the, water
conditioners to a high'enough dose to eause illness"(15).

The adsorption of organics on all surfaces such as sand
filter media, resins, and activated carbon has been
recognized by many. Johnson and .Baumann (16), for
example, reviewed adsorption literature and proposed a
new type of wastewater treatment process based on the
observed effects. It is clear igrat .,tHe concentration of
organics on surfaces can be;-otlerS of magnitude
greater than the concentrKons of,the'organics in water,.
Thus, any home treattrivitcdevic0 that introduces large
surface areas, such asfkltlri;fsofteaers; or carbon units, will
enhance' the growth of microorganisms on the media
surfaces. The problem is merely more acute wing carbon,
for the simple reason that the carbon also reduces the
chlorine residual which might serve to keep bacterial growth
Under control.

What treatment methods need to be developed to' control
the introduction of pollutants by owner-controlled treatment
systems? Or, do we ultimately relegate home softeners and
filters to ,oblivion because of our inability, through lack of
fundamental research, to control bacteiia growths,in such
media?

APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS

The functions of a university are to conduct programs of
teaching, research, and service. °Re teaching program
shouldbe effdctive "iti training students at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels in the principles and
practices that are essential to the solution of problems in a
given aria of endeavor. The research p;ogram ,should be
designed to:, "*. t%

o
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develop a body of knowledge ghat 'will provide a
fundamental basis for evaluazing the scientific: and
engineering. principles that will expand our
understanding. of the, "truth". in specific 'areas of,
importance to mankind.

provide opportunity for student participation in
research, and financial support for that participation,
so that the student can develop ability to apply the
results of both :fUndatneatal aitd.applied. research to
the solUtion of futureprotiletils..,

The service progranir te:ilisigned to convey the
results of both fundaineiital and :applied research and
methods for their scientific and engineering application to
industry and the people practicing therein.

In order to enhance the deVelopinent of sound, effective,
fundamental research programs 'of research required to
solve the major drinking water supply problems outlined
earlier, it would: be desirable to create or to support already
existing "pen,lers of Ekcellence" in each problem area. Such
Centers'Of::Pccellence should involve: .

the" ,Creation of an interdisciplinary research team
of engineers and scientists with, pipertise of significant
depth. and variety in the problem area:
the developnient of laboratory space and modern

equipment required to isolate, identify and charact-
erize water quality constituentsand to permit develop-
ment and evaluation of new technology for their
control. Table I, for example;Jists the eqUipMent now
,being used in our sanitary rengineering studies of
Particulate identification and;: characterization. Note,
for example, that some equiPment, such aS4our x-ray
diffractometer, are obsolete for the purpose we now
.need to use themquantitative identification. of

.; crystalline particulates:

the development of a "primary core" of scientific
and engineering courses required to enable the
scientist or engineer'. to practice in general areas
in the water works inthistry and a "secondary core" of
courses required to provide the additional background
required, to.,.41;:lain competence in the special area of
the "Centel: of Excellence."
the development of a continuing 5-year program of
research with specific objectives in the problem area
even though the objectives are not related to any
current or expected problem. r :

One specific and major failure of the currshEnvironmental
Protection Agency research support program is that it is too
problem oriented without sufficient continuity to permit
development of true Centers of Excellence in fundamental
research areas. The availability of $5,000,000 or even
$100,000,000 -Per year in a research area this year 'followed ;
by nothingmext year contributes to tkedestruction arather
than the creation of fundamental research programs. Little
fundamental research knowledge is created when an
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academic staff mukt jump .tiorn One research, problem this
year to a completely new prOblern in an area neWtc them the .

next. A program of;,.. long-term. funding: of:. Centers of
Excellence is essentiatif academic initifutions'are going to
be able, to assemble a qualified staff and the facilities

:*

WATER T.REATMENT.

Turbidity, used as a measure of suspefided solids, has
been included as' a parameter that has had a maximum
permissible concentration established under .current
primary drinking water standards. Prior to, 1962, the
turbidity Of drinking water had _to be less than 10 turbidity

required to contribute fundamental knowledge and the units. In 1962, the standards reduced the maximum
personnel to apply it in water quality problem areas. 'permisiible turbidity level to 5 turbidity units, primarily
Applied research is, enhanced when it is based on the . because that was an achieveable goal and not because of any
availability of a fundamental understanding of basic fundamental research that related that turbidity, level to
principles. Both types of research are needed, but EPA
supports only applied research and the fundamental
research needs have not and do not now receive adequate,
long-term, support.

This panel is going to focus on several problem areas:
Drs. R.S. Engelbrecht and V.L. Snoeyink of the

University of Illinois will discuss fundamental research
needs with regard, to microbial; viral, and organic,.
contaminants. water standard. Ttirbidity does not measure the type, .

Dr. Charles R. O'Melia, a member of the Resea'rch number, mass, size, or other characteristics of the.
Committee of the American. Water Works Associa- particulates Present' A water with a turbidity, of I unit may
tion, will discuss fundamental research needs' with still contain thousands of particles per ml over 2.5 gm in
regard to solids-fluids separation systems. diameter. Even water whose otul-bidity

and
less than 0.1

Robert Peters, President of the American Water. turbidity unit can still containlund reds and even thousands
Works Association, will discuss attempts by that of particles per ml, particularly if all size ranges of particles
organization to create a Research Foundation that could be counted. Which of these particulatei, if any, are
can provide long-term funding of research of both harmful to health? Such particles need to be identified,

.,a fundamental and an applied nature that are counted, and methods developeir removal frorn
important to the water supply. industry.

desirable health results. The now-current turbidity level of I
turbidity unit was established as a primary drinking water
standard because a high water turbidity is an indication that
a water may produce an adverge health effect,(17). A low
turbidity water, however, does not guarantee that a water is
potable. The American, Water Works Association, for
example, has a'drinking water quality goal of 0.1 turbidity
unit, an order ormagnitude better than the current drinking

, THE CRISIS IN FUNDAMENTAL. RESEARCH IN
WATER SUPPLY AREAS.

Many of you may already have concluded that our
university educational and research programs are currently
operated on a sound basis. For the last 15 years, we have had

water.. Adin, Baumann, and Cleasby recently reported (1.8)
I results that indicate a water treatment plant was unable to

reduce water turbidity below a level of 0.3 turbidity unit.
Particle size analysis of the raw and filtered water indicated
that, whereas particles large enough to be removed by
straining mechanisms were removed in greater percentages,
only 74-75 percent of the smaller particles in the
6-8, and 8-10,am size ranges were removed. They concluded

EPA support for training of profegsianals for work in the "that not all particles found in water will interact with the
water supply and pollution control field. For years, same chemical treatment under the water ionic content and
however, that support has been restricted to the support of pH conditions. It is probable that some waters will contain

, asters-level graduates, preferably those, on a terminal colloids that will need a separate treatment from that
..---d'egree program so that the entrance of new professionals accorded to the bulk of the particles present to effect their

the field could be facilitated. Study programs were removal"(18). They also suggested that the floccidant-
therefore, designed to cover general principles and their particle interaction must take, place uniformly and will
application in the water supply and pollution control field. require a careful design of the mixing scheme, but, they
Advanced study at the doctoral levelthe level at which concluded, not.enbugh inforMation is currently available to
most of our increase in fundamental knowledge is effectively design such systems and more research should be
generatedwas handicapped and not facilitated by the undertaken in this area. Polymer- particle interactions are
EPA training program. Where did this leave us in the key to selecting polymers for different water utility
development of educational and research programs? Let us interactions. However, to select the proper polymer for a
look at-Only one areaour ability to train' students and given application, we must know more about the
conduct research in the isolation, identification, and :characteristics of both thecavailablepolymers (19) and of the
evaluation of the 'significance of suspended particles in particles and the filter ;media that they are supposed to
drinking water and the development of technology for their interact with (7): How can we ,do this effectively without
separation from water (Solids/ Fluids Separation adequate facilities, without - scientists and engineers trained
Technology). adequately in the principles and techniques used in
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solids/ fluids,(Separations, and without long-term support?
Do we now have adequate facilities, personnel, and support?

in the No mber/ December, 1973 issue of Filtration and
Separation' 0), a statement on "The Crisis in Solid-Fluid
SeparatioAtTechnology" wass published. This statement was
evolved ifroin the number of meetings of members of
INCOFILT (International i Consorlium of Filtration
Research 'Groups) whose members -found that they could
identify experts in deep bed filtration, in precoat filtration,
in particle technology, in Cake filtration, in thickening, in
centrifugation; working with potable water, witastewater,
and with air. However, there were no peopre and no
universitites with even a reasonable balance of effort in
solid-fluid separation technology. Even in universities with
significant expertise in one area, filtration, for example, they
found, that the program lacked emphasis (and course work)
in areas -directly related to that. process. For example, all
solid-fluid separation, processes require the separation of
particulate Matter from suspension, hence research progress
in any process must depend on a basic knowledge of the

'particle technology (size, shape, surface characterization,
structure, composition) involved in the particulate matter
the process is designed to remove..

The "Crisis", statement was signed by a "number of well-
known people in the filtration world," including the
following Americans with activities in water supply and
pollution control: E.R. Baumann, recognized for work in
granular media and precoat filtration; Richard I. Dick,
recognized for work in activated sludge thickening; Robert
B. Grieves, recognized for work in flotation processes;
Charles R. O'Melia; recognized for Work in granular media
filtration; Frank M. Tiller, recognized for work in cake
filtration; Don A Dahlstrom, recognized for practical
application of solid-separation techniques in both industrial'
process and pollution contfol; Lloyd A.' Splehan,
recognized for work in granular media filtration. . The
statement includes the following.

"The authors of this paper view with concern the present
state-of-the. alt in solid-fluid separation technology,
particularly in those areas commonly referred to as cake
filtration, granular bed and cartridge filtration,
centrifugation, dust collection cycloning, scrubbing,
electrostatic precipitation, thickening, flocculation, and
deliiiporing of cakes. Solid-fluid separation operati6ns are
basic to treatment of-waste streams, filtration in the chemical
and allied industrits, and mineral and solid fuel processing.
With tightening environmental restrictions, increased
utilization of poorer grades of raw materials, and mounting
fuel costs, the existing dearth of teachers, researchers, and
specialists in solid-fluid separation technology presents a
real danger to finding adequate' solutions to long neglected,
but key areas involving particulate separations.

It is against this background that the authors of this
statement emphasize the importance 'of particle science,

WATER TREATMENT

technology, and separation in critical problem areas faced
throughout the' world. There is a dangerous lack of
knowledge and knowledgeabl people. Programs to solve
existing deficits must be put in action immediately if
foreseeable consequences are to be avoided a decade hence.
Nothing can be done quickly. It will take time to develop
research, plan and enlarge curricula, introduce training
programs for engineers in industry, and in general increase
activity in the field."

This statement emphasizes that educational institutions
should provide:

1. Basic education in particle scietce and surface
chemistry

2. Optional, course sequences in solid-fluid separation
at the undergraduate and graduate levels

3. Increased research activitiy
.4. Encouragement to faculty members to develop

expertise in particle' separation.

As a result of publication of the "Crisis" statement, Dr. ,

Joseph A. Fitzpatrick of Northwestern University
conducted a survey of U.S. and Canadian universities to
provide current data on education and research activities in

,areas of solid-fluid separation: His survey led him to
conclude that "there is a serious lack of research as well as
educational opportunities at most universities. Lest than a
dozen schools offer any course, graduate or undergraduate, .

with major thrust in solid-fluid separation. If there is already,
a critical shortage of trained people in solid-fluid separation
technology, the situation will not improve in the near
future:"

A questionnaire was sent to the university departments of
chemical, civil, environmental,' mining and mineral
processing, materials and metallurgy, and petroleum
engineerihg (182 schools).---with a 70 percent
return. The results indicated. "that no university has an
organized program in solid-fluid separation technology in
general or even filtration technology in particular." In
general, universities (and individuals) are recognized for
their research accomplishments rather than their programs.
Fitzpatrick suggests' that this is due to emphasis by 'the
universities on support of individuals rather than support of
"a whole interdisciplinary group working toward a long-
range objective."

"Universities train or educate three categories of technical
people, the scientist, the engineering scientist, and the
engineer. The hierarchy of their function is: the scientist
discovers new knowledge, the engineering scientist applies
this to' provide design criteria, and the engineer uses these
design criteria to accomplish an economical design. In solid-
fluid separation technology, our ignorance is manifest in
particularly the first two categories, basic science and
engineering science. Thus, university education for filtration
and separation should provide training for each category,
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but a redoubling of effort in the categories of basic and
engineering sciences. for if is in these areas that we lookfor
new separation processes and major improvements of old

1, ones."
This is the university situation in areas of-solid /fluids
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TABLE I

MAJOR EQUIPMENT USED IN PARTICULATE IDENTIFICATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION AT IOWA STATE. UNIVERSITY

Equipment
Date

Purchased Cost, $ Description Functions
Proposedck
Utilization

Transmission
Electron
Microscope
(TEM)

Scanning'
. Electron ;;t,

MicrOseope'
(SEM)

1961 51,700 SIEMENS ELMISKOP I.
Magnification 200X to
200,000X with 10A point
to point resolution.
This instrument is
eqUipped with an image
intensifier and an X-ray
microartalyzer.

1971 67,000 JEOI, 'JSM -U3: Mag-;;
nifiCa.ti.ons t'ci
10q,000) with.' '100 :..A
r4olution. Thisinistrument
is equipped; wifh an EDAX
iiiternatiofial , eneigy,
dispersive X -ray analyzer.."

Thermal
Analyzer

X-ray
Diffrac-
tometer

1972 26,000 RIGAKU. Differential
thermal analysis, thermo-

. gravimetric analysis and
derivative. thermogravi-
metric analysis in the
temperature range/ of -80
to 1000° with,..a-1,Tnicro
volt and 1' micrkogram
sensitivity under con-
trolled atmosphere in-
cluding high yacuurh.°

1956 16,000 GE XRD-5. X-ray diffrac-
tion and fluorescent
analysis. This instru7
ment is equipped with a
crystal monochrpmator,
a high temperature fur
nace, a controlled pres-
sure coinpression sample
holder, a single crystal
orienter; ,Debye-Scherr
and Land cameras for
forward land back re-

--

flections.

Investigations of micro
and submicro particle
size, distribution and
shape's.; identification of
crystalline constituents
and ,their ',crystal struc-
ture. ,:s

Investigations of
shape, and in-

teractions; micro and
nia'CrO .,..tructures;- grain
hOuridaryjeactiOns; qual-
itative and : imOntitative
eleMent.analyses; elenient
distributions.

Identification of con-
stituents of materials.
Investigation of inter-
actions between solids and
gases or vapors. Investir
gation of, phase equilib.\
ia.

Characterization of
micro and submicro
particles.

Characterization of
particulate materials
and their surface
interactions.

Identification of con-
stituents of particulate
materials, and their
teractions with environ-,
ment including adsorp
non of organic ions.

Identification of crys-
, talline. constituents of
materials, their crys-
tal structures, crystal-
lite 'sizes, and .elemen-,
tar constituents. In-
,vestigation of the
effects . of temperature,
pressure, and gases and
vapors on crystallog-
raphy and structure, of
materials.

Identification of cyrs-
talline constituents of
particulate materials.
Investigation of the
effects of various en-
vironments on behavior
or particulate mate-
ials through ,structural
and crystallographic
changes including ion
exchange and adsorp-
tion of organic species.
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Date
Equipment Purchased COst,S Description Functions

,Proposed
Utjlization

Coulter
Counter

1972' 16,000 COULTER COUNTER Investigations
MODEL TA-II Counting particle size
capacity of - 0.5 m tion.
to over 800,u m. 'This in-
strument' is equipped with
triple'volume manometer,
different apeiature tubes,
and aperature observation
microscope. Results are
automatically displayed
and printed out by a 16-
channel analyzer.

HIAC 1977 14,200
Particle
Counter

Zeta 1975 10,000
Reader

Colloids 1977 1,050
Disperser

Infrared 1966. 15,000
SpectrcOho
tometer

HIAC CouOter Model 320
Counting capacity of
1.0 m-60 m ii ing light
blockage techniques. Re-
sults displayed in 12

separate channels.

400 Lazer Zee Meter.

SD45N SUPER DISPAX
wig' G454 generator
(Tekinkr Co.). 10,000
rpm mii& with a suction
head exerting high hydro-
dynamic shear forces.
Applicable for different
suspensions and organic
solvents.

Beckman IR-4 equipped
with a double beajn Inter
nal Reflection under con-
trolled, temperature and
atmosphere including
vacuum. Transmission and
Internal Reflection
Spectroscopy of bulk and
interfacial materials.

of fine Characterization of fine
distribu-, particlejAisttibution

and the effect of various
environments on particle
growth and size distri-
bution.

Particle.. size distribu- Characterizaiion
tion of suspended solids materials.
in water

InVestigation.
die surface

of

of parti- Characterization of par-
charges. ticle surface charges

and the effect of various
environments including
adsorption of organic
ions on surface charge.

Investigations involving
colloidal, suspensions
of clays' and other
particles.

Identification and quail:-
titative analysis of
structural units. In-
vestigation of thin
films and adsorbed spe-
cies. Investigation of
the spectra of powders
in microgram quantities.

Provides fine particle
distributions in a
reproductible manner.

Determination of the
constitutional and struc-
tural properties of sus-
pended 'particulate ma-
terials in microgram
quantities. Lnvestiga-
tion of adsorption of
organic ions by particu-
late systems and other
interfacial reactions.
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. Date
Equipment Purchased Cost,S Description FunctiOns

Proposed
Utilization .

Mercury
. Porosin)et'er

Adsorption
Isotherm
Apparatuses

1974 .10,300 MICROMERITICS 915.
This instrument has a pres-
sure range of 0 to
15,000 psi corresponding
to pore size range of 20
to 80,000 A,

1965-1968 approx. Consists of two gravimetric
25,000 and one volumetric

apparatuses. The two
gravimetric apparatuses
were built at the ISU
Engineering Research
Institute Soils and-
Materials Laboratoiy,_
using Calin Electro-
balances and MKS elect-
ronic manometers.
Sensitivity: 1 microgram
and 0.001 millimeters of
mercury. The volumetric
apparatus consists of a
MICROMERITICS
ORR Analyzer.

, Constant Speed
Constant. Torque-
Control

1973 1,000

Analysis of pore size,
pore 5distribution, and
pore structure.

/
'Determination' of adsorp-

k

i:):
ve . priperties, speci-
c surfa06' ail pore size

distribution of porous
and fine particulate
:Materials.

Cole-Palmer, 0.-300, OartY
rpm speed contro1,9480'
my. D.C. torque control.
ElectroCraft', Corp,
Motomatic Motor
generator.

Investigation of inter-
nal and external 'pore
structure of particulate
materials.

In'yestigation of surface
chemical .properties of
particulate syslems.

Coritrol et ergY input ;to"' '..Pagulation-flocculation
coagulation-flOceigalion -StUdieS-. $,
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS IN WATER TREATMENT
MICROBIAL, VIRAL / AND ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS.

RS. Fngelbrecht and V.L. Snoeyink
Ilbiversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Urbana, Illinois

INTRODUCTION . 4. 1

There are many spects of water treatment which require
madditional researc One of the important problems is

the health effect a °elated With the continuous intake by
the public of low levels of contaminants over long periods of
time. In ' many instances the analytical techniques to
qualitatively and quantitatively characterize chemical
contaminants of this nature, as well as biologiCal agents,
which might be present. are either deficient ,Or lacking.

' Concomitant with the health effect arid characterization
studies, ' research on water treatment proCesSes, both,
&tablished and new, is needed to determine how they can be
operated to 'giVe maximum removal of Specific
contaminants at the lowest costs. Process\ monitoring

, .

techniques which can be used to insure that only-water of
,1

acceptable quality is 84stributed to the should also
be developed. Tflis paper focusei: on research needs
primarily related to biological,;' nd distoked organic
chemical contaminants.. No attempt has been made to
provide a.comprehensive coVerage of this topic. Rather,
selected needs have been presented in an attempt to show
that there are several areas of additional researchrequired in
Water supply.

.
In order to consider the quality of pUblit water suppliet, it

is first necessary to identify the problem. To do thi, it is
important to determine' if speCific impurities are present
and, in many instances, their concentrations; the chemical,
physical and biological charicteristicsbf these impurities;
and tke effect of these impurities on human health. Withthis
informatien available, safe levels of impurities in. water for
protection of public health can be determined. Also, this
information can be used to select: or develop processes
required for their removal, or inactivation in the case of
microorganisms.

..
.

HEALTH EFFECTS RESEARCH NEEDS :

Incidence of Disease .

Although the incidende of enteric disease in the United
...

States has been reduced over the years, there were 28.
reported waterborne disease Outbreald in 1974 with 8,413
cases.- In 1975.,there were 24 outbreaks and 10,879 cases.
These outbrirtiw:Ad the resulting cases were caused
primarily by inkfOorgarisms, e.g., 81 percent of those
reported in .1974. Overall, the category designated "acute
gastrointestinal illness" accounts for the largest number of
cases. Unfortunately, no specific etiological agents haveyet
been identified for these gastrointestinal outbreaks and
studies to determine them should be intensified as should
studies on the-control of waterborne epidemics.

1
Virus Problems

Thee presence of viruses in water is an aspet of
microbiolOgical quality tharhas received considerable,.but
not nearly enough, attention in recent years. At the-p'resent
tiMe it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish rigid
standards regarding the allowable level of viruses in public
water supplies; For example, according to the World HeaIth
Organization (WHO), "If not even one.plaque-forming unit
(PFU) or virus can be found in 1 litre of water it can
reasonably be assumed that the water is safe to drink. It
would, however, be necesiar)Vo examine a sample on the
order of 10 litres to obtain a proper estimation of the PFU's
at this level." The "EurOpean Standards fin Drinking-

' Water," publighed, by WHO, indicates that there should be
no viruses in drinkini3iater when 10 liters. of water are
.examined: On thentheChand, it would appear that the
"C,anadian Drinking Water Standards" does not permit-any
viruses in drinking water,',.regardless of the quantity of water
a nalyzed:ThesignificanCe:of these standards depends on the
Method employedn concentrating and assaying the viruses
presen, and as yet' no cOncensus:.has :been developed
regarding this measurement of water :r alit.

It has been obSegeit.that there areViruseSivith no known.

associated disease,- .O.n...the other ..hand, such'. *us...A:I-ray
possiblyinterferewitklenetic tr,ansfer:bnil, thus' IraVe;loni':
term health impliCatkini. That Su011;`;.t%iriOei ---nVglit:he

...,
. ....!. i .! 4' N 1:"74k.
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transmitted through the water route is not known. It is
significant to note that many believe that an individual need
only ingest one detectable virus unit to develop an infection.
However, even this concept needs to be further investigated.

Although many viral diseases have been accused of being
transmissible by water, only infectious hepatitis is known to .

be significant in this respect. HOwever, it has been suggested'
It'at waterborne transmission of enteric viruses at low levels

could occur without the presence of a type of disease
outbreak recognizable by current epiderniological methods.
This then is an area of considerable importance and in need
of further research.

Organic Chemical Problems
The presence of certain organic chemicals in public water

su'pplies has, been implicated as having mutagenic or
carcinogenic activity. However, the full impact of specific
organic compounds in this respect is unknown. Cause and
effect studies of this nature are required. The health effect of
mixtures of organic compounds must be similarly
investigated. There also is need for improved procedures for
determining the health effect of chemicals. For example, the
applicabirity of the Ames test for mutagenicity should be
studied more intensively.

Inorganic Chemical Problems
The toxicological significance of many inorganic

elements and compounds found in water is .unknown. For
example, the precise causeland effect relationship of sodium
and cadmium,. as well as water hardness, to cardiac
problems still remains unanswered. The significance of these
and other elements to cardiovascular diseases and
hypertension needs to be determined. The ingestion of water
as it might relate to mineral accumulation in the body,
leading possibly to the formation of gall and kidney stones,'
deserves further study.

Suspended Solids Problems
There are also questions regarding the presence and

'significance of suspended -materials in water. This
particulate matter may be either7inorganic or organic in
nature and consists of particles ranging in size from colloidal
to more than 100 micrometers. Although there may be other
substances and microorganisms attached to them, these
particles, such as with asbestos fibers, may have health
implications in themselves. On the other hand, their
significance may be indirect in, that they affect the quality of
the water 1-.;), acting as a means whereby other contaminants
are concentrated and, perhaps, transported to another site
only to be released unaffected; e.g., microorganisms.

A high concentration of particulate matter, giving a
measurable high turbidity, is an indication that a water may
produce an adverse health effect. However, thereis little
reason to believe that a low turbidity measurement
guarantees atatisfactory quality water. Measurement and
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related health effects of particulate matter in water supplies
deserves further attention. Additional studies should be
undertaken ,regarding the interaction between viruses and
suspended solids or particulate matter in water, including
the protection from disinfectants offered by the particulate
matter.

Approach to Research on the Health Effects of Chemicals
The two general ways to assess the health hazard

associated with ingesting chemical pollutantslhat might be
in a public water supply are epidemiological investigations
and laboratory studies of toxicity. Both approaches are
aimed at providing information on the health hazard as it
relates to man. Most of the current knowledge of toxicity
of iarious constituents is based on observation of their effect
upon man and animals using doses and/ or dose rates that are
much larger than those that correspond to the usual
concentration of harmful, materials in drinking water. As a
result, there is great uncertainty in estimating the magnitude
of the risk to health, that ingestion oflpecific contaminants
in water may produce. An additional problem is presented
by the potential combined .effect of two or more
contaminants. Obviously, this. is an area in need of
considerably more research. Water quality standards and
criteria can be established reliably only if the threshold level
of the health effects of various contaminants that may be in
water supplies is known. For example, considering only the
inorganic constituents, additional toxicological'
information is needed with respect to barium, beryllihni,
cadmium, and, other elements.. The health effect of trace
amounts of various organic compounds must alsO receive
further attention. Thus,. the health effects of various
inorganic constitutents as well as organic compounds rteed
to be identified as they affect the establishment of water
quality standards ancfthe design of treatment facilities. In
considering health effects,t is important to note that there
are beneficial effects of many inorganic constituents that
might be foUnd in water, such as fluorine, iodine,. cobalt,
chromium, arsenic, manganese, vanadium and zinc.

SOURCE QUALITY
There are many ateas associated with the quality of rate

water sources which require study but only a few are selected
for discussion here. Other areas such as Surface and
grountlwater basin management to control quality are also.
important.

Plankton Bloom Control.
Plankton blooms in reservoirs can lead to' troublesome

taste and odor problems which require expensive treatment
methods for control. In recent years, aeration for reservoir ,

destratification and mixing has .bePri used to control the 4

blooms. Although this procedure has been successfu : ,.-.-

certain instances, additional information is' needed so a --
ascertain the reasons for successes and failures at various
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geographical locations throughout thesountry. The reasons
'for .reduction 'in the plankton population during reservoir
mixing and a shift in organism predominance toward the
less troublesome green algae needs' to be explained: The
older and perhaps the most common .method of controlling
plankton blooms in 'reservoirs is through the application of
copper sulfate. There is need, for more infor non
regarding the effective .copper concentration .'require for
algacidal. action against specific microorganisms withou
destructive impact on the-stirrounding biota. Additional
metabolic studies of the copper reactions with algae are also
indicated. This and related information would assist in
determining the proper timing and placement of copper
sulfate in reservoirs.

Groundwater Quality
The potential, for pollution of groundwater, because of

increased -recharging operations, irrigation with reclaimed
Water and the increased use of agricultural chemicals,'
should be evaluated further. Specifically,the effectiveness of
soil percolation as it affects the removal .olviruses; metals
and organic compounds in water should be studies. These
investigations should give consideration to various soil
types and their combination as well. as toclimatological

. conditions, rate- of application, etc. Long-term studies to
determine the possible buildup of p011utants in soils are also
indicated. An inconsistent relationship between total
coliforms, fecal coliforms, and standardplate count bacteria
has frequently been reported in groundwaters. This would
indicate that perhaps a different or at least, a more
significant means of determining the bacterial quality of
groundwater .is required.

Water Reuse
Indirect reuse is being practiced in all 50. states and in

other countries. Further,. direct water reuse may be
, necessary in the near future, e.g., the year 2000. Broadly.

speaking, there is need to determine the health effects of and
the quality criteria for reclaimed' water. To obtain the
information necessary, it will be necessary to perform more
detailed and, perhaps: more sophisticated toxicological
studies than have been reported in the pastt. If a reclaimed
water has been found to be toxicologically safe for public
consumption, the level of the physical, chemical and
bacteriological constituents of the acceptable water should
be deterrnined so as to establish the required quality criteria
for the direct reuse of water. In this respect, there is need to
identify a reliable protocol for evaluating'the acceptability
of a reclaimed water for direct reuse.

ANALYSIS OF BACTERIAL AND ORAL
CONTAMINANTS .
Deficiencies. of Etisting Tests

_

The precise importance of viruses in water is now known,

:;WATER TREATMENT

primarily beca.tise there is no simple, routine procedure for
rythe recovery, detection, and enumeration of viruses inWater.

Clearly, there is a need, for developing a simplified procedure
for determining the presence and density of virus*: in

.
drinking water. Such .a procedure is needed for selected
monitorink'd water supplies.

The current microbiological tests to determine the
presence Of fecal contamination of a drinking water require
a minimum of 18 hours. Thus, a positive test indicates that
water which was treated if8 or more hours previouslY
contai ed bacterial contamination; with-this time lag, the
water robably would havealready entered the distribution
tyste Thus, there remains a need to develop a rapid,
sensiti indicator test to determine tile Presence of
pathogenic or infective agents in drinking water. Such a.test
may be microbiological in nature or it may turn out to be a
chemical, such as coprostanol which is a chemical
contaminant which is produced only in the intestinal tract of
warm-blooded animals. With respect to the present coliform
test, there is need for additional studies n the influence of
turbidity as an interference in their meration.

Based upon available epidemiological data, it would
appear that the present coliform standard is adequate to
protect public 'health when water is obtained from a
protected source and is appropriately treated and
distributed in a contamination-free system. However, this
may not be the case for water reclaimed directly from
wastewater. Additional miCrobiOlogical standards are
needed in this situation. This mapivolve the determination
of viruses or some other more s nsitive indicator bacteria.
Use of' the standard plate cunt for determining the

v. acceptability of a reclaiMed water shotild also be considered.
This will require that there be a correlation between the
standard plate count and the health hazaid associated with

. drinking water.
s,

Virus Identification Needs,
There is epidemiological evidence to indicate that

infecti6Us hepatitis is transmissible through drinking water.
Unfortunately, the etiological agent, presumably a virus, for

;infectious hepatitis (hepatitis A) has not been cultured in the
laboratory. Therefore, the current'viral deteCtion methods
do not determine the virut of infectious hepatitis::There is
need to develop-a system for detecting, .recovering and
isolating this particular virus in ..order, to evaluate its
persistence, particularly in the case of epidemiological
studies, and its removal byl'watel- treatment processes. The
same type :'.`of information is needed fOr the ill-defined
gastrointestinal disturbances which are believed caused by ai
viral agent(s)." ; _.

There is need for standardization of virus detection
methods, with special attention being given' to the critical
need to quantitate the recovery of small numbers of viruses .,

...from large volumes of water and the detection of viruses
under adverse environmental conditions. Further..

r.

5(
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information is required on the virus removal capability of
various unit pperations and processes employed in the
treatment of public 'Water supplies. Emphasis should be
place on naturally occurring viruses; :anCisneh studies
should extend, to both pilot plant and field investigations.

Considerable progress has been made in recent years in
the detection and enumerationpf enteric viruses in water.
Most acceptable' methods ,today involve clarification to
remove interfering substapces (e.g., particulate matter);
adsorption, elution, and f Wally reconcentration: Each water
system can present different PrOblems in the monitoring for
viruses; it would appear that no Single method, has yet been
found that isapplicable in all cases. Procedaes Utilizing the
ap,OVe.sinalcated steps have been fount ::o,'be generally
4000,1e :in determining the presence of the more usual
entei*Viriises, sUch as Polio, echo andcoxsackie. Factors
that complicate virus concentratiOn,_;,:and especially
reconcentration, can be identified .as breakthrough, floc
formatiOn, co-concentragon of cytotoxic agents4Odh
virus recdvery method should be assessed in light of each of
these factors, as;well as the spectrum of viruses recovered.
Research and .developmental studies should be continued
with the object of developing a method with universal or, at
least, broad utility for detection of enteric viruses in water.
supplies. Detection, of viruses is complicated beyond that
associated with the . concentration, adsorption and
reconcentratioisteps in that no single cell system has been
found suitable for the detection of all of the known'enteric
viruses.

Virus enumeration has progressed to the point that an
extremely small number of viruses in large volumes of water
can be determined under ideal conditions, i.e., I virus or
infective portico! per 100 gallons. Through more extensive
studies, using virus monitoring and concurrent
epidemiological data, it should be-Possible to determine the
practical significance of this level of detection and its
adequacy for the protection of public health. It may be that
such studies will show that more sensitive 'methods of
detecting viruses are required if waterborne outbreaks of
Viral diseases are to be eliminated completely.

Relatioln to PartiCulates
Studies are' needed to support current evidence that'

particulates may be significant4in the concentration and
transport of pollutants. inclitiling microorganisms. Further
studies are needed to correlate raw and.treated water
supplies with respect to turbidity and microbial association,.
Interference of particulates with the inIctivation Of viruses,
pathogenic bacteria and indicator bacteria with respect to
disinfectants such as chlorine, chlorine dioxide and ozone,
'is not fully known.

WATER TREATMENT

kinds oforganic compounds which exist in water supplies.
This information is needed as a basis for research on the
removal of potentially harmful compounds. Additional
inforrnatiOnneeded to both identify and quantify the:
organic: Ompounds which are PresencCurrent analytical'
procedures are much better for the low inolecular'weight
volatile compounds than for the, non=yOlatile, generally.bigh
molecular weight compoundsl'S.pecial attention should be
given to the latter and to compounds which produce a
specific effect such as odor. The developMent of simple,
reliable tests for gross contamination, or groups of
contaminant such as organic chlorine, is especially
important4Orticularly if these parameters can be'Zonblated

,

to health effects,. The' test for total organic chlorine ,f,tv
potentially veri:useful in this regard. There is still i*eci;
however, to develop impfehi ed but simple analytical.
procedures for specific types, of Organic compounds,.e.g:,
nitrosoamine, nitriles, organophosphites, etc.

There is a great need to establish parineters which can be
used by operating personnel to efficiently operate their
plants. for removal of organic compounds. The group
parameters such as total organic chlorine, total organic
sulphur, etc., appear potentially useful in this respect.
Detailed measurements:, of many individual compounds
which might be presen; do not appear possible for the
purpose of plant control.A recenksurvey has shown almost
a complete absence of monit0i6g,cprocedures for, organic
compounds in use 'by the water 'treatment Profession.

Taste and odor problems occur predictably and
unpredictably, seasonally and spOradipilly, in a wide variety
of forms that constantly challenge the .ingenuity of the water
treatment plant operator. Nearly every water supply system
is plagued with such problems. The. present Method for
determining taste and odor in water iS subjective in nature
and, therefore, variable in its reliability. Additional
information is needed On the causes and treatment Of taste
and 'odor substances. Specifically, there is need for the
identification and quantification, andttie*:;treatment of
individual taste and odor causing bodieg;t8vailability of
such information.ivill permit operating peiiiiiinet of water
treatment plants to'attack the problem in a logical, scientific
manner rather than by trial and error.

:. There is much that must be learned concerning the effects
,,of' the organic compoundt which may be present in water:
Also; little is knoWn about the ability of organic compounds
found in water to chelate heavy metals, anthe ability of the
natural organic compounds such as humic substances to
associate with pesticides and other potentially harmful
coMpounds. There is also much that must be learned relative'
to the chemistry of Tsuch compote: especially ',their,
reactions with water treatment cherniCO a&'"chldrirce,c

cif nt.,LO r ma t t'o n

'itelawd a 46CHARACTERIZATION ANO IDENTIFIVATION OF.
. .

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ?..
,

.'

There is a definite need'to improve the d se for the

ozone and chlorine dioxide: Also-the'
-. ,
reaction and other reactions betWeen
eprgamc compounds must be.fnore clog garnined.

'...' `..
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CONTROL OF CONTAMINANTS,
.

.Removal, and/or InactiiatiOn. of Virus and Bacteria
The success in reducin-g, the. incideke "Of . waterborne'.

epidemics of a bacterial nati46"Can be attributed directly:to
the treatment of water, particularly the use of-chlorine
disinfecting agent. On the other hand, existing data indicate ..

that there are enteric viruses which are more .resistant,:tO
chlorine than either bacterial pathogens.or the commonly'
used bacterial 'indicators. further, different enteric viruses
vary in their response to chlorine. These. obServations
should be.investigated. More4,er, it is not known whether
viruses can, through one means Or another, be altered with
respect to their resistence.VchlOrine or other disinfectants.
There is:also the question whether. a labotatory' 'oUltured

:virus responds in the same y as a freshviral-isolate
espeet

e:

to-the:disinfection question; PossiktesubstitUtes for
;. chlorineshoUld be considered, e: g., ozone altravibletilight,'

'-'citioirrie..dipikie, bromine and'iodine. Further, the precise
effect of turbidity 'On the inactivation of Viruses by
poisible disinfectants is not known.

The most important waterborne parasitic diseases.in the
U.S. are caused by amoeba and giardia. Both of these
parasites appear to be more resistant to chlorine than
bacteria, Fortunately the cysts of both can be removed by.
prop'er coagulation-flocculation and filtration. With respeCt
to these two parasites, a method ;Air determining the
viability of cysts of giardia is need0.,.The dose-response
relationship for both a moetia.4i a is needed with
respect, not only to chlOrine but to other potential
disinfectants such as indicated above. However, in the.case
of. giardia, a more reliabje :Method of cultivation and
enumeration is required fit..

Removal of Organic Compounds
There is much to be learned concerning process control

for the removal of different kinds of organie contaminants.
Except for processes to remove organic compounds which
cause color and odor, water treatment platusln the U.S.
have not. been designed or operated to remove organic
Contaminants. In this regard, ozonation, adsorption. on
carbon and synthetic resins, and 'other procedures
specifically designed for the removal of organic compounds
should be examined in detail with respect to many variableS:
Each process needs to be characterized as to what it can do.
so as to know what kinds of cOmpounds must be eliminated
from the raw water supply. Failsafe monitoring systems
need to be developed which will enable operating personnel
to, divert water containing organic compounds Which are
extremely harmful' and 'Which, cannot be removed by the
available treatment processes.

The interrelationships of treatment processes need to b.e'
closely examined; for example, predisinfection with
chlorine and other disinfecting.. agents is 'comnii:(nly.,
practiced. to prevent biological growthsWithin thetreatnierit
plant and to iihprove terminal disinfection, HoweVer, the
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.

:;disinfecting Agemi ran also'. react WithactiVated carbon or
. compounds adsoibed on actiVateit.c,abonfien carbon is
employed for :.removing organic Matter. Are harmful
cOmpounds.'$r6dticed and is' there 'a way. to . prevent
undesirable effects if harmful effects are noted? This is :a
subject area which requires detailed investigation. Mitch
more attention must'also be given to minimizing the cost of
treatmept. For example,. the otganic cOmpounds which
'Cause lialofOrm formation in ScUrig.diSes can be removed by
a properly operated coagulation4floeCulatian process, and it
may *nOt'lie ,necessary to install new adsorption or other
proce*es '.'to.7ikemove such compounds. OpeMtin'g: the
coagutation proceSs in: a.,way such that the, removal, of
organic compounds is optimized may well result iit4 lower
overall cost of treatment, `considering reduced freq6ncy of
carbOn regeneration or rePlac'ement if activated:carbon is .

Applied after clarification.'AnOther example is the tiSe:4
eatbiDn follOwing °zonation This r,ais4s, a Aiimber !Of.
'clOstions concerning the micrObiolOgiell de.VelopMent dn. .

.the activated carbon as well 'asahe oPtimuin design Oeich
proCess.. ()zonation increases the, biOdegradability., of

.

organic compounds and, thtis, extensiVetijologicat growiliss-
may result in the carbon bed:.; ;This.; groWth 'reduteS,
regeneration frequency required for' the,earbOri Out May..
result iq a high bacterial population in the effIfient:.:A
designed process possibly should encourage
growth but be controlled so as to prevent any adVerse'effectS
of the growth. Small scale test procedures also need to be''.
developed:.:'iuo that design data for organic compound
remokarprocees can be reliably obtained.

The use D.fehlOrine:to disinfect witei-suPplieseauses taste
and odpr at,flines. It has also been reported that chlorine
reacts With certain . organic compounds' to produce

earcinogens..Thus, there is aneed to identify and determine
the` ,effectivepess of poSsible alternative Methods to
chlorination,. for disinfecting drinking water. The
replkeinent of chlorine bY:some.other effective disinfectant
should be considered. Further, it may be:possible to us,.
,spme other chemical, such as ozone, clilorine dioxide, '`
hydrogen peroxide, or potassium permanganate, in
ConjunCtion with chlorine so as to reduce'the amount of
chlorine necessary and thus eliminate any taste and odor
problem or the formation of any carcinogens.

DISTRIBUTION OF TREATED WATER
There is good evidence' that waterguality,can deteriorate

to a. signifiCant degree in water distribution systems.
Corrosion 'pi-oblenis generally create nuisanee conditions

nand require more frequent replacement of the distribution 1;

Mains which,is costly. Metal ions of various types may be
leached frinnjthe piping. Biological i:gtoWths may also
develOp,.in distribtiticip 'systerits' thus ',Creating odorous.-
compounds, And

4n
increasing the rate of corrosion in some

,

instance. The corrosidn .Problem, :Accumulation of
partiCulate 'matter and :biological giowth `development in ,
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particular need to be better understood so that improved
control measures can be identified, and used..

SUMMARY
With respect to the questions associated with undesirable

constitutents in public water supplies, the following
'.snmmarize,the need for additional research:

, ,

1:' '.',What substances may be found, in public water
which potentially could adversely affect

human health? °
2. Based upon the effect of these ,substances, what

are the 'maximum threhold levels "necessary to
protect human health? ; .:
Are present analytiCal procedures sufficiently reliable.
and sensitive to arovide the . required level of
medibreinent of these substanceOs

4. roittinely determine the level of these substances .

:; in a -weer, what 'analytical procedures shoeld be

used for. monitoring?
. What treatment technology is'reqUired to reduce the

concentration of these 'undesirable substances to an
acceptable level? ,

6. 'Considering that-tome undesirable substances,.maY
be formed 'during treatment, or, even during.
distribution of a public water supply, What steps
should be taken to eliminate 6r minimize this
potential problem?, ,

Although it would seer' l that the most orderly approach to
the above disenssed cesearch would be to determine thee.
health effects of contaminants and then tq investigate the
procedures by which the contaminants can. be eliminated or
reduced inconCentradon; health effe'ctt data are difficult
and time consuming to obtain: Jn ;view of thit, a more
rational approach would seeni to ht one in which studiet on

:1,r4s to 'reMove,.suspeeted contaminants are performed
'simultarionsly with ttudie.tbdetermine.theiraetuak health
effects.
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WATER TREATMENT

THE CRITICAL NEED FOR FUNDAMENTAL WATER RESEARCH

Robert R. Peters. P.E.
President, American *ater Works Association'

There is today a critical need for long-ternijunclarnental
research 'and coordinated -planning for the management.of

4
not only our nation's bat 0e:entire world's water resources:

. Our nation, particularly,: faces interrelated problems of
.

water quality, environmentafconsiderations, water supply, ./
land -use, and energy conservation wifich require integrated
plifiting.and .Management. There is a need for. increaSed
governniqntal and non-governmental 'cooperation in .the,
planning and implementing' of: water managekent--r
programs.' In many; communities, water conservationt=4
sound way lib avert critical. water shortages-7-is now being
made mandatory due to. this year's severe drought
Conditions Conservation ..6f our water, resources must
necessarily become a. joint venture of all governMents.

loCal, state, atd;federalthat plan and regulate water use.
The. public, too; must be educated on the long-term social,
economic, and environmental ratnifications of continued
water abuse.

SOme..of the questions asked are: What are our nation's,.
anti the world's, most critical water problems? Do we
,presently haVe.the tools attlf techPology to properly assess

.our water problems?: Seven departments, with eighteen .

agencies, and seven independent agencies of the United
States Government free Water prograinsunded through ",

seventy appropriation accounts. 'In 1972, federal ,
investments for, water programs (not research) totalled 5:2
billion dollars, and in 1976; 10.2.bi)liOn dollars were spent
for water quality improveMents alOne. Was this money

.spent Dollars not properly directed are not the:
answer:. We need .to tap the abilities of our intellectuals to
provide our water resource managers the sound data upon ,
which to base wise, farsighted deciSions. r

The world is not runninjout of water;Lather, the problem
is the wise managementof. same. Water managers .cannot
make really wise decisions without assistance from scientists
involved in-fundamental regal-eh onwater problems. Water.
is a renewable resource; thus the solutions to many of our
problems should be relatively simple to findwhen given c;
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adequate attention and funding.
. Water resource management is a common denominator
in which all nations are involved. Nothing, ineluding
mankind, can survive; or be produced, without water. Water
knows nu boundaries, When -it reaches a state line, or
international boundary line; it continues to flow; therefore,
water problems are international in scope.

The world's people :migrated to and established great
cities largely 'because of the nearby availability of a water
supply: Many nations today have tremendous monetary:
resources btit are lacking :in water resources. Water is a .
product second only to air when men's ftindamental needs
for isurVival are considered. These requirements for survival
are: air, water and food, in that order. I believe that water is
a common problem affecting man's survival throughout the
world, and its therefore imperatiiie that a safe and adequate
water supply tie provided to all.people. No One people, or
nation, . can exist and thrive withOut a safe and adequate
Water supply: Today, approxithately 75 ,percent of the
world's population does not have safe drinking water, and;
-25,000 people per day are 'dying from diseases related to ..
their water supply, or lack of same. Out world has existed
for Millions of years, but-throughout its,history great wars .

have been fought for the/cause of religion or water.
Because water resource managers must have icientigc

input to heliesolve their diverse; problems, I.believe the
World's water probleMs must receive carefulevalhation by
the "think lank" of the nations= the intellectualsand

',.therefore have proposed the establishment of a World
Water Foundation, similar in concept to the Rockefeller or
Ford Foundations, whose endeavors in research. would
encompase;the complete hydrologic cycle: idea is to.
establish the foundation.similarly in structure to that-of the

!Nationelteographic Society; utilizing the guidance of some
fifteen to twenty of the most renowned ex0erts in the world.
who have established themselves in the field of water and
have the qtialifications that entidethem to recognition itss:;.
world. leaders. Monies that the fpundAiOdreceived

- .
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, be placed in a trust, and the monies generated therefrom the board Oft:4irectors- of the. Water and JVVastewatet
would be 'used to fund water research,rojects throughout . Equipment ManufacuterS Association, wlio told. me they

the world, on a partial, complete, oturnatching fund basis,
and encompass the complete hydrological cycle from
source, to consumei,.to waste, and back to source. To my
knowledge, no foundation eitists which Specializes in the
field of water.

The foundation's source of funds would be from industry,

were 'interested and. would assist when prbyided further
data. The president, gresident- elect, and memberof tite
executive committee of the Water .Pollution Control
Federation are interested and have allowed me time lo
present .the idea to their executive board. 'I aiting their
decision. After presenting this proposal in C ada recently,

'various governments off'. the world, philanthropists,' and . I have been requested to present the concept to the Cotincil
.

foundation would,in addition -to basic andapilied research, Renowned leaders in the field of water, such as Dr. Abel

. include research into new product lines that would asist WoIrtam., Dr. Mark Hollis, and Mr. Frank Butrico, d's well
the improvement of water supply, such as new pumping fas., .officers of The World Bank, have given me

rnethodS, treatrytent processes;Ormeans of locating water encouragement and. support. I have 'talked with several
leaks. The foundation would be internatiOnal in scope, congressmen and senators,. who recognized that the

allowing all nations of the world to participate in .seeking foundation has tremendous potential and indicated their
solutions to the various problems inherent in providing Williogness to assist wherever poSsible. Just prior to;rny
better Water for all people. In that water is .4f vital attending the AWWA Conference in Anaheint, I received a ..
importance to all nations, it is possible that a foundation lelter frpm Congressman G. Whitehurst reiterating

dedicated to unified action to solve water prdblems can his support and willingness, to assist in meeting with people

contribute to world ,Peace. or establishing meetings for furthering the project.

7:; Our world might be compared 'to a spaceship, a home The American Water Works Association, National Water
equipped with essentials for survival for a given period of Well 'Association, Water and WasteWater Equipment
lime. lteplertishment of essentials would be of prime Manufacturers Association and Water Pollution Control
consideration in flights of long duration.. The comfort, even FederatiOnare some a the major associations involved in
survival, of spaceship Fart10 inhabitants. might very well the field of Water, and therefore they are being asked to
dependupon their facing the reality of their need to conserve.°.
and manage their_ preCious resource, water.

Asia goal for the inital funding of the foundation:I would
envision $1,00 per person from sources in the Unites' States
(about 250 million, dollars) and three to frOe billion dollars
frOm sources throughout the world. It is obvious that S trust
fund of this size would generate tremendous funds that
puld.be used for vital water research throughout the world.

not reqiiire funding on a yearly basis but would be

, . . A
' iv/ate individuals: The research projects funded by the of Ministers at their meeting in ottowa next January.

provide the seed monies for estahlishing the foundation,
which is certain to have a great.impact on the water industry
and also a great reward for the associations. I requested
$50,000 from the Board of Directors of AWWA toward the
f011ndations' establishment and am happy to report that the
Bbard provided thivnoney, contingent upon the provision
of matching funds in the amount of $100,000 from other
sources. I will approach the Water and Wastewatfr
Equipment Manufacturers Association's Board and the

self-perpetuating. .
. Water Pollution Control Federation's Board for their

The idea was presented by me to the Boaid of Directors of assistance. The legal work in establishing the foundation
the American Water Works Association in January," 1977, , will not only require considerable time but also the
and it was greeted with enthusiasm. The senior. science i'' contacting of many people. An Advisory Council will be
editor for ABC News thought' that the project had chosen to select potential candidates for the foundation's
tremendous, potential and said that he Would be honored to -

be a-membe'r of the foundation's board of directors. At the
State Department, I talked With Mrs. Patsy Mink, Assistant
Secretary Of State, and also Mr. Roy Morey, who also felt
that the project had great potential; .They suggestedoeveral
ways of furthering the project and, offered to assist in
whatever way they Tould.They. agreed to collect data n

'world water projects and.also to provide a list of those
nations of, the, vorld'that might contribute. .

I.presented the idea to Dr. Andy Breidenbach, formerly of
EF'A,'who indicated that the foundation, world be a great
way 'to reWlve 'wort .water problems. and promised to
investigate the possibility of getting EPA to prOvide monies
for its establishment. I also disCussed the plan briefly with

. .

.

board of directors and recommend guidelines fOrkthe actual
establishment of the foundation. Upon incorporation, the
foundation will proceed to solicit large donations.

In my travels I have.had,the opportunity to scuss the '

foundation with the heads of university .engineering
departments throughout our country. They have been most
receptive and feel that the establishment of such a .

610

foundation would allow the water industry to ao something
for itself rather than its being dependent on Our governrnent
for almost all research funding. As we see more and more
government involvement, such an independent fotindation
becomes more and more important. In addition,. the,
importance of water and fhe.-problems that we know exist
require ,,that water research he expedited. We don't have to
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look into the future to find major problems. We know,
population centers will grow, that agriculture and industry
will demand more water, and we, as the experts in the field,
must, find the answers.

In.reading a recent article by one outstanding member of
the research field tihose subject was food, I was amazed to'
find that in his listing of the thingsnecessary to provide food
for the world, water was riot even mentioned! Water is taken

,,,for granted and is little understood; yet:it is our most
common and necessary resource. However, we are finding

A

.1.

that it is being headlined more and more often as problems
arise. If the United States can embark on a project to place a
man on the moon and .return him safely to earth, and place a
vehicle on Mars for taking soil samples°, analyzing them, and

,transmitting the data to earth, we certainly can solye the
.'problems of water for our people and survival. We presentljt
have- the technology and the expertise to accomplish this
goal. But. I believe we must also have .an independent
foundation established to fully utilize the, vast talent and
technology that presently exist.

60,
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS IN WATER TREATMENT:
PARTICLES AND POLLUTION

Charles R. O'Melia
University of Nbrth Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

INTRODUCTION
Research in environmental engineering Ras been beset

and perhaps seriously impaired by the opinion shared for at
least a decade by many scientists and engineers that we have
sufficient knowledge and technology available to solve our
environmental problems. In my. judgment, (1) we do not
even recognize many present and future-problem's, (2) we
would not know how to solve many of these problems if we
were able to recognize them, and (3) we have hardly begun to
try.

Solutions require research, both lundamental and
applied. This .essaf is directed towards one aspect of this
broad and general4 need for research in environmental
engineering, i.e., particles in water gupplies. This selectionis
made to be illustrative and indicative; it is not
comprehensive.

Conventional water treatment plants use coagulation,
settling, and filtration processes; they are designed to
remove particles from water. Since these have been in use for
water treatment for up' .to a few thousand years, it is

tempting to assume that we use them' efficiently and
effectively nowo Such is not the case. We do not measure
important physical, chemical, and biological .propertiet of
particles in water.. We do not know the identity of the
chemical species most commonly added to water to remove
particles. We do 114-know well the reactions these chemicals
undergo, and we certainly do not know_ the kinetics of the
reactions of coagulants with substances in water. Our
theories of flocculation and settling are inadequate.
Filtration theories focus on clean filters and are invalid as
soon as a run begins. We cannot , measure important
characterillics of the product water. In fact, we may not
even know what all of these important parameters may be.
Hence, we have problems in even describing the
effectiveness of a treatment plant.

PARTICLES IN WATER SUPPLIES
The majority of the substances in 'water that-may be
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hazardous to human health are either solid particles (egg.,
asbestos fibers, viruses) or are associated with such particles
(e.g., pesticides and toxic metals adsorbed on clays). These
solid particle's vary in size from about 0.005 to 100 pm, a
range of over four orders of niagnitudt Their chemical and
biological properties also vary extensively. They may be
organic or inorganic; they can occur naturally or be
produced by man; they can be-present in a raw water supply
or added during treatment; they can be living or detrital.

Particles in water are measured at present by the mass of
the larger sizes (suspended solids) or by their optical.
properties'(furbidity). Unfortunately, their removal in water
treatment plants and.their possible effects on human,health
are only marginally related to these properties. Probably the
most important characteristic of solid particles that affects
their removal is size distribution. Particle size determin4
the transport of particles 'in solid-liquid separation
processes such as flotation, gravitational sedimentation,
packed bed and cake filtration, and centrifugation. Surface
area (and hence particle size) influences chemical reactions
of particles including interactions with coagulants and
adsoFption of contaminants. For particles larger than 1 or 2
pm, there has been very recent work determining their size in
wafer using Coulter, HIAC, and. Zeiss Nideomat counters.
Smaller particles still escape measurement. The chemical
composition of solids and the distribution of chemical
composition with particle size are not. known. Similar
inadequacies exist when the biological composition of solids
is considered. ,

Ultimately, these problems in measurement must be
solved. It is difficult to develop useful theories for solid-
liquid separation processes in water treatment without
knowing the size and composition of the solids to be
removed. Similar problems also affect the design of water
treatment plants in practice.

PARTICLES IN FLOCCULATION,.,
Particle size distribution has pronounced effects on the

5 c.,0
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kinetics of flocculation. Collisions between suspended
particles" are essential for coagulation. They occur in water
by three distinct processes, viz., Brownian diffusion, fluid
shear, and differential settling. The equatidns of
flocculation 'for heterogeneous particles are cumbersome;
for didactic purposes the 'collisions between particleS of two
different sizes are-considered here. The analysis is,pa tierned
after Friedlander(1).

The rate at which particles of sizes di and d2 come into
contact by theTh transport mechanism is 'given by

d2) = c12): n(di) (d2) [1]

Here Ni(d 1, d2) is the collision rate in collisions per unit
'volUme per unit time, ki(di., d2) is the "bimolecular" rate
constant for the jth mechanism with dimension's of;volume
per time, and Odi ) and n(di) are the number concentrations
of particles of sizes di and d2, respectively, with dimensions
of volume -1. The. rate constants are given as follows:

Brownian Diffusion

Laminar Shear

Differential Settling

2 kT (di +d2);"

3pd.i

k S H

(di+d2)3'
.6

reS-1). ;
ks (

72v
2 [2c].

[2a]

G [2b]

Here k is Boltzmann's' constant, This the temperattire
(°K), u is the kinematicviscOsity, p is the absolute viscosity,
G is the velocity gradient (time -i ), S is the specific gravity of
the solids,, assumed to be the same for all particles, and g is
-the gravity. .acceleration.

.

These rate constants are compared ..for two cases of
interest in water treatment in Figures 1' and 2. Conditions
representative of a settling tank in winterand'alsO for a lake
hypolimnion in summer are presented in Figure 1.

Calculations have been made for the colliSions of particles
having size d2 ranging from 0.01 to 100prn\ with particles
having size di equal to7pm. Values of T= 5.C, .S= 1..02, ands.
G = 0.1 s-1 have been assumed. A minimum.Collision rate
Occurs between particles having identical sizes.,-In this case
for d = d2 I p m. Stated another, ,Miy;fieterogeneous
suspensions can flocculate faster than hortieieneous ones.
The extent of this effect depends on the sizeTStribution of
the particles, which is.not Known.. Brownian diffiision is the
fastest transport mechanism here for particles
I pm. It can be shown that the rate at which small particles
can collide with each other (e.g., collisions between viruses
of size about 0.02 u m) is significantly lower than the rate at
which they can collide with larger particles'iby diffusion. .

WATER TREATMkNT

Collisions by fluid shear do- not become predominant for
any size in this case. Differential settling becomes.
predominant for large particles. For example, particles of
size equal to 1 p m will collide with 10 u m particles .
predominantly by this mechanism. It is plausible, then, that
significa coagulation can occur in- unstir'red systems such"
as settli tanks if the suspension is heterogeneous in size'.
and if t particles are destabilized sufficiently to permit
aggregation when contacts occur.

Collision rate coefficients for flocculation tanks in
summer are presented in Figure 2. Calculations are made for
the collisions of particles of size d 2 from 0.01 to 100 p tic
with particles having a size d equal to. 10prn. Values of T =
20°C, S = 1.02, and G = 10 s -1 haNk been assumed. A
minimum in contact efficiency again exists. In this case it is
quite broad: Brownian diffusion is significant only for
particles smaller than 0.01 p m. Collisions by fluid shear
predominate, over a wide range of particle sizes; i.e.,
0.01 p m<d 2<100 p m. This indicates that flocculation
tanks can be effective in aggregating very small particles by
fluid shear if the suspension is heterogeneoUs and contains
larger particles. This enhancement of flocculation rates by
heterogeneity has not been recognized sufficiently. Previous
work has emphasized that homogeneous suspensions .of
submicron particles cannot be flocculated fluid shear. In
water treatment, suspension of small particles can be made
more heterogeneous by adding clays or alum flocs..

Thissimplified analysis of a two particle system should be
expanded to consider pomplete particle size distribution as
found in water supplies.. The changes in particle
size accomplished by flocculation and the, removal
of pollutants associated with these particles can then be
considered both conceptually and experimentally.

COAGULANTS AND COAGULATION
Aluminum and iron(III) salts are chemicals commonly

added to water supplies in order to destabilize solid particles
and thus promote Coagulation and filtration, These
chemicals can destabilize suspended particles by forrningik
polymeric hydi-oxometal complexes that are adsorbed on
solid surfaces, and also*' by forming metal hydroxide
precipitates that can act as targets for: collisions in the
flocculation of dilute suspension. These chemicals have been
used for many years and in many places. However, we really
know very little about what is actually added t.o a water,
what reactions occur, and what the results are:

Consider stock solutions'of alum; prepared prior to its
introduction into a watersupply. Alum can be purchased in
dry or liquid form, and may be piepared in a variety of
strengths for use in'treatment plants. It has been observed by
somethat the strength of a stock alum solutioncan affect the'
results obtained, when the chemical is mixed with the water
to be coagulated. This is because the actual chemical species
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Figure I. Comparison of. Flocculation Rate Coefficients in a Settling Tank.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Flocculation Rate Coefficients in a Flocculation-Tank.
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present: in:a.stOCKSolution depend on its strength. This is
illuStrated, in-...Figure 3. These results ate calculations based

''on ,'thepri the addition of pure alum to pure 'water. .Species
conipOsition and .solutioti pH are plotted as functions of

11), where [Al T] is the total aluminum
.concentratiOrlinnoles/ liter. When [Al T] is 1 mole liter,
pAlfi is 0,'.and the corresponding alum concentration would

:.be 333' as Al 2 (SO 4) 3 18H 20.
For Very.dilute alum solutions (e.g., pAl of 4 or larger),

". 'the principal"soluble species are hydroxo complexes such as
Atoff+ ,These.solutions;correspOnding to 33 mg/ 1 Or less.

,of.'alurn, are too dilute for use as stock solutions. In
cp.ticF.ntrated sytems (e.g., pAIT of 0.5 or smaller), the
;principal ,SOluble aluminum species are sulfato complexes

aS Al SO 4+ . In the intermediate range (0.5 <RAI T
<4): r:the aquo complex, Al 3+ or A l(H 29)63+ ;

".,:predortunates. At pAI.T7i,'2.8, the fraction of the aluminum
;species that exists as1 Al 3+ is a maximum. This also
cortespondt to a Stock solution .ol! I mg iglum/cm3; a
conCentratikSn frequently tsed for stoc ks. olutions in jar tests:

Some liqUidaldnsolUtions maiS0Atain excess sulfuric
acid, have a.f.O;Wer..pH, mnd contain more sulfato complekes
titian:the sol UtiO,Odeseribcdein 'Figure 3.1,T.be addition of dry

4, higher pH and more hydro lexeSitijs plausible that
to raw water cOritlaiValinity can. Produce a

,

,`polyaluminum altimintiin.:coagulant

WATER TREATMENT

PARTICLES AND FILTRATION
Existing 'theory and:experiment indicate that suspended

..,particle size has piofound effects on the performance of
clean packed bed water filters. Three observations are noted
here. First, the removal efficiency of a clean filter depends
on the size of the particles being filtered. A critical particle.
size exists in the region of one.or a few microns; particles of
this size have the lowest. opportunity for contact : with the
filter media and subsequent reinoval from suspepsiOn.
Smaller particles are effectively transported by Brownian
diffusion and larger ones by interception and settling.
Second, small particles have laige surface areas,per unit
mass and require large dosages of destabilizing chemicals to .
provide attachment within the filter bedThird, the removal.,
efficiency.,!of a. Clean filter is indePendent of particle
concentration;

filter theories become inadequate as soon as a filter
riinibegins. Theories for ripening filters are.being developed
(2,3).,..Ifieory and experiment indicate +that., suspended
particle size and concentration have additional important
effects. Fiisr;:for..agiven mass of particles removed he#d:.
loss varies in atfitiypite Manner with suspended part.i.C1siie.:.
Submicron.:partielest: can produce enormous head :1OSSes .

when treated..:sby. conventional packed bed filtes.' An
example of this effect is given by the data presentedirrFigure
4. Note that '.minimum removal efficiency occurs for

Solution apparently develtopedinapanand'USed to Entope, particles of 1.0 M size, while headloss development is rapid
May contain stable hydroxoaluminum ;polyiner;'Produeed for 0.1 m particles. Second, removal efficiency improves
in concentrated' stock soluitforis.beeause tfilbrideisa*aker 'after the start Of a run. Dirty filters can be more efficient
1igand than sulfate. It is not 'yet poSSiblelb .deterinine 'the:.: than clean ones. This is because particles retained within a
effects of such on-c'eftg,Olatiori..,it is :iril:y.P.OsSible pae,kedbed filter during the initial stages of a run serve as the
to say that the reactions'of alum; with. stibsta,nCesin.water .filteit:media during the later stages' of filtration. In other

: and.with welter itself may depend on the.:7aauarfaltirriinu.. wordSAlie,Particles applied to'a filter act'as the filter media
species added, and hence on the type aritFStreng*Ort*'.:.. riPene4filter. The size and chemical properties of these

, ... stock solution.. The "best" stock solittlonis,.stili*AriatferfOr; :.......:pa4iele;,:andshence.the actual filter media, are determined
additional conceptual and cxperinientartesearCh..`';.. thev.,i:*i'..,iource and the pretreatment used. Third,

'Aluminum and iron(III) salts' can 'reap. 'wifyi,-nank::,\:eincial.effiei_er4 at a given time increases with increasing
substanceS in water, including water: itself;'..c011Oisial .::'1,pptlicle.;COnCeiVtiation in a ripening filter. This is because
surfaces, humic substances, other soluble .organics, Land'" ...:.0,e/yMed14 417,..sc:O:liected more quickly, so that ripening is
phosphate. Possible products would..
hydroxo metal species, metal hydroXide Iprecipitates. .:,-..;.',:se#COn:tlieWries of particle removal of real filters
destabilized: colloids. metal-humic precipitates;;sOtliible.%triainikrealheter6geneous suspensioni is needed. The role
metal-organic complexes, and metal phosphate preciPitateS..::' 'Of!:!:pretreatinent.in; filtration should be explored, with
The actual Products formed will depend on the.10rieticSOf. .PartiCular emphasis on the physical aspects of flocculation
these competitive.parallel reactions, a.'nd heiceOri.reactant.[ and Setilini'qi4research should be both conceptual and

:concentration, pH, temperature, knd reactor t 0::it eXPerinientai.':;"
. possible, for example, that the best.reactor q nfigt tiohtO
remove hurhics with alUm may be different lomNtreactOr MEASURING PLANT PERFORMANCE.
type that promotes destabilization by itUm in co4g0),atiOn:: turbiditY.,1$4, Measure of the optical properties of a
The kinetics of the reactions of metal coagulaigy-.wIth suspensiOn: l'YIeasureMents of turbidity provide rapid,

d .

substances in water, and the effects of reactor type on the: incitpensiye4, in sity7iindicators of plant performance and
hidperformance resulting from these competitive reactions in . are.Valtial4 nitoring and operating water plants.

real continuous flow systems are significant areas '.'for HotVeiferf.tti"e!test is beset by a wide variety of definitions,
scientific inquiries that are conceptually demanding and instruments ; standards, and units of measure. Comparisons

.

have p Tactical utility. betWeen4ater plants cannot be quantitative. Iri addition,
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turbidity measurements do not give sufficient information
about,the size, number, mass, type, or chernic4lcornposition
of the particles in a water. .

The turbidity test, is in need of standardization Of greater ,

significance, specific tests for the physical, chemical, and ,
biological properties of particulates in raw and finished
water are needed if plant performance is to be evaluated ina
meaningful way. Such data Will be.valuable:fol- evaluating
th4, public health significance of substanceS in a water
supply.

CON,CLUbING REMARKS,

Th6i-e-. are many other aspects of water.. siipply and
iciit reatnie t _Which require research EpiderniOlogical,StUd ies

.
studies.

of irife tiOnsfrom human enteric,yiruin waters that meet
burrentbacterial; standards are fundarnental, .difficult,'
experishid, and necessary. Studies drthe'optiMal design 9f.
new facilities and the optimal management of existing
facilities are needed. Important and challenging areas for
research 'abound., This essay has concentrated on one
iniportant research area, particles in water, as an illustration
of these many needs for fundamental' research in water
treatment.

REFERE. CES:

d S.K., 1964, "The Similarity: Theory of the Particle
istribution of the Atmospheric Aerosol," Proceedings I st

i. / International Conference on Aerosols, Cazechoslevak Atademy of
Scienc0,' pp. 115-130.

WATER TREATMENT

The particle problem may be summa-izedas- follows.
Most pollutants are solid particles or associated with solid,
particles.. For examples, the emerging problem of asbestos
fibers in water involveS solid-liquid separation. Even the
chloroform question can be considered as involving the
removal .of humic sulAtances' which are precursers for
chloroform production. These humic stikistances are
colloidal particles or may be adsorbed on Orticles.

Despite tlieSetlfic and significance of the pOblem, we do '.
not know the important physical, chemical,..and biological
.,propertia'of the: Pirticles in raw and. treated water. We do
not know.thecheiniCalspeciespresent in stock solutions:of- '
common CoigUlants, !or ,,t4e species fOrmed-When they are
added to water beSignlinVoNescoritrol of reaction rates,
yet we do not lknoW the chemical kinetics involved in the
competitiye reactions that occur when coagulents'are used.
The physical kinetics in the flocculation of polydisperse
systems ar important and unknown. Solid-liquid
separation ust depend on'physical particle properties, but ,
these are not considered in design. This serious deficiency,
arises from inadequate data and inadequate.theory. Stated
another way, fundapental research-on.,particles in water
treatmeht is.needed.

2. Tien, C., Wang, C.S1,, and Batot, D.T.. 1977, "Ctiainlike
Formation of Particle Deposits in Fluid-Particle Separation,"
Science,-Vol. 196, 983-985'.

3, O'Melia, CR.., and Ali, W., 1977, "The Role of Retained Particles
Deep Bed. Altration," paper accepted for presentation at the
Ninth 'International Symposium, international Association of
Water Pollution Research, Stockholm, June 12 -16, 1978..
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Donald 13: ulenbach (Rensselaer POlytechnic Institute): environmental engineers.*:.cannot be expert at the

. : .

It was stated tFome materials inwater may be .deSirahle! .

yet -.it is propoed to develop techniques.: to remtiVe
eveathing from water. It seems to me that we are, going,- ,

!.overboard,-iik , .Water research if We propose to remove'4.

everything,fiyin Water even the asirable constituents: I:. y.
feel that spending research money on methods for rethOval-

of desirable constituents,is a waste of money. l`n addition, it
Must be stated that there are many'sOurces for pollutant
ehtrY into'',water. One of the majOr sources is the
atmosphere-t is very difficult to separate water from
cdntact with the atmosphere. Therefore, one of the best

. ways to preVent pollUtion of water from the atmosphere is to
prevent the, entry of these pollutants into the atmosphere. It
must be recalled, however, that many of the materials in the
atmosphere exist naturally arid, therefore, naturally gain.
access into the water. Since we plan to have methods for
removal of everything from water we must be prepared to
remove such natural constituents: from The water:We must
remember, too, that even after we remove .ail the
constituents froin Water we still have to breathe the air with
all its constitutents including thp natural ones. Furthermore,
today there are:many ilher environmental antagonism's
Which are a greater hazard to the health and safety of
mankind and for which we see.fit to do nothing to control.
For example, we know that smoking of cigarettes is harmful -
and causes cancer, yet people will continue to smoke: We
know that the automobile kills'40,000 persons Per-yeas; yet
we ire. not willing to give up our automobile in terms of
savibg lives. There are many: more deaths than are ca uSed by
constituents in our drinking water; If Tan puts priorities on
his needs, when he feels that water is the most important
need be will put more effort into doing research in water

pollution and in providing sufficient Water treatment that
there may beno question Or doubt of the safety and purity of
these waters for all consuMers..

Philip H. Jons (University of Toronto):

In lOOking over the papers and hearing.the presentations
of the day, I haVe beei partiCularly impressed with the
diversity of the group interest and, at the same time, with the
specificity Hof the individual interests. This leads me to
.believe. that as individuals we are peering through long
narrow tubes at our basic research needs and that, if the sum
total of the perspectives which, we individually have Makes
up a composite picture he environment: it is much more
dy luck than by judgment..

I came to the conclusion a !Ong time. ago that

fundamental: level;',iOf all the relevant sciences such as
'Physics, OeiniStry,. Virology, 'Biochemistry, economics,
etc., This sritist,;lead us to the conclusion that a team

proach ke essential and that environmental engineers,
if they are prepared to, can serve the very. important role of
'orehestrators ,Of. basic research.. If we conclude that basic
research really liei in the sciences and some of the applied
sciences, there obi4ously.has to be need for a manager to
ensure that. the basic research is geared to producing a dear
and intelligible Mosaic which can be recognized as the
environment. 7'.

The institutional problems, not to mention the
intellectual prohleMs .of transdis ciplinary research, are
indeedformidable. We. collectively. have the opportunity Of
bridging the disciplines ancl:identifiying and coordinating
the: research effort serving as orchestrators. For .this to be
effective, we must reduce Our efforts to copy pure scientists,
at work and rather profit from their pure scientific discOvery
by adding relevance to their research. It will take great self-
confidence to backt away from the pristine phre approach
ourselves; relinqUish it to others, and rather to 'try to
influence thoSe others to 'provide. the answers we -need!

E.H. Ted Curtis (U'Depaittn. ent Of the Interior) for Mr.
Robert. R. Peters:

What interactions have yo.0 made with your proposal on,
financing and guiding water related research with the
National Water Policy Study, specifically in relation to the
Task Force report on Water Resources Research?' This
report has recently been prepared and it is now appropriate
to direct comments toward Mr. Guy Martin, Assistant
Secretary for Land and Water Resources, Department of
the Interior. 0

Peter 0. Nelson (Oregon State University) for Dr. E. Robert
Baumann:

I certainly believe that expertise should be developed by
one person or a smallgrOup, apd that many Problems may
require an interdisciplinary approach to 'sOlution;;',If a
university develops a "center of excellence" bast` on
expertise in an area, this should be a vehicle for seeking
funding. However, my comment to Mr. Lacy of the EPA'
was whether funding would automatically go to "centers of
excellence" and thus not be subject to thecoMpetitive peer
review process. Peereview is a necessary check and balance
on quality research' and should not be circumvented in the
funding of research:
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A. A.mirtharajah (Montana State University) for Dr.
Charles, O'Melia:

I Wish to reinforce some Of the remarks made by Dr.
O'Melia. There is a general impression in the environmental

'engineering field that we have a, reasonably comylete
Understanding 'of most water treatment proCesses as Well as

`' adequate 'parameters for design. I believe that our
knowledge is glaringly incompieee in almost all areas and we
have very'little fundamental Understanding of the various
processes. Most studies have been macroscopic- and
empirical in nature with very few that deal with the processes
from a microscopic theoretical framework.

Let, me illustrate with specific examplesin each process
-area. In the rapid mix of 'a water treatment plant, an
interaction takes place with chemical reactions and a'
turbulent fluid field which varl spatially. We have a partial
understanding of the chemical kinetics, but almost no
understanding of the of the two systems. For a
fundamental viewpoint, we need to marry ; the
hyd rod)matnics of the fluid -field with the chemical kinetics.

Water treatment plants commonly use sludge' blanket
type clarifiers for coagulation-41occulation. The design of
the :flocculation zone .is, painfully simplistic based on
detention time and the parameter, Gt, partially deriVed from
von Smoluchowski's theory of orthokinetic .flocculation

based on a laminar fluid field: The sludge ,blanket zone in a
clarifier is a fliiidized bed, 'and is very, very different &Om
von Stholuchowski's theoretical system. Even in horizontal
flOw-through flocculation systems, it-is only, in recent times
that attenipts have been 'made to model reality from a
microscopic viewpoint, With 4 turbulent fluid field and
simultaneouS floc formatiPnand erosion.

Filtratibn is one area which haS been, probed from i
fundamental as Well as empirical aPproacb, For several
hundred years.Even here we arennableto quantitatively
and realistically model the performance ofa filte4nantelyto
predict its effluent quality and head los§ characteristics. In
addition, we. Commonly design deelining,rateIllters on.the
basis of uniform loading and head loSehardetersistie,S like 4.4:
constant rate 'filter: backwashing,. we. kboW very little
about air scour except that it -is effective, Recent deSignS,.,.
indicate that the filter design may in fact betontrolledby its
backwashing characteristics ratherOari its filqaiion effects,
leading-to coarse sing* inedia (Pe..2miri) deep beds( 8 ft .).'

In t onclusion, ,I believe that ...we have only. limited
knowledge of water treatment processes from a
fundamental viewpoint. What weneed are studies, to ,
Cainp's lifetime work in this'area: quaiititatiVe ;theoretical
studies from a microscopic. viewpoint which *mid lead to

.macroscopic design parameters.
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS. IN WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FOR BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Perry L. McCarty
Stanford University

INTRODUCTION
Wastewater treatment processes are normally divided

between biological, physical, and chemical processes.
Several processes may be used together to form a
wastewater treatment system that is capable of removing
undesirable contaminants in the wastewater and to process
the resulting sludge for final disposal. This paper
concentrates primarily on the fundamental research needs
for biological processes, since it is expected that needs, for
chemical and physical processes, for sludge disposal,and for
integration of the,overall system will be covered in papers by
other participants at this, conference. Several other recent
reports which address research ,needs in these and related
areas should also be noted (1,2,3,4):

Wastewater treatment system 'include not only the
traditional wastewater treatment plants, but also soil
systems employing overland flow, percolation, or
subsurface injection of wastewaters. The latter systems offer
potential beyond that available in the traditional treatment
plant, and present some of the most challenging problems
for fundamental research.
NEEDFOR FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

The estimated budget authority for p011ution control and
abatement for the federal government in FY 1978, exclusive
of construction grant's, is $2.4 billion (5). Additional billions'
ofdollars have been and will confine to be spent yearly for
pollution control equipment by private- and governmental
organizations. Yet, the understanding of environmental
problems is so limited that the appropriateness of much of
these expenditures frequently has been.challenged. There is
little question that long-term fundamental research applied
to the. solution of practical environmental problems would
be of major benefit to society by helping to reduce the cost
for pollution .abatement and to .direct available funds for
correction or prevention of the most serious ervironmental
problems.

The..U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's requested
operating budget of 5802 million is part of the above

estimated federal budget and includes .$266' million for
research, and development (5). Because of this significant
budget it has been common to assume that EPA is a major
supporter of fundamental environmental research.
However, as pointed out 4y a recent National Academy of .

Sciences, report (5), the EPA research budget must and for
the most part is used to support the agency's primary
mission which is regulation. The NAS report indicated that
EPA should not be considered as a lead' agency in
fundamental research for environmental science- and
technology. Thus, even with the considerable federal
expenditures in the environmental area; there is no federal
agency offering significant support for fundamental and
long-term yesearch. on environmental problems. The
National Science Foundation would seem to be the logica..
federal agency to supply this need to the country. .

A question which'tnight be asked is:/Can fundamental
research solve practical problems? It certainly can when it is
well conceived and properly focused. Two examples will be
used foillutration. An important success of fundamental
research was the elimination in the early 1960's

in
excessive

foaming at wastewater treatment plants and in rivers and
groundwaters *here sanitary wastes were discharged. This
problem resulted after World War II when synthetic
detergents were introduced to the household market. While
Much empirical trial and error research was conducted on
this problem, it was the fundamental research carried on
Within environmental engineering programs at M.I.T., the
University of Wisconsin, the Univer 'ty of California, and
elsewhere that provided the solution. his research was the
first to reveal that industrially synthesized organic
compourids may not yield to normal biodegradative forces,
and thus was the first to ohallenge the long-held concept of
microbial infallibility..The fundamental research showed
that the presence, of a quarternary carbon atom, an...
uncommon but not absent feature of natural .organic.,;'',
molecules, together .frith frequent molecular branching
made the ABS detergent molecule extremely resistant to
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microbial attack: This indicated that if the qUateraary
carbon was eliminated and the molecule was straightened,
than an effectiy,e, but biodegraddble detergent termed LA$
should reSult. This cledr elucidation of the- fundamenta.
molecular structure causing resistances, led to a rapid
changeover to I;AS and elimination this significant
problem by the early 1960's, atlut fifteen years after it had
first appeared:

The other example' is of a major_research effort which
used an indirect and empirical approach, and largely for this
'reason, the problem is still tusesolved after fifteen years. In .

the early 1960's it was noted at the. San Antonio, Texas,
treatment plant that phosphorus was. almost completelY.'
removed through activated-sludge treatment', a .

phenomenon which offered. potentialfor elimination of this
Pollutant witpow expensive chemical addition. Empirical
observation that an unusually high aeration rate
was correlated with the phosphate removal and a national ,
research effort, was instigated to demonstrate at several
treatment plants that this,,was a ,cure for the phosphorus
problem. This attempt met with only partial success at some
plants hand none at others. A . controversy began over
whether. the . phenomenon was luxury uptake, by',
mieroorganisms or chemical precipitation due to the high
resulting pH, but insufficient funds, have been proyided to

'pursue-the mechanism in the fundamental way it deserves.
' Some headway has been made, but the problem has not At
been resolved. As a result, few treatment plants are designed,,,
to take advantage of this potential cost-saving phenomenon.'
Engineers responsible for the design of,treatment plants
costing millions of dollars cannot afford to gamble on
designs which are based upon other than established
scientific principle as there is too high a probability that they
will tail. ...

The above and similar eXamples illustrate that a good
fundamental understanding of a process is necessary before
confidence jIt its use can be gained by the industrial and
engineering community. In the following, various areas for
fundamental research which should contribute to our
understaading of biological processes and lead to broader
applicationtto meet future nevls is presented..

RESEARCH AREAS IN BIOLOGICAL WASTE-
WATIIII TREATMENT

Because of their continiiingor growing importance, the
following four aspects of biological wastewater treatment
should be subject to long-term fundamental research: (1)
microbial ecology of treatment systems, (2) kinetics of
biological processes, (3) persistent organics, and (4)
innovative processes. There is overlap between these areas
as indicated in the following.

Microbial Ecology of Treatment Systems
Billions of dollars are being spent for municipal biological

WASTEWATER TREATMA

or.
treatment plants each year. This capital irkvestment comes
largy through federal support, but the operating costs
which will be /111 equal magnitude,' will be borne by loca
municipalities or by industry. Experience has indicated that
we should anticipate reliable cPperation of these plants will
be snoradieand that failures to meet effluent requirements
will be frequenti An iinportant fundamental research need is
to develop a better understanding of causes for treatment
plant failures, and to develop methods for their systematic
evaluation and controlFailures may resutt 'froth inadequate
design, inappropriate operation, or from abiotic
characteristics. of the wastewater being treateti. It can be
exceedingly difficult to. judge the cause of an improperly
operating system, mainly because of alack of a fundamental
understanding of the way in which mixed microbial
communities respond to different environments. The need'
then is for a better fundamental understanding of the
microbial ecology of wastewater treatment systems, 4
particularly as this affects operationeand reliability.

Biological treatment systems represent mixed cultures o.
high .comnlexity. Miecobial ecology is concerned with
interrelationships between microorganisms and their

.

environment. Under -a givep set, of conditions, shifts
.
in

microbial population can hie significant effects upon
effluent quality. Such changeoverS maybe causedby purely
random forces, or they may result from changes in influent
wastewater characteristics such as temperature, the:
concentration of a required niltilitent, or the presence of an
inhibitdry material, or they may result from-like particular
treatment plant design or operation. While many factofs can
result in an Undesirable shift in microbial population, the

- introduction of inhibitory materials is commonly blaaied. A
better understanding of the' microbial ecology of treatment
systems would help differentiate, between potential causes of .
biological treatment plant failures. .

One example of need in this area is the effect of oxygen!'^
tension on the chaiacteristics of the microbial community in
activated-sludge systems. Claimsfor pure oxygen systems
which result. in higher dissolved oxygen concentrations are
that the biological flocs are more compact, settle better, and
result in less excess biological sludge production than air
systems, Experience with the reliability of such systems has
been variable. Lack of adequate fundamental research in
this area has left many of the kmportant questions
unanswered, and has left engineers in a quandary over the
real merits of air versus pure oxygen systems.

The above is perhaps a.subset of a broader and continuing
problem which requires more funadmental understanding
of microbial ecology. This is "bulking" M actiVated-sludge
systems. Bulking results from' a change in bacterial
'predominance leading to .a light and poorly settling sludge,
an inability to retain the microorganisms in the treatment
system, and their subsequent discharge to the effluent,
producing high effluent suspended solids and BOD. Bulking
has no doubt been the major operational problem with
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activated-sludge systems since the process was developed
over fifty years ago, and it appeals it will continue to be one
of the major problems in the future. 'Good fundamental
! esearch has been condticted in this area and the causative
organiSms .are known. However, there is insufficient
understanding of the relationthip between these organisms
and others in, ,the . treatment, system as affected by
environmental factors.

.

4Factors Which lead to a change in predominance from a
desirable microflora to a bulking one are poorly understbod
and based largely upon empirical evidence. Control. is
largely through trial and error using such procedures as the
addition of toxic substances, like chlorine. or hydrogen
peroxide to reducethe population of bulking orkanismsiri
the hope that they,will not return to dominance, theaddition
of more oxygen, or sometimes less, with the observation thtit
at times these measures lead to desirable population shifts.
Evidence.4t5 times indicates bulking' is caused by toxic
substancesbf undefined charactel, the introduction of
unusual organics, lack of inorganierfutrients, such as iron or
nitrogen,' or .an excessive carbohydrate fraction in the
organic makeup" of tee waste. Change from one
modification of the activated-sludgetprocess to another, or
Mife7ation at different solids retention times have also been
judged It times to relieve a bulking problem. Observations
of bulking in some laboratory systems but not others whin
operation is identical suggests that randomsipopulation
shifts are also likely to be a cause. Continu.ed, but more
intense fundamental study on the ecology of mixed cultures
directed towards an understanding of factors.which cause
shifts toward predominance by bulking orbnisms and
methods for their control should lead to a redtction in this
significint problem. This has been and will Continue to be a
tong -term research problem.

Another imsortant problem in biological treatment
systems whicr can be addressed through .a better
understanding of micrpbial ecology is the relationship
between growth rate 'nd eciluent quality. major

vitich the operatof used to koritrol organism
rowth rate is the solids retention time (SRI) or sludge/Re.

By "tunins" the SRT, he can avatid .the dispersed growth
occurring at low SRT or the "biological residue", which
results at long SitiT, both of which lead ,t'o high offluent
suspended solids and BPD. Because of the importance of
this control parameter, and the variability of resultsWhichl
provides, a rtore fiRdamental undilstandiqg of fie
relationships between microbiological populations and
growth -rate .-is desirable. How does growth rate under
steady-state-operation affect organism predomina4ce, the
ability of organisms to agglomerate and settle, and the,
biological end products from .me4abolisin.nr decar How
does liariability of flow rate and waste loadingiffeathese
properties'? These are all questions which can beaddressed
through investigations of microbial ecology.

fuhdamental studies on the microbial ecology of methane
fermentatiOn. This is already leading to conclusions, which
are of importance not only to wastewater treatment, but also
to the production of energy in the form of methane gaS from
a variety of organic residues from industry, municipalities,
and agriculture: and from energy farms and coal. These
studies are helping to understand natural decomposition of

organics in the environment and are even \providing new
Clues to the origin of life. Methane fermentation offers.one
of the best procedures for recovery ofa valuable by-product
from waste decomposition, and rather than requiring
energy, it produces energy in the process.

' KoIn"the wastewater treatment field, methane fermentation
has frequently been criticized because of lack of reliability.
However; it is evident from experience in England, that a
national effort to gain an understanding to this process and,
to establish a protocol for evaluating the causes of failure of
anaerobic treatment systems can meet with enormous
success. Continuing emphasis toward undel'standing: the
microbial ecology of methane fermentation, with emphasis
on the nature and effect of inhibitory materials, and
methods for monitoring their presence and control, is highly
desirable.

.z.
A more fundamental understanding of the effect of

inhibitory materials on microorganisms in wastewater
treatment systems in general is of imporlance. --Gross
inhibition can usually be recognized atid eliminated. Of
more importance for long-term fundamental research isthe
More subtle effects,from) sublethal concentrations of
toxicants, which" may cause changes in organism
Adominance and resulting decreases in effluent quality.
They may, cause changes in the ability to remove certain
trace organics. of toxicological significand: even while
effecting adequate BOD removal. A more fundamental
understandk of the effects of inhibitory-Materialscan thus
lead to better evaluation aritci control of biological
wastewater treatment plants.

In summary: the sustenanceof a well- operating biological
astewater treatment plant is dependent upon the ability to*

maintainthe proper microgiological community. A more
fundamental understanding of microbial ecology qpf
Wastewater treatment systemsis essential for understanding
the needs desirable populations and how undesirable
communitie 'develop, and to des/glop adequate monitoring
and control procedures so that the microotrganisms desired

tan.be maintained. It is esSential, howeVer, that research in
microbial ecology ,be clearly focused toward solution oT
these significant problems.

Kinkics of Biologicil Processes
A better fundamental understanding of biological

wastewater treatment systems is slowly evolving. Our
preserfttnderstanding has been quite adequate in general to

4 evaluate the majqr treatment parameters for the design and
The National Science Foundatlion is now supporting control of biological treatment systeins. This is especially
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true of suspended growth systemS. The kinetics of microbial
fixed-film systems is more: complex to describe, . and. is
becoming better understood: Nevertheless, it' is essential to
continue fundamental research here because of the
introdiktion of new and promising fixed -film processes,
including rotating biological media, submerged reactors,'.
and fluidized biological beds. in addition, it .has become
apparent that the fixed-film biological processes are of great
importance in. the removal of contaminants by activated=
Carban athorption.

Also of growing importance are soil systems, involving
either spreadineof wastewaters onto or inje.ction.into the
:ground. Observations' of such syStems to date 'are largely
empirical and indicate that soil systems can be quite effective:
in removal of materials as measured by traditional
'parameters such as BOD. Empirical observations also
indicate that aerobic conditions, as enhanced by "resting"
the systeins betw,een, periods of spreading is beneficial, at
least in. preventing undue clogging. Whether or not this
otherwise increases the ability to biOlogically remove
organics is unknown. The kinetics of such processes, from a
fundamental standpointremains largely an urrknown. Can
the emerging understanding of fixed-film processes be used
to describe biological decomposition of contaminants by
soil systems, or rint5t other factors be onsidered? How is the
ecology oNuch Systems related to "Wt .of other biological
proCesses? Do fungi provide a significant role in: these

processes, and if so; what 'additional 'capabilities or
difficulties do they present? An important but related topic
concerned-. with decomposition of persistant chemicals at
low concentration is discussed in the next section. The ever
increasing emphasis on use of soil syStems, their potential
economic and technital. advantages, and potential :for
adverse impacts from groundwater contamination, suggest
,the need, .for much more concentrated. and fundamental
research program bath on the kinetics and the microbial
ecology.

Toxic ,and,Persistent. Organics
Persistent organics refer to materials which are difficult

degrade biologically. Physical and chemical processes are
generally proposed as an alternate means.of removing such
materials and so the need for fundainental studieS of
biological prOcesses- ,in this area might be questioned.
However, there are aspects of. certain persistent organics
which are important for investigation from a biological
point of view. For one, it is now generally acknowledged
that most persistent organics which are present in
wastewaters and in most natural aquatic systei are
produced naturally through biological processes and are not
anthropogenic. While there is generally little fear that these
materials are of toxicological significance, they do present
problems. It has long been recognized that they impart,
tastes 'and odors to waters. In addition, some react with

/chlorine to produce halogenated organics which are of
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concern because of presence in drinking waters, In addition, c.%
their relative abundance in natural waters and wastewaters
tends to mask the presence of industrial organics for which
there is a major health concern. For these reasons, a better
understanding of the nature of biologically produced.
pers tent organics is desirable. Although°controversial,
there are indications that as much as 40 percent' of the
dissolved' organics present in the effluent. froin biological
treatment of municipal wastes is produced biologically
during treatment. The characteristicg making this naturally
prOduced'material so refractory. is largely unknown, as is its
general Compbsition and molecular structure' This material
is generally thought not to ly of toxicplogical significance,
tut since this has not been studied, this also is not known
With.certainty. Thus, fundamental studies to evaluate the
source, composition, molecular structure, and
toxicological properties 'are most desirable. Knowledge of
the. relationship between molecular structure and
-persistenct would also be most beneficial.

,Reasons for persistence of antqopogenic organics should
. also 'be studiedin a fundamental way. This would, permit

evaluating whether proposed cheinicals could be treated by
normal biological processes and by soil systems, or
decomposed when added to .the environment. Organics
which cannot be decomposed.biologically.and which do not
adsorb well in soil systerns can result in contamination of
groundwater supplies for generations if present in
wastewaters applied to theland. This may even be a problem
with chemicals which are normally biddegradable, but
because of their low concentration in wastewaters, they may
not support biological activitiy.

Thus, another area of fundamental research need is on the
kinetics of degradation of organics at low concentrations.
Current theory of bacterial kirietics'suggests that when an
organic exists in concentrations below the fractional. mg/ I
level, the 'concentration is not sufficient to permit growth of
microorganisms, i.e., organisms' decay rate exceeds the rate

. of growth. This suggests that some group 'of "persistent"
organics found in natural environments.and treatment plant
discharges simply may be a. collection of normally
biodegradable organics.' each' of which is' too low in.
concentration, to support. bacterial growth. 'In support of
this, low concentrations of biodegradable subS3ances are
indeed found in eafiiral systems arid' treatment plant
effluents.

However, other observations indicatethat decomposition.'
of organics can occur down to levels as low as the yg/ I level.

. ,

This may be .explained, as one form of co-metabolism in
which an 'organism is supported by one .organic that is °
present in relatively high concentration, making it possible
to 'degrade another organic which is present in low
concentration. A better fundamental understanding of the
kinetics of. microbial decomposition of organics when
present in low concentrations is most important. This has
application to normal treatment plant' operation, to natural
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.waters, and especially to treatment of wastewaters in soil .

systems. Research in this area seems especially important
now with the greatly increased need for control.of specific
organics, instead of just gross organics as measured by
BOD, COD, or TOC. The increased emphasis on
wastewater reuse especially by land-spreading and
groundwater injection calls for an immediate start on long -.
term fundamental reseach program in this area.

Innovative Processes .

Support for furida mental. studies of innovative treatment
processes Should always be available. The need is not for the
immediate support of a special group of proposed concepts,
but to have funds available for well-crnceived ideas which
evolve and offer potential breakthroughs :in treatment
technology. Often sufficient support is required to lest a
concept which has some demonstrated promise, but which
needs additional evaluation for technical and economic
feasibility. Frequently, One new concept explored in some
depth, may not proveito be feasible, but will lead to other
concepts which do. Most biological systems presently used
evolved in this way, and there is a real need forsome level of
support to generate newer concepts for the future. Each
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SUMMARY
Four areas of fund4mental research need ;for biological

o processes,of wastewater treament have been presented. In
each of these areas the need is for long-term, methodical
research aimed at providing fundamental information with
wide application to a variety of problems. Such research is
needed to generate new ideas arid concepts. It is also needed
to give an understanding of processes so that they can be
designed with more confidence and opbrated with more
potential for success. This is a major advantage of the
fundamental research approach to the solution of applied
problems.
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INTRODUCTION
The title for this panel sessioh=indeed, that for the

Conferencemight leave question as to whether we address
fundamental research, or fundamental needs. Any notion of
inherent ambiguity in the title(s) should be put aside. For
wastewater treatment, as indeed for all applied technologies,
what is fundamental .by way of need defines what must be
fundamental by way:of research.

Two fundamental needs of man are safe water to support
life and conservation of those esources which maintain the
infrastructure of his activities; these needs intrinsically
define the direction and scope of our research:

The realities and consequences of diminishing resources
in the face of expanding demand have made it increasingly
necessary for man to recycle a variety of resources, including
water: Other non-recycleable !Tesources, such as
conventional energy, must be . efficiently cascaded and
consaved in'ilre course of use. Several aspects' of these
Considerations take on colinear perspective in wastewater
treatment, while others are, diametric. Our research vista
must foci's on development and refinement of treatment
systems, whichitolineariie as man facets as possible of our
needs and our pracstices.

Environmental issues of the past two decades Have
markedly changed4he emphasis of wastewater treatment.
No longer is. it sufficient to remove BOD to protect the
oiygen resource of a receiving water. Levels of
environmental sensitivity and conern have elevated (1,2); so
too hiethe comPlexity of residue emanating as waste from
an increasingly sophisticated industrial technology
responding to broadened4consumer demand.

Moreover, the primary function of marry so-called
receiving waters has evolved in concept and reality from
waste transport, to recreational resource, to water supply.
The eventual link between water and wastewater has been
abridgedspatially and teMporallyby a combination of
circumstances. These include, the increasingly contiguous
locationof conimunities arid industries along water courses,

'

the escalation of social . water requirements, and . the
persistence and ubiqUity of an increasing number of
contaminants of relatively : recent origin and/ or
detectability.

It may be cons* red gauche to quote oneself, but, siece I
.have. been ask to give my opinions on research needs, I
would reflect upon a position I took a number of years ago
and staunchly maintain(3):

: the increasing frequency with which the ..riormal
hydrologic cycle of water is short-circuited makes superficial
boundaries between natural waters, water supplies, and
wastewaters more artificial than they have been". . .

"Engineers and scientists must address themselves to the
reality .of a Continuum :of water quality and to *the
'clivelopinent and implementation . of Measures for
transforming water of any quality along the continuum to
any other quality required for a particular. use."

Water recycle and reuse, defacto and dejure, is a reality.
In developing wastewater treatment technologiesand in
the research related theretowe must, be aware that we are
the ultimate consumers of out product. We must be aware
too thal, in the final analysis, even those of us in wastewater
treatment are eventually and ultimately concerned cum
aquatio." Our fundamental research must therefor
designed to provide answers for how. best, to secu
water.

a
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RESEARCH NEEDS
In the context of the foregoing, I advance several re qtr.

areas of particular significance; all relate to a central concept'
of reclamation systems to pern*it and facilitate .eripindad:,.,,
reuse of water. The order of presentation does not Jen* t.1
order of significance; -each must, I feel, be addressed.Ah
maximum vigor and- acuity.' In simple statement, Mese
research areas pre:

1. treatment systems for specific control of pollutionlby
toxic, carcinogenic, teratogenic, and mutagenic substancest,'

2. disinfection and chemical oxidation trealmentsveiith.
particular reference to potentially adverse implicStiOns;.
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'Y. integrated. bio-physieochemical rrrocesses to
accomplish higher teveli of treatment than conventional
biological SySterns at leels energy andoccist
below those associated with conventional physicochemical
systems; '. I

4. muhipidurpose integrated systems1whichforn.bin*,
several objectives of water air and solid-walte p611iitifn
control; and, ..

5. treatment systerns which An', idditicrn to ikeir
. . .

primary function. of .Water purifitaittin and rdcovery,'
provide for secondary resource recovery..

1 will not attempt here to elaborate each of these research: ,
needsio the degree,and depth they warrant; neither time nor
space permit, nor',. indeed, does the awareness of the,
imaginarive researcher require it. NOnetteless, it is
appropriate that. some. conspectus and xeinplificaticii be
given. L

Specific Pollutant ContrO14

In consideration ofthere,ality of water reuse; it l.,a4Sentia4
that our :research- evolve, teChnoirOgies that kfisure%
speCific removal of (potentially, c, . carcinogenic,
t'eratogeri c. an mute c stt s,
ancbmrdischargd systems.Nationa
control of such subc.tances in the,envi
the. ubstances Control
The .tfevelOpMent 'of, elab'
partculaay in the U.S. and, in
proliferation of a vast: nurnber
chemicals for industrial, agricult
character' Of many of these Chem
have insidious and profounty.
synergicl "either short 'term or Ion
environment in uncontrolled ex
Such cbmpoutids findsthetNy intoomunicipal this be queSters, and unlesApecifically removed

trre Natibnal,oceSses,i, u ately appear in EPA a4 other .'iec'eillingwaters and water 44.). ;

i d ' i b re y e

processes are sufficiently different in both objectives and,
dynainicSto dietatgagainst rote adoption of research data
and informalion deeloped from other applications on
similar processes. Case in point; .adsorption by activated
carbon when addressed to isolationof a specific organic
caippound present" in high concentration in a chemical
f)radess stream can, and likely'will:inVolve nti rely cliffdrent
mechanisms ytnd dynamics than When addressed to the
removal of extremely small concentrations of that
cornpound .'from: an aqueon Solution, ,cotitaining a-.
backgcohnd. of .other brganie gubstances. of similar, and
diSsirnilar character -AdsorptiVe electiVity, 'Competitive
interactions; anapotbntial chicirnatOgraphie,*elution or

°displaceMlitt become: matters of suhstantial triport with ,-

respect 'to process feasibility in the 'latter ease. In like ,.
manner, processeS Such-aS oxidative conversion. frequently:7'
defy conventIonaltlierinodynamicsand kinetics in the dilute,
and cOmplei mix represented, by' most wastewaters. Stiehl

formation of kinetic
process feasibility; and
r process modifiCa'tio"

led only by fundamegal
. ('

faCtors as ; interferences' and
intermediates frequently Control:
dictate specific '0 retreatinents and/
the naturq 'of which` -can eluci
research

. .

manifest by
Disinfection inCIOxidati. reatment

z!,\

4-469X4). ' Althaugh some arg ants, lo. the .contra calk, be ,

hsa
i

e

e
d

tiet 'adianced: it is likely i 1.E benefits assOoia,ted,%;Atlf,tiei."
( disinfection of waste rsIO,i-4estruciiiin0Pathogens and ,f complex

inactivation of ent :viruses; inStire-CtinimuatiOn (JO.%c use. The
Phis practice. The; ,rit,questiairofthiS in reclaination and ..a,t they can

, recycle, syStems; < in :sittiatihns .Where *facto tiuse ofer direct or
water .is a; pct ,11sidhetheless, ',We' mustihe COgnizantn,man and his that disinfe6 wastewater at least a s coinnurlY .:e situ4tions (5-9)".. . . 'practieed-4

,tot entialy a d' erse side effects If '
t.

,,

dannaissa
.,..lieute,,c of

::".'ri orts , 4 e effeets- of -the 7
.-''ehlorin '' it'd drinking',Waters (10,12,154171 Reference it.

and industrial waste
...by waste treatment

We know, genbrally, the qualitatit7e character of made' rmatiOn of halo,organicscornPOunds having:
treatments that will Oldress tills issue, For thevnost part, much Lme potential with respect.
they are physicochemical separadn and/ or transforrhation carcino6 teratogenesis, and mutagenesis aS those:: procsiSe,.4',: such as adsorption sion activated carbon, materialsoltetred to inthe preceding category of researchmbOnesepiration, or oxidaliye transformations.' Our need. If tlit is indeed the,case for raw water supplies, fhe'"Ii' rtsearc)(rnust focus on Characteriiation and quantification can be' pine, doubt of the.fOrmatiOri such c om 06005 tA,Fi.

Ttl, of .the specific reaction mechanisnis and micro-transport ,41astewaters, which at least in early-stages oftreatment-
ics: associated with such . processes in these tiiintain higher concentratiohs of a greater. variety of, Organic '

. ,ap, ations,And On derivative evblution of rational design
r Yb s.

One might ask, from an applications standpoint, why is it ;`,
necessary to elucidate fundamental reaction mechanisms
'and mierotranpOrt ' processes.. This is an issue 1 will 4*.offier. Materials,Whicbmight-llogically serve as disinfeetants,

pounds which can function ashalo-organic preCursors.
.

e might suggeit 'that our research must seek oi.it sorrie..
fectant` other, than chlorine , which will not
ntiallY harmful end prodUcti, Yet we kpOW that many

subsequently addrep inItiore detail and in bi-oader context, as Ozone, aI.Forghe present, sukice it to say that wastewater treatment tial- danon
' applications of most separation and transformation reasona

A

,,i,

....

7

act with'orgaric substancds
I

rrpets, and kinetic intermediates', o$
ay (I8): The d'epth of our krioWledgdWiiP,
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respect to such reactions is scant for
chlorine; this alone suggests deli
research on the potential ad
alternatives to chl-orine.

It is conceivable that there are
disinfection which can function:wit
and which, at the same, tine
economically feasible; concei
becomes evident when we realf e t
which render a chemical anchor
method (as are mokt irra tio
technives) effective for diSin
for partial or substitutive O
organiccompounds. Indee
for us to include, as I liave in this cat
concern, aiding. the potent'
chemicail.4titidatiOn treatmws,

It is far more likelyAgi there at et
we can apply, conventional disinfeeta
ensure their primary functions,. bg
eliminate or minimize adverSe Side,;
the pripary thcust of our rei

Such methodologies, in S,,
form'. variations in t

example, it may bel,i
as is frequent practi
other treatments have
the most likely precut.

cants,,Other than
d fof, fundamental .

s of likely
;IA

cats or methods for
tut adverse side effects

tfchnically and
but ijfilikely.,,
the.'very properties

n d!..re le c t ro'tfte

allotender effective
naiitransf tion
ty makes cessary

ch
ations Of

s by which
xidants :to

,e same -time,
This should ,be'

this area. ,,
'tions may take the,

cut Of prOcesses,,..For`
ehldrioate a wastewater.

ther to disinfect only after.
.ntia, lly eliminated o(reduced`

of halo-organic Side prodnets.-In
this regard; fundarpentifreSeirch. must focus on defining'
which of the comman constituents of wastewaters are most
kusce file:; to substitutive or partial oxidations, by
con 'diSkife ants, and what the end products are.
Information' of e- can form the basis for choice .of
disinfectants and cing of disinfection operatiOns for
specify types of Waste treatment aprifitaions.' . .

Conve4Sely, it may,r.p, the logical .conclusion of such
research thatat least ertaidapplicationsadditional
or modified t atments A required pr.or to diSilifeetion for ,

preLrsor re val, or fol owing disinfeeticin for,reMoyal or
destruction ofdrtentially harmful 'end products.

Again, whaf#Said with respect to disinfeetiOn must be
extended.. also to chemical and ittadiati,,Ve oxidation
processes. The latterAreatments can be attractive for many
industrial ° and municipal 'situations :for whieh other
treatments are ineffective or more costly..14pwever,, only
detailed knowledgebf the reaction dynamics associated with
such processes 'can identify pbtehtial adverse implications,
and form the basis for implementationrbinleasUres to avoid
adVerse effects. Such detailed knowledge, can evolve only
from fundamental reseirch..

Integrated .Bin-Physiocochetnical Systems
Truly -integratedHnot simply additi ebio,-

physicdchemical treatment systems i rigue me, and I.

WASTEWATER TREAT ENT-

believe, constitute one of the. most challenging and .

potentially rewarding areas of re earch endeavor in the
'wastewater treatment/ water recta tion field.

Biological treatment processes a one cannot mee.t4ater
: quality requirements for most reuse, applications; indeed,

they are .frequently incapable of- meeting higher levels of
:treatment required for discharge: 'Quite simply, biological
processes, even when designed and operated under optimum
conditions, can remove only biologically degradable and,
Otherwise_bacterially-incorporable pollutants... Such
materials are certainly important, but justs certainly do
',not constitute the only, or necessarily major, concern for
wastewater treatment today., Physicochemical processes;
such as adsorption and membrane. separation, can be
designed to meet reuse . and/ or stringent discharge
requirements, but are energy and operating cost intensive.
TheSe considerations, while important, for municipal
applications, are of 'particular significance for industrial
wastewater reclamation and reuse.

Energy use and operating costs are generally proportional
,,,to waste load, both in intensive or concentrationaspeci and
in extensive or mass-lpading 'aspects. Current wisdom
dictates the useof biological and physicochemical_Processes

. in series. Biological treatnient, with lower energy
requirements and, operating costs, can minimize tye waste

'load applied to subsequent physicochemical treatrilent(s) by
removing that fraction of the load which is"stisceptible to
bio-oxidation. However, the use of such treatment systems

79

in series entails capital cost, material requireme
area nearly double those of conventional
treatment systems.

nd land
iologtca.I

Adsorption on activated carbon to select one widely,
applicable example of physicochemical treatment -can by
itself be a cost effective' Process for many rectawation
applications. Carbon is particularly effective for removing
trace amounts of halogenated organic compoUnds and other
materials that have been previously indicated as of
substantial environmental. concern. The major operating
costs and energy utilization associated with this .process
relate to regeneration of the carbon. Essentially, 'the lighter
the. Sdsorptive loading of the carbon the less frequent is the
need for regeneration, and the lower are the costs and energy
requirements for a. particular application.

Recent groundwork has been laid for development and
optimization of an integrated biological-adsorption process
which utilizes an expanded, or partially fluidized, beds of
granularactivated cabon with a fixed-film biological"growth
on the surface of the carbon (19). The process is capable of
providing simultaneous oxidation of biodegradable
contaminants and adsorption of non-biodegradable
contaminants in a single reactor, obviating the need for dual
treatment systems. Expected results are lower capital cost
for a single reactor system, less frequent regeneration of the
carbon, and reduced energy requirements and operating

TI
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, '1

expenditures.
The biologically-extended adsorption concept ..is

ii..,,;(,..pTgrited here' as but 'one example of an integrated
trea**it scheme. The use of powdered carbon in'aeration

Cribasiris aotherwise conventional activated sludge systems to
t*performance of such systems is another simple

concept of 'an integrated treatment. Despite the relative
simplicity OfAliese concepts..substantial research effort must

4award elucidatihn of proCess, mechanisms,
variables, process optimization and

nt of rational design and applications

rated Systems,
ra(ion can be expanded to broader

ons in on control field. Again only by way of
ple, ent research publication describes the

potential of combined clarification of raw waStewater
-incinerator stack-gas wet scrubber effluentand the use of
the 'clarified effluent for the scrubbing of stack emission
(20). .

Wet scrubbers. require huge amounts of water, and their
effluents are acidic and turbid, requiringat a minimim.. .4- neutralization and clarification prior to recirculation

;"-!and or blowdown or disposal. Raw wastewaters,- on the:,
other hand, contain large amounts of colloidal organic
solids which cart be removed effectively by chemical
coagulation. These wastes are also usually well-buffered.
The concept of the system cited as an example here is that
the combined treatment of raw waste and scrubbereffluent
will provide effective coagulation of the formerby the fly asti
contained in the latter, which, concomitantly, will be also, ..
removed effectively in the coagulation-sedimentation'
process. Further, the fly ash can provide somephosphate
removal by precipitation and/ or adsorption. At the same
time, the acidic scrubber effluent will be.at.least partially
neutralized by the buffer capacity of the wastewater. Lastly,
the clarified combined effluent can serve a's a recyclable
supply of water for the wet scrubber system. The organics in
this,stneam will provide enhanced wetting of the fly ash in the '

stack emission, thereby irtiproving the performance of the
latter.

Initial indications of this work are that the integrated
scheme will substantially benefit the performance of both
the water and air pollution control systems involved,
yielding: higher rates of clarification; higher gas phase and
water phase removal efficiencies; savings in chemicals. for

coagulation; neufiaizatmon, and fly-iih. wetting, andthe
associated cosOand energy requirements; savings in on-site
sludge treatment and disposal facilities; and, perhaps most
importantly, water conservation.

EVen with. respect to this one example of a multiple-
purpose integrated system there remain ma.niquestions that
can be answered only' by fundamental research on prOcess
mechanisms and variables. For example, some question

. .

exists -as to whether environmentally hazardous materials.
such as heavy' metals in the stack emissions may be
solubilized in the wastewater. effluent by organic or
inorganic chelation. If so, researchis required to define what
process modifications may he effected to eliminate or.
minimize this possibility.. Surely ,,the potential
environmental rewards of developing and refining such'a
system warrant the fundamental research required to define
optimum conditions for design and application.

This is but one example `of the type of. multi-purpose
integrated environmental control system' I address in this
research category. I am confident that many advanced
technologies of this type can be evolved by our ithaginative
thinkel-s, but only if our fundamental research properly
addresses the development of insight to process mechanism
and dynamics.

Secondary.ResOurce Recovery
In this last research needs area .I refer to resource

'recoveries which are . secondary only in the sense that'
recovery of the water resource itself must be our'PriMary
concern in wastewater 'treatment. Of the five areas :of
research need I have identified, this last one will be discussed
in least expanse. If I had to assign priorities amongst the five
areas, secondary resource recovery would rank last, hut only
because of its more limited scope of appliCation, t.nd its site-
specific character. This lack of universa1rt' should *not,.
however, detract from its value in tho(e applications for
which iris appropriate.

I. include energy in the class of secondary resources for'.
purposes of this discuks on, although. for some industrial...
waste treatments it may constitute a primary resource.
In fact, the greatest potential for all secondary resource
recovery probably relates primarily to industrial- waste.
treatment. In such appliCations stream iSolatiOn and point
source treatment by specific processes which yield recovery
of secondary resources are more feasible than in municipal
wastewater treatment applications. Further; industrial wastes
are much more likely to contain secondary resoura4kwhich
have direct recovery value and are present in sufficient
quantity to warrant recovery. frp

There are numerous exampl s of such 'recoverable
resources; heavy and precious metals, catalysts, oils, protein
Sources, enzymes, and dyes, to cite a few. Even energy, in the.
.form of heat content of water, can often' be recovered. By
way of illustration,. treatment of dye baths by selfeCed
physicochemical processes at the elevated temperature of
the dying-piocess.can,often recover not only the water for
reuse, but also 'the latent energy contained therein. Our
research must be so structured as to identify such potential
applications, and then develop fundamental means for
exploitation of such opportunities to the benefit ofman and
his environment.

80
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SUMMARY
I have defined, largely by way of departure fo'r furiher

consideration, several broad' 'areas which I believe our
fundamental' research must address. They are not 411
inclusive, nor intended to be, but rather areas which my own
activities indicate have merit for further and continuing
fundamental *research. Others of equal or perhaps greater
merit will be advanced by my 'colleagues in this seminar.

I have underscored the reality of water reuse anctresouice
nservation, and' the consequent need fOr emphasis on

re arnation processes and advanced technologies in
w stewater treatment. This is not a .debatable issue, but

they a matter of faCt. In view of ;the, costs and energy
requirements commonly associated with. advanced
technologies .their present state, I have pointed to the
needs for, and value 'Of, fundamental research designed to
enhande and refine our level of sophisticat.zegirding the
mechanisms and dynamics of these processes: Such research
shodld be designed' also to gain fundamental insights which

' will foster imaginatiYe thinking in the development of
innovated treatment processes and 'systems.

I noted earlier in this discussion-that many may questign,
from an, applications standpoint, the necessity AA,

fundamental research on the character of c,omplex reaction.
mechanisiris and Micro-transport processes. Indeed, the
need to even consider such factors is a question sometimes
put to mein one form or another by students enduring,
the rigors of process thermodynamics, kinetics;transpOr(!:
procesSes, and reactor dynamics*: this is - excusable of
novitiate students. More disturbing is the fact that the
question is sometimes addressed to me by practicing
'engineers and others responsible for the design and
Operation of water and wastewater treatment, systems.

The answer to the question lies in 'the fact ^that the
cOmpleXity of problems we now face in waltewater

WASTEWATER TREATMENT

treatment, and the increased demands for higher ,levels of
treatment And reclamation, demands a sophisticated

'engineering approach to design of wastewater treatment
processes. There is a time-honored "joke" in the field that '
sewage treatment plantg have most commonty been
designed by "dusting off the plans from the last plant."
Unfortunately,. this has't000ften been, the case. However,
forward-looking engineers recognize that more specific and
quantitative design approaches are required. The concepts
of process dynamics are finally emerging as .the basis 'for
'rational design of treatment systems. This approach is
evidenced most markedly in industrial waste treatment and
reclamation,, but is being 'decanted gradually to .the
municipal waste treatment area.

Only fundamental research can establish a firm basis for
evolution of methods and proceduresand indeed thought
processe,sthrough which we can improve levels of
wastewater treatment and reclamation. One might argue
that we now have advanced technologies that can provide .

high levels of treatment. The question I then pose is-whether
we can afford brute force application of such technologies.
The obvious answer is that we cannot. Consumable
resources such as chemicals and energy are increasingly
scarce and costly. Our approaches to the optimum use 'and.
conservation. of such resources in accomplishing the
objectives of wastewater treatment s must thus be
increasingly innovative and sophisticated. Once again,
fundarnental tesearch must provide, solution's to
fundamental needs.'

The' costmore appropriately investmentto support
the fundamental research required to pursue such issues as I
have outlined is largk. The upside reward of such investment
is as enormous as the environment itself. The downside, risk
associated with neglect of that investment is obVious.
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DYNAMICS AND CONTROL OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS
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I

INTRODUCTION
The need for consideration of dynamic behavior in both

the design and operation :of prOcesses used for 4astewater
treatment is frequently greater than that for industrial
processes because of the large temporal variations which
occur intwastewater 'comp'osition, concentration, and flow
rate. However;,our understanding of this dynarnic behavior
aend how it ;may be modified through the application of
modern control systems is in its infancy. .Gross process
fiilures are all too frequent, and even when these are
koided; it is not unusual to find significant variations in
proCess efficiency, not only 'from one plant to another but
also from day-to-day and hour-to-hour in the same plant.

Dynamic mathematical models are necessary for the
description of : time- variant phenomena, as commonly
encountered in wastewater treatment 'processes, and
increasing efforts are being devoted to their' development.
The models usually consist of sets of non-linear differential
equations for which analytical solutions are not available,
and this' is one of the 'major reasons why the dynamic
behavior of wastewater treatment . processes 'has .not been
dequately considered in past years. However, computer
*Mulation has largelY eliminated this bottleneck, and the

rrent problem is ript so much one of being able to obtain at
Lion as.it is to insure that the Model adequately describes
:dynamic behavior of the process being 'simulated.

en the.dynamic behavior of 'a plant has been defined,
the vironmental engineer should then become interested
in m fying this behavior so that it will eonform to some.
desired behavior. This can be accomplished through either.
process design or the incorporation of control systems. In
the past,' the major research ef have been devoted to
improvements in process design wit little attention being
paid Ito operation. Cbnsequently, most control
systems reported on in the literature have been, Of necessity,
selected on an empirical basis because of a lack of

. fundaMental knowledge regarding dynamic behavior or
control strategies:

A brief paper such as this must pass over much of the
detail of currentand proposed dynamic models and control^
strategies, and yet it is this detail in which the serious
researcher is interested. For more comprehensive survey
papers, the reader is referred to the paperS of Andrews ( 1),
Olsson (2) and Beck (3)1 A more detailed description of
research needs may°I;e found in the Proceedings (4) of a

'workshop, sponsored by the Environmental 'Protection
"-Agency in 1974, which had the objective of defining and
eilahlishing priorities f'.r research needed in the automation
9r wastewater treatment systems. For a mixture 'of theorY
and tiraCtice on the namics and control of wastewater.

Ftreatmenrplants, the ader is, referred to the FroCeeilings
(516) of two workshops sponsored. by the International ^

Association on Water Pollution Research.
The objective of thispaper is to briefly describe each

process found in aty04110nicipal wastewater treatment
'plant, point out the StattisplreSearch and research needs on '.

dynamic -Models aaci.e jstrategiei for each process, and
ex-amine the interaC"tiO ."tleil the different processes
and the interactiauSX10eLArii with other systems. Whe
author wishes to 'aPplogie in advance for referring'
primarily to his own wOrk'ancl that 'of his associates..-rite
briefness of this paper does not permit otherwise avd,the
research of others is cited in the references giverk

't1

MUNICIPAL. WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
A -simplified 'flow* diagram for a typical municipal

wastewater treatment plant is Shown in Fig. 1. The major
processeS for treatment of the wastewater (fluid processing
train) are primary sedirAntation; activated sludge, and
chlorination. It will be noted that the activated sludge
prOcess is physically composed of two units, these being the
biological 'reactor and the solids- liquid, separator. The
organic solids 'either removed, or generated in the fluid
proCeSsing train: serve as inputs to the solids processing train
which consists 'of thickening and anaerobic digestion, with
the thickener being most appropriately Thought of as

"Pe
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repreSenting the interface between the liquid and solids
processing trains. While many other processes are aVailable
for both fluid: and solids processing, they will not be
discussed herein. This should not be taken to imply that
research on the dynamit's and control of these alternate
proceSses is not needed.. The system 'to be discussed idthiS
paper has beervestricted'to ,permitSome increase in:detail

. and also to remain within the area of expertise of the author..
The procesSeS illustrated in Fig.-I have .a long history in

Wastewater treatment, and a sizeable body of literature is
available bn each`:' HOwever, the majority of the research
literature on these processes is oriented toward design and
moreover is usually based on the assuMptiOn of steady state.:
The use of the :informati4Ontained therein for guiding
research on dynamic ritcli#tifig and control strategies is
consequently limited. Art alternate source of information
the work of Operations engineers who are daily faced with
the dynamic phenomena exhibited by these procesSesand
the need to,develop practical control strategieS. The author
has found the advjce of these operations engiheers to be of
great value Ipoth in ',establishing :hypotheses and in
-qualitatiVe val ation of 'dynamic models and control
strategies.

Primary Sedimentation
,mte:gtimary settler is the fitit process in a wastewater

aiiiit;.'4164314nt which, has a significant' influence on the
ter .characteristics. As its name implies, the
,''function of this unit, is- to remove, by gravity

meiittaiori; the larger organic solids froni b. the
wastewater.: : '14

DeveloPrn8nt of a: tnechaniStic' model for this prbcess is
beset with problerns. The solids, in wastewater are not
discrete particles of uniform Size, density, specifiegravity or
ghape. They also vary in surface characteristics and tend to
flocculate as they settle: As discussed' by Cain? (7),:%the
process operates close to hydraulic instability. The
hydraulic regime of the settler -is !theiefore difficult to
describe, since it is infhieneed by inlet and 'outlet Teed and
withdrawal patterns and currents due to changes. in
temperature, wind, solids coneentratiOn, salinity; etc.
Because of these characteristics, it appears to theauthor that
stochastic modeling techniques have Much to offer in the
development of a dynamic model for prirdary
sedimentation. An entry to the -literature on this type of

h.

modeling for. The ptocess is provided. by the work of
Silveston and co- workers (8,9.):

Bryant (10), from a review of the literattire", developed an
empirical model for the primary settler. The objective of this
model was to modify the 'plant influent wastewater
Characteristics so that they could serve as appropriate inputs
to the activated 'sludge: process. This is admittedly a crude
model ,:in .that. it 'doeS not censider the effect of several
imporiant,' driables, stith as influent .suspended solids
concentration and:short, term hydraulic, transients, on the

effluent suspended sOlick,coocentratiodand is also dot able
to predict the, concentration Of sOyds in. the. uriderfloW:
However, it does provide appropriate attenuations and
phase shifts for concentrations so that' the inputs ,the
folloWing process, activated sludge, are more realistic,.-

The process is usually so deSigned that very little control
possible, with the only manipulatable usually being
the tinderflowrate. The noririal reason for manipulating
variable is to control the density. of,the slUdge underflow,:..
thus' avoiding-the:pumping of too. dilute a sludge to the:
anaerobic digester. It should berOted that the need, for this
control loop has been' reduced idMady.-plarit.s,hy placing a
Sludge thickener betWeen:the pliM'aii.;.;settlei-l'and the :',

° anaerobic digester:
The exploration of. contrOC1Strategie5:for this.process

computer simulation strongly dependent; upon :the
developtrien:Of cmore'realistiC inbdelto'conside4oththe

"' deterministic and stochastic component* of, the process. .

Also, even if such a.m044bectomes available, the ntimberof
variables Which can be manipulated is very !United. One
the first steps in the developpent'of a control strategy, as is
true for many other wastewater treatment processes., must,
therefore, be a search for process modifications which will
permit more control to be:exerted. Two Modificatioens'which
have been sug,gelied° by 'Andrews; et al (I l)., are the
installation, Of a moveable baffle at the inlet to the settler
whiCh could be automatically pOsitioned to offset the effects
of density currents,` and incorporation of a -mOveable

1

submerged weir which could be automatically- positioned in
.,the vertical dimension seas to perMit withdraWal the

. .

.elkarest posslhl6 effluent. In the absence °fa more
ideag such as theSembOld be best expioredby p

full scale,phyical experimentation, instead,:a by con
simulatiOn.'

Activated Sludge Process Ez,

The activated stud & ,process is the heart of dr fluid'
procelsing- train and consista two units', a biological. t't
reactor and a solids-liquid separator, as illugtrated in Fig
The4tee ,major 1 inputs to the biological reactOr, are the.:'
wastewater front the primar}; settler; concentrated activated.'

fromfro the solids-liquid separator, and air °Ought,
purity oxygen: The microorganisms ih the activated sludge ',
,react with the organic pollutants in the 'wastewater and,
oXygtn to .produce more activated sludge, carbon.dioxide,
and water. NeWer versions;of the process are also capable Of
removing nitrogen and ,pho'sphorui if this is desired.' The
effluent from the biological reactor flows to tile-solids-liquid
separator where the activated' sludge is:separatedr.frOrn the
fluid phase. The solids-liquid separator .serves three
functions, these being the production ola clarified overflow,.
limited Storage of sludge, and conOntration of the sludge
for recycle to the biOlogiCal reactor:

The recycle of concentrated sludge is an essential feaottire
Of the process since it serves to both increase k the

ter_
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concentratibit of microorganisms in the reactor, thus
increasing reaction rates, and maintain these organisms in.a
physiological condition such that they Will readily flocculate
and settle. However, recycle has also resulted in difficulties
in understanding and modeling the proceSs since it creates a
feedback loop, thereby causing a strong interaction between
the biological reactor and the separator. Thetwo units must;
therefore, be modeled as asystem, a fact which has not been
Widely appreciated in past years. .

Busby and Andrews (12) have developed a model for the
process which couples a dynamic model of the biological
reactor with the dynamic. Model of the Separator, thus
accounting for, the strong interactions between the two
units. Other. key features of their model are thacidttion of
structure to the activated sludge with this being dfvided into
storage, active. add inert mass, and cOnsideration'of the
removal of pollutants as a 'sequential processas indicated in
Eq. 1. These additional feat ures providea for

Stored Active , Inert?,Pollutants .--, - . _. .

Mass Mass Mass .

(I)
.,,

changes itractivity of the sludge, permit a variable time lag
Which is important in predicting dyriamicnehavior, and
allow the model to exhibit a "rapid uptake !. phenomena
whjc.h. isessential for explaining the behaVior of the Contact'

..,,....stab,taoiza version of theprocess.,The biological reactor isg
also su ivided into several stages in series with provision
for the separate addition of wastewater to each stage. This.,.
feature, with those previously mentioned, pxovides a wide
spectrum model which can be useti to simulate several

-' version of the process including conventional,-extended
aeration, high rate, contact stabilization, and .step feed
activated sludge. ..- . - ,

'Although the above, described model does incorporate
-substanttiallymOre features than previous models, it is by no

' means cornplete, and . considerable additional. research, i

especially pilot and, field studies for'validatioii, is needed
before application to full scale plants. Major modifications
which. should be explored are structuring of the influent
pollutants into soluble and suspended' fractions; an
'imprci-Ged eXpression for predicting the concentration of.;
solids in the overflow frotn'the separator, a quantitative
relationship betWeen the settling characteristics, of ,the
Sludge.and the biological process,parameters, consideration
of the effect of Spatial differences other than depthin the
separator, and incorporation ofthe interadtions between the
biological, liquid and gaiphases for closed reactors. If
nitrogen and phosphorus are to be removed, these reactions
will also have to he incorporated into the model. Stenstrom
(13), using the dynamic model fornitrifictitiondeVeloped by
Poduska and Andrews (14), has incorporatedtheconversion
of ammonia to nitrate into the, model. . .

4
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common use include control of the recyde_shidge flow rate
toirtaintain a constant ratio betWeen,thillow rate and that
of the influent wastewater, control of the waste activated
sludge flow rate so as to maintain a constant ratio (sludge
age,. between the mass of sludge in the reactor and th'e mass
of sludge wasted per day, and control of the air flow rate to
maintain a constant concentration of dissolved oxygen in
the biological rea dl-ews tvil5) have suggested
an additional ci tegy b,. "".'Str r trlation of the
distribution o ass reactor and
separator by. ung *the-Iiiiili(s) at 'which the

9,

wastewater is adde ong the length of the reactor. The
basic idea for thisstrategy came from a pursual of the plant
scale research of Torpey (16) in New 'York City,.%us
indicatinkthe value of searching the literature for reports by
operations engineers. .By use df this strategy,.Torpey was
able to .T prevent .gross.' process. failure (discharge of
substantial quantities of sludge in the ciN+rflow from the
separator) as well as to exert long term control over the
settling characteristics of the sludge.

More recently (1976), Andrews:13uhr and Stenstrorn(17)
have proposed that the specific oxygen utiliation rate
(SCOUR), which should be an excellent indiCator of sludge
activitiy, be used in set point control of the procesg. SCOUR
is a variable which illustrates the value of having Completing

Tower available for plant control, in that for the oxygen
activated sludge process it can be computed from on-line.
material balances-on oxygen and sludge using only four
readily available measurements. Another possible control
strategy, which has been reported on by ,01sion and

. Andrews (18,19); is. he use' of the dissolved oxygen profile'
along the length of an air activated sludge reactor for ,
.plocess. control.

Although -the- above' mentioned -strateg es show/
considerable promise for improving control of th activated
sludge process; there is much.still to be learned. T e process
is .a complex biological. system wiih several choices' of

. variable's -which can be measured, cornoutetit-and
manipulated. Still another factor which complicates the
picture is the large difference in time scales( minutestadays)
over whin' the strategies must be effecti4e.

,The author would like to again apologize for/referring
,

primarly to his' own-work and that of his associates. Space
./simply does not permit-a detailed review of the ,4 literature on.

he dynamics and control of the activated -sludge process... s'

The activated sludge process has a signifiCant number of
manipulatablet,variables, and a large number of control.
strategies are, therefore; possible. Control strategies lit

Suffice it to say that even though.only a snit 1 number of
researchers have been involved, they 'liavelladesignificant
contributions. it
Chlorination

The chlorine contact reactor-is the last priocets in the fluid
freatment irain for a conventional treatment plant..
Although the primary objective of. I chlorination is
disinfection, chlorine also reacts with the-organic pollutants. ,

and nitrogen compounds in the wasteWater, and these
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reactions must be considered in the development of a model
for the ,process. For example, oxidation of the organics in4.
the wastewater results in ,a reduction in the free chlirine
residual, whereas reactions with ammonia yield citloramines
which are disinfectants butifare considerably less effective
than free chlorine. Successful disinfection is dependent on
maintaining some minimum residual chlorine concenfratiolio
for sufficient time to achieve the required bacterial kill.

A preliminary dynamic model .of the chlorine contact
reaction has been developed by Bryan ( I0). However, this
model did not consider the complex chemical reactions of
chlorine with ammonia in the wastewater, -nor was it
designed to predict coliform concentrations upon which
many,plant effluent standards have been based. Stenstrom
(13) has developed a model winch overcomes these
deficiencies s well as providing a better representation of
the hydraulic regime of the reactor. Hihnodel is based upon
the 'reactions of chlorine with ammonia ' wl'hich have been
reported .by Morris and co-workers (20,21) and .kinetic
coefficients for disinfection estimated from the data of
Butterfield, et a! (22). The model is composed of several
second-order partial differential equations, and since these
were stiff equations, several numerical' analysis techniques
were evaluated for simulation of the process.

Automatic control of the chlorination process is widely
.practiced in wastewater treatment with the primary reasons
for this being (a) the high cost of chlorination, and (b) the
availability of technology from the potable water treatment
field. Three commonly used control strategies are control of
the chlorine feed rate to maintain a constant ratio between
this rate and that of the influent wastewater, feedback
control'based on the signal from a residual chlbrkie analyzer
at the process' effluent, and compotind loop control
consisting of a contination of the, two control strategies
mentioned above. .

J.

Both Bryant (.10) and Stenstrom and Andrews (23) have
reported upon advanced control strategies for the process
based upon the availability of computing power for process
control. In both Of these .strategies it was necessary to base
control upon measurement of residual ilorine; since long
linie" delays tare involved in measiiring coliform
concentrations. It should be noted that- the models and
contr . 'trategies of both Bryant and Stepstrom have not
been validated, other than by literature searches, and

,

should, .at. llest, be considered only semiquantitative
(responses in the right direction and order of magnitude)....

Thickener
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the sludge thickener serves as an

interface process between the fluid and solids proceising
trains. As usually stated, the purpose of the thickener is to

;-2§. reduce the volume'df sludge to be handled by the anaerobic
digester and to smooth out fluctuations in frow rate and

. concentration of sludge. However, it also serve to inipfove
the. performance of the primary sedimentation process and
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'-
the solids-liquit'separator in theactivated sludge process,
since a portion of the thickening function of these units can
be transferrbd io the thickener, thus permitting' them to.4
concentrate more on the clArification function.

TAyo types of thickeneeksigravity,,and flotation) are in
common use, and the operation of either is still very much an
art, with neitheihdynamic models or control strategies based
on fundamental principles beihiavailable, althOugh work is
in progress. However, Much of the basic' theory, for the.
solids;fiquid separator in Ow activated sludge process
should be applicable to gravity thickening.-.COmplicating
factors will be the need to Adify the basic modello account
folttlie mweementordisplaced liver upward through the
concentrated sludge and the reater significance of
interparticle forces in the. compressio one.

Despite the lack of fundamental ndmic models or
control strategies considerable qualitative knowledge
concerning what variables should , be measured and
manipulated can be gained,from the literature' . Included
among these variables are the feed sludge concentration and
sludge blanket depth for grIVity thickening and depth of
ipat, air pressure, air/,solids ratio, and recycle of subnatant
for flotation thickening.
Anaerobic. Digester

The anaerobic digestion process is .widely used for the
treatment of organic sludges either /removed in primary
sedimentation or generated in the activated sludge process..
It has several significant advantages over other methods of
organic solids processing, ancr among these ace- the
formation of useful by-products suclitas methane gas and,
humus-like slurry well suited for landoreclamation. The .

energy contained in, the gas is not only sufficient to operate
the reactor at an elevated temperature; it is also produced in

'sufficient quantities to serve as 'the. major source of power
for the remainder of the treatment plant. Unfortunately,
e,yeri with these advantages, the process. has not, in general,
enjoyed a good reputation because of its poor. record with
respect to process stability.

The present dynamic model of the process has evolved
over the past twelve years, and this evolution can be
followed through the publications of Andrews c24,25),
Andrews and Graef (26), Graef and Andrews (27), and Buhr
and Andrews.(28). The model, which is surnnprized in Fig.,
2, was developed from material balances oncOmponents in
the biological, liquid and gas phases of aCFSTR. Although
not.shown in Fig. 2, the latest modification of the model(28)
incorporates the effects of temperature to permit simulation
of the thermophilic version of the process.

s indicated in Fig. 2, there are strong interactions between .

t phases, as well as internally, within.each phase. These-
interactions must be considered if the model is to predict the
dynamic response of the fivvariables most commonly used
for monitoring the condition of the process with respect to
stability, These variables are (a) volatile acids...
concentration, (b) alkalinity, (c) pH, (d) gas composition,
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and (e) gas flow rate.. Relationships such as stoichiometric
coefficients, kinetic expressions, equilibrium relationshipS,

.'charge balances, and mass transfer equations are used to/
reflect these interactions.

Two key features of the model are the use of an inhibition
. function (24) in lieu of the Monod function to relate volatile
acids concentration and specific growth rate for the methane
bacteria; and consideration of the unionized fraction of the
volatile acids as both the growth limiting substrate and
inhibition agent. These are important modifications since
they perMit the model to predict process failure by organic
overloading and reflect the relative importance of both-pH
and volatile acids concentration as indicators of process
condition. The model can also predict failure brought about
by the 'introduction of toxic materials, and the latest
modification (28) permits the evaluation of process stability
with respect to changes in operating temperature. '

Hybrid computer simulations have been used (27) to
analyze process stability by simulating digester overloading
and observing what Chafises in design and 'Operational .

characteriF.tjcs yroN60'ed the best buffer against process
failure. The analysis procedure involved making a change in
a digectc parameter, such a. residence,iime, followed,by

sinunating larder aip1 larger step' increases in digester.
loading Until failure occurred. By plotting the focug of
aurits critka:, scrganic "parting rate vs. reactor residence
time other parameter, it was possible to. obtain a
semicinaroiSrLile ordigesterstabi4ity.

SiTs..ulation c,:ud3t.s.have prtrvidad qualitative evidence for
the valiity of the moddrr7rtdicti)g results -similar to
those commonly observed in the field. However, n using
this Model it must be remembered that it was developed with
the objective of predicting (and. indicating techniques fin
preventing) gross prOcess failure. It is not adequate for ttie
prediction of process performance as measured by the
destruction of organic solids or the dewatering
characteristics of the residual sludge, both of viStirbla
important in digester operation. Prediction of'' the
destruction of organic solids will require expansion ofe
model to consider the conversion of organic solids to
methane' and carbon dioxide as a series reaction with
intermediates. An espeCially interesting intermediate may be
hydrogen since the recent micrObiological.literature (29,30).
implicates hydrogen as a major intermediate in the
'production of methane. Prediction of the sludge dewatering
characteristics will most likely have to be accomplished
through empirical relationlps. .

In selecting a control stratflpfor the anaerobic digester, a
%, wide variety of output variables, and combinations thereof,

are available for initiation of the control action.
a wide variety of control actions are available. Graef and
Andrews (27) have shown'that the type of control strategy to
be utilized is dependent upon the type of overloading to
which the digester 'has been subjected. Obviously, the
availability of suitable sensors must also be con r4dered in

selecting a suitable strategy. ,
A newontrol strategy proposed by Graef and Andrews is

the scrubbing of carbondioxide from the digester gas with
subsequent recycle. This is especially attractive since- the
most common teslinique for digester mixing is. gas
recirculation. This- Would provide process control through
the removal of a weak acid, carbonic, instead of by the
addition of a base as is the usual practice, and should be
effective in preventing failure by organic overloading.,
Another proposed -//control strategy was the recycle of
concentrated sludge from a second stage digester using the
rate -of methane production, a calculated variable, as the
control signal,' This strategy shoUld be effective in
preventing failure due-to an overload of toxic materials.
Although the control action proposed is not new, .having
first been suggested by Buswell (31) in 1939, the proposed
control signal, rate of methane production, is new. The rate
of methane production has the advantage of being easily
calculated from common gasphase measurements(fir rate
and composition) and ishould serve as an excellent indicator.
of the activity of the methane bacteria whiCh are the most
sensitive organisms in the digester. An analogue can be
drawn here between the use of methane production rate as
an activity indicator in'the anaerobic digestion process and
oxygen. utilization rate as a measure of Microbial activity in
the activated sludge process.

PROCESS INTERACTIONS
The author and co-workers (10,12,32) have been

attempting for the past nine years to put the individual
process models togetherinto an overall plant modefor the
exploration of process interactions. HoweYer, this task has.
not been fully completed since each study of the plant as a
system has indicated a lack of fundamental knowledge of the
dynamic. behavior of one or more 'critical Processes. In
Bryant's study (10), it rapidly became obvious that an
understanding of the dynamic behavior of the solids-liquid
separator was crucial to an understanding of the dynamic
behavior of the activated sludge process, and most of
Bryant's attention was, therefore, focused on the
development of a dynamic model for the separator.
However, Bryant did ,link together models fora three
processes in the fluid proces'sing train. He also developed a

- dynamic model for the hydraulics of this train to permit the
'prediction. of flow rate response to hydraulic. forcings.

Busby (32) was the next to attempt the development of an
overall plant model but stopped far short of this. However,
he . did .develop a sul;stantiaily improved model for the
biological reactor in the activated sludge procesS and used
this, in conjunction with Bryant's model of the solids-liquid
separator, to 8xolore the dx,narnic interactions between
these two units and to simulate control strategies for the
process as a whole. As previously mentioned, these are 'wit
strong interactions which necessitate the consideration of
the two units as a syStem.

4%9 8,
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Stenstrom (13) has perforited the !;91.study on the
integration of the individual process m r4el'S:iito an Overall
plant riodel and haS succeeded in inCo ling all of the
processes shown in Fig. 1. Howd-er, it was necessary for him
to ',spend a subs' ahtial amount of time nix developing. a
dynamic model torApe chlorine contact reactor as well as
making SubstantiaOmprovements in the actitiated sludge
proceSS model and exploiting the use of0SCOUR for the
control of this procegs. eorisequently, his models for the
sludge thickener and, anaerobic .digester .are simplified
models based primarily on empirical Ofteady `gtete
relationships. Howver, since 7,,,these processes have
substantially slower time response's than the fluid proceSsing
units, the use of these'steady state rilationships should not

-be a serious handicap in the use of the model for'exploration
Of interactions betweenithe tw9 treattnent trains. 'I

The key ,Mieraction studied by Stenstrom (13)
forwarS interaction (sludgy feed so flit digester) between she
activated sludg4 procpss and the Anaerobialligester. This
interaction has a substantial influence ofithe external.

energy requiremrts for the entire plant and is, therefore, of
substantial importanct in these days of erkergy shortages. It
is possibIsto operate many plants so that a large portion of
tht organic solids generated in the activated sludge process
are eithd- aeAbicallyit oxidized in this process or
anaerobically oxidized in the anaerobic digestion process.

9 Aerobic, oxidation requires energy (air supply), whereas
anaerobic oxidation produces energy (methane gas).
Consequently, too much oxidation in the activated sludge

-*process ripresents a double loss of energy since.more energy
is required for the activated sludge process and less is
produced by the anaerobic digester.

Another interaction of importance is the feedback of
digester supernatant to the activated sludge process. Since
digester supernatant contains, high 'concentrations of
organics and ammonia, it can create problems:when it is
transferr&I from the solids to the fluid procesSing train.
However, this interaction can sometimes be used to
ach%antages as has been demonstrated by Kraus (33), an
operating engineer who was faced with the problem of
operating a plant which was subjected to seasonal' loads of
wastes containing high ,concentrations of carbohydrates.
Kraus modified his plant so that he could ;:add digester
supernatant to a reactor in which recycled sludge was
reaerated pQor to being returned to the biological reaCtor.
The ammonia was.converted to nitrate in this additional
reactor. The nitrate then served both as an additional source
of nitrogen for the high carbohydrate waste and as a
supplement to the oxygen supply (by serving as an alternate
hydrogen acceptor in front portion of the biological
reactor).

a.

PLANT INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS.
Although the wastewater collection system, the receiving

body of water for discharge of the treated wastewater, and

_,
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the reciv system for ultimate disposal of the residual
solids are 'outside the boundaries of the system under
consideration herein, they must obviously be taken into
account since they represent, the inputs and outputs for the
plant, are essential for the establishment ofa plant objective
function, and, modify both the dynamic behavior of the
plant and type of-control strategy to be employed.

In th; long term,, dynamic models of treatment plitnts
should be coupled with dynamic models of the wastewhter
collection system, receiving bodies of water,- and the
receiving system for the ,residual solids. A substantial
amount of research has been conducted on dynamic models
of the receiving waters and an excellent introductidir to this
subje* is provided by the book of Thomas (34). Research
on the dynamics of wastewater collection systems is mose
recent, with an example being the report by ,Beck (3f).
Dynamic models _are not available for the ultimate
disposal of residual solids, perhaps because these have much
longer time constants than the other'ystems discussed arid
their dynamic nature has not been as well recognized.

Modification of the inputs to the plant from the
wastewater collection system may be obtained by control of
the collection systems, as exemplified by the work of
Anderson (36) on the Minneapolis-St. Paul system, or the
use of equilization tanks on plant inputs as given in the
papers of Andrews, Buhr, and Stenstrom (J7) and Di Toro
(37). Studies on the Modification of plant inputs have been
primarily concerned with maintaining input wastewater
flow rates and compositions as constant as poSsible. This
may be the correct approach; however, it is based on the
unproven assumption that steady inpius would be best for
maximizing plabt performance. On the other hand, there are
chemical processes, as illustrated in the review by Bailey
(38), for which periodic inputs are best. for maximizingf
performance. For , wastewater treament plants the
possibility, therefore, exists that the,re may be some
optimum waveform. and frequency for the plant inputs
which is not necessarily a steady input.

The possibility also exists for control of the plantso that it
operates 'at a variable efficiency in order to match the
assimilative capacity of the receiving body of water which
usually varies with time. An example of this 'type of
interaction would be that given by Shieh (39), who
simulated the effects on thtf-upper Delaware Estaury of
discharging wastewater on the seaward movement of the
tide and storing the wastewater during landward movement.

SUMMARY
There is a need for more consideration of dynamic

behavior-in both the design and operations of wastewater
treatment plants. A better understanding of d9namic
behaviior and the application of modern control 'systems
offers 'many potential benefits. 'Included among these are
improved performance, reduction in size and therefore
construction costs of niwplants, impioved reliability, more
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4
efficient liSe of operating persorel, and lower operati
costs. However, these 'benefits 'arc? still clearly "potentiaM,
since the applic,ation of dynarpic modeling' and control, to
wastewater treatment plants iS'cinits infancy. _

Specific research needs for the indiVidual processes ia
typical wastewater treatment plant have "been presented in
This. paper. Many other. processes are used in wastewater
treatment, and there are obviouSly s' lar research needs for
these processes. .A, 1pgical progres esearch one the:.

. .

dynamics and control. of wasteW in pig s is as
follows:

a. Dynamic mathematiefal m'odels
for the individual: procesSes. BotO,
and stochastic approaches should be
deterministic and stothastic corn
needed to adequately describe.proe-
Literature searches, discuslOns
engineers, and bench, pilot, and f
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nientation will all be .needed. for:the deVelopment
..sidid continued improAment of individual process
models.

entative control strategies should be' explored.using
nainic moders-atid computer sipttlation: The more

ing of ifteSe.,COntrOl straiegieSt ghould then
ed at and/ or.full sCalelsMaximum use

ade the newer tools Of.,;the.coinrol
s online :state/ parainetqestimation,
i

ekmodels-and Control strategies ..-
Oa an ,overaikplint mod-eland k

tithe.interactions between the
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DISCUSSION

C.P.I.. Grady (Purdue University) for Dr. Perry McCarty

Please comment on where basic microbiological research
leaves off and where our more applied microbiology begins.
Where db we have to pick -up the gauntlet?

Stanley Rlernetson (Colorado State University) for Dr.
W.J. Weber, Jr.

During our visit to the Stander Wastewater Reclamation
Plant in South AfriCa, we saw applications of water reuse.
What research do you See necessarylo transfer some of this
knowledge in South Africa and other parts of the world to

-encourage' -large scale application of water reuse in:this
country? .

Weber's Reply:
The Stander Wastewater Reclarnatron Plant is-exemplary

of recent,progress in the applicatiOn of advanced technology
to wastewater reclamation and reuse. The success of this
project is'd ue in one measure to the urgency of water supply
problems in South Africa, and in another to the acumen of
those involved. in developing and demonitrating
reclamation and reuse as a viable water resource alternative.

You ask what research is necessary to 'encourage large
scale. application of reuse. The research needs I have
discussed relative to continued refinement of those factors,
which. ultimately ensure and advance the technical
feasibility, rational design, and cost effectiveness, of
reclamation technology. In so far as research accomplishes
these objectives, it will ultimately encourage public
acceptance of water reuse. .

To turn a common phrase, necessity is the mother not
only of invention but of application as well. For large scale
application of any techn4ogy there must be a recognized,

. need :which it addresses., and a public confidence inns ability
to resolve. that need. Necessity in the present context
involves, identification .of manifest or potential problems
associated with water supply,.,increasing pollution, andor
unplanned reuse in a partiaular area, and recognition of
reclamation and purposeful' reuse as apotentially attrattive,
water 9anagement strategy.

Application of water. reclamation and reuse demands as
much qy way of public education and social acceptance as it
does&*ay of basic research and technology. South Africa
has.RITAitently been successful in both regards.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT

E.H :'Ted Curtis (U.S. Departmentof the Interior) for Dr.]
W.J.. Weber, Jr. .

, ,
Walt Weber indicated we were responsible for

Technology Transferif 1/ 3 of the W.W.T. plants aren't
working properly, perhaps we have dropped the ball on
Technology Transfer, and we ought to be spending our time
there.

'ii
Weber's Reply:,

I have no basis to confirm or repudiate the fraction you
indicate. for plants that are not functioning properly, Ted.

. 4 0 n the basis of personal observations., I concur that there
are many which do not meet performance .specifications
and /or treatment criteria. i. .

.

This relates .in some instances td inadequate design
. and/ or construction, in ,others to .iinproper operation .

and/ or maintenance; and in yet others to changing.waste
,,load charact4risticsnd/or.treatinent requirements: There
are thus .several.levdls of both technology and.personnel at

,'. which more' effective transfer of .inforination must take
place. . : c- ..

. f by suggesting that"we ought to be.spending our time
there"you mean in technology transfer rather thari.basic
research., I say no; major efforts in le,th areas are required
for successful deVelopment and iMPlernentation of measures
for envirdnmental protection. Researchers and educators
haVe neither the philosophical charter-nor physical capacity
to assume responsibility for effective techne,,e!y-transfer at
all levels. Nonetheless, we do have defiait obligation's in
this regard. T

. ,-

It is incumbent upon the researcher 06 make available his
essential fiings, ondndito address, as.far as possible, their. -

applications conte ft I Underscore theOrd essential, for we
are'all aware that the literature can become.elIntered - and
the reader discouraged or misled - by fragmented and/ or
trivial publications; researchers have responsibilities as both
authors and peer reviewers in this regard.

T e educator, be he active researcher or not, is

res sible for integrating research developments into his
teaching.. Marger respOnsiOility gf the,educator is to imbue
his students with an ope. s to innovation, a sense of-and
ability for - critical evat Lion, aid a sound scientific basis
upon Which, to evaluate and incorporate new developments
in design and operation applications.

.
.
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David H. Howells (North Carolina State Unive ty) for Dr.
W.J: Weber, Jr.:

We might all . agree with your remark that "Only
fundamental research can establish a firm basis for. the
evolution of methods and procedures through which we can
improve levels of wastewater treatment and reclamation."
There are many research needs associated with improving
unit prOcesses. This work can be costly with long delays in,
or marginal payoff. From the standpoint of the funding
agencies and their need to support appropriation requests, it
seems to me that we must sort out these needs inlhe sense of
priorities which will have the highest payoff. Can we develop
adequate criteria, to set such priorities?

Weber's Reply:
Ydu pose a difficult question, David. I am tempted to

answer, in the infinite wisdom of Caterpillar Tractor
Company's popular advertisement, that "there are no simple
solutions, only intelligent choices."

Each funding agency has a chartered set of missions,

.v

WASTEWATER TREATMEIVT

presumablY rank-ordered according to the functions and
responsibilities of the agency; these, necessarily define
priorities in the , broadest sense. Beyond this, refined
prioritization of research needs might best begin with
critical examinat*O;the "payoffs."

Qualitatively; payoff in the present context means
solution of a teohniCal: Problem. Quantification of payoff is
quite another matter; this indeed is the crux 'Of the cLutstion
you ask. To develop appropriate, criteria an'agencyritust: 1)
weight the problems associated with its viission(s); 2) define
alternative solutions and the respective degrees to which
they address the problems; 3) evaluate the:potential or
likelihood of each alternative for .success; and, 4) evaluaie
the sensitivity,& eachProbletn solutidn to the'research effort
required 'to effect it. This creates a complex evaluation
matrix, for which 'some pharacteristic values may be
indeterminate.

Clearly there are no simple answers to your question; just
as clear, however, is the fact that those making decisions on
research priorities should be as technically competent and
aware as those doing the research.

r. -go
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCKEEDS INTERACTIONS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

THE RELATION BETWEEN TREATMENT PLANT EFFLUENTS
AND THE QUALITY OF NATURAL WATERS

Donald J. O'Connpr
Manhattan College

New York City

INTRODUCTION 0
The relation between, treatment plant effluents and the

quality of natural, water systems, by definition, covers a
large number of factors 'in both the engineering and natural
sciences. This evaluation of research needs concerning this,
relatidnship is based primarily on four considerations:.

cl. . The nature and characteristics of the generic types of
. natural water systems.

2. Heterogeneous kinetic syStems and air-bed boundary
conditions, within natural water bodies.

3. those constittnents which. are laturally part,,of the
biogeochernical cycles by contrast to thOse synthetic
substanqk which are incorporated in, but are not
natural . components of, these cycles:
The inputs; originating froni'man's activity as 'well as
natural proCesses.

Each of these factors are .considered in the following,
sections, wnich include a,beief observation" Concerning the
present state of the art, an analysis of the adequacies and an'

:a.ppropriate.recominendation.

TYPES OF .NATURAL.W.ATER''sYSTEMS .
It has been'convenient to categorize natural water systems.

on a geophysicaf-hydrodYnaink basis: fresh water streams
. and lakes and saline estauries and near shore oceans. Within

each of these systems,-specific watercinality constituents4
have been ,skudied and, analyzed. NO,table 'progress,
particularly in the field of engineering,' has'been made over
the..past few dedades in quantifying the spatial distribution,
usually under steady-state conditions; of plant effluents in
these water bodiesa quantification which in many cases
led to .rational water quality management. This type
categorizatiOn is typical of the science and technology of our

0
westerntultnre, and it served us well in the formative stages
of underStanding the phenomena of the earth sciences and
its 'engineering appliCation in planning and.

That ,model, although still useful in many ways, is
becoming progressively. more antiquated we should not
look to the interrelationship and interactions between these
systemSHi.e.r, the transition- .betWeen the non-saline river

ryand the saline estaury on their respective interactions with a
,.lake and the near 'shore beean: In each of these transitional

,

geophysical zones, significant reactions occur which affect
physical, chemical and biological forms, which are
transported through them.. In many instances, these
reactions are unique to 'that zone and are evident neither in\
the upstream and 'downstream bodies-of water.

HETEROGENEOUS KINETIC SYSTEMS AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

As the.water bodies were viewed in a discrete independent
fashion,. so, too, the constituents. Again, in many cases,.this

. viewpoint was quite justified. Within the framework
described above, notable advances were made from both the
scientific and engineering viewpoints. Both fundamental
understanding was developed and rational planning was
effectednotably . with respect to such water. quality
parameters as bacteria, dissolved and suspended solids,
dissolved oxygen and eutrophication. HOwever,present and
futureipter quality problems are indicating the necessity of
analyses, which interrelate the dissolved, Colloidal and
suspended components affecting a particular constituent
e:g., the advanCes.made in sediment transport in both rivers
and estuaries msy have'significant bearing on other water
quality items ,,such as bacteria; dissolved oxygen and
nutrients. While certain substances are particulaxly affected
by.bad condition's, others are more influenced by conditions
existing, at the air-water interfacee.g., accumulation at

i such- interfaces andthe transfer through the gas and liquid.
phases'Of these interfaces.

NATURAL VERSUS SYNTHETIC CONSTITUENTS
Advances made in the areas described above, related

primarily to those constituents, which are normal

97
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components of the biogeochemical cycles. Relatively little
of comparable value has been accomplished with respect to
.those constituents, which are charAteristic of man's
technological society. These substances, which are generally
end prOducts of industrial synthesis or breakdowne.g.,
heavy metals, and synthetic organics, are npt part of natural
cycles. 'A fundarrientak unyerstanding of the Modes of
transPort, accumulation Aa transfer of these materials
through food chainS and biogeochemiCal cycles in natural
water systems is. of prime importance..

INpUTSPOINT-DISTRIBUTED AND STEADY
STATE-TIME VARIABLE

... .

The analysis and quantification Of time-variableinputs.
.such as urban runoff, agricultural disch'arges.an5 natural
drainage from area essentially unaifected by man, have
generally been classied.aS non-point or distributed sources,
and their impact in many areas is greater than that of the

. treated effluents. Therefore, before proceeding to a further
,>deVelopment of the analysis of treatment:effluents, much
more attention. should be given rib. (.ttie non- point, effects.
Ostensibly, this issue was to be addressed iii the 21)8 planning
under EPA auspices, but it isnot prematUreto report that in
the majority ocases it has ,been inadequately analyzed.
Neither the proper data base nor an adequate theoretical
structure exists to properly account for the impact of these
inputs. Ancillary to this point is the effect which'treatmenf

..has on.the.rates of delgradability of the constituents in the.
effluents.

Increasing - levels of treatment frequently, yield;materials
. which are more stable and less reactive: In:a comparable

manner, changes in land use,may bring out Changes in the
nature of inputs from 'th'ese 'areas. Understanding of the
changes and the impact' on the quality of natural systems are
of great importance, both theoretically and practically. The
fields of science and engineering which deawith the effect of
man's and nature's, inputs on .water quality are highly,
segmentedboth academically and, professionally
limnology, oceanography, 'Meteorology and soil sciences

INTERACTIONS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

and environmental, chemiCal and hydraulic engineering.
The former are further divided into the biological, chemical
and physical components (most significant is the absence of
potomologythe stu :-4ty of fresh water streams and rivers)
What is needed is a cdOrcithated study and research plan of
the interrelationships between and among these disciplines:
Certain schools of environmental engibeeting and earth
sciences are presently, making some progress thiS
direction. More signifidant is the lack of applied science or
engineering analysis in th,Nregard, comp4arable with the
previous work environmental(sanitary) engineers did 'in the .

past 20-3Q years, The mosftglaring gap is the.applieation of
fundamental and earth sciences to practical water quality
managemtnt problems,014.NSF RANN trogram was one
step in the ditection of correcting this.condltionlAn spite of '
the perhaps vague generality of jljis, obServation, it ntay
Serve as a guideline for the type of 'research which the NSF
should support. One of the primelprerequisites,forstich a
program is the participation of highly coMpetent scientists
and engineers, who have 'recognized specialized area of .

conipappce.and,..in additi6n, are willing and able to ,relate
that competence within Artfacicr framework (a goal which
was sought in the NSF, KANN program, but warsfrequently
lacking in the various projects): 7-e. . ;V.

GENERAL COIiLUSION AND ,.
REC9MMENDATION '

. .In addition to the scientific-technoldgical factOrs
.` descrild attoveethese reCorprnerfdationsareals.o based

consideration' of those researchrilreas which havenotformed
a. significant part. of prograniS,of s,uch agencies. as EPA,.
USGS and NO'AA, and which,,properly are. part of n 'NSF
program. The. primary chirafteristic of stich program, to
reiterate and conclude, is* that not,Only be fundamental
and scientWc1 but equally important that it bridgii the gap
between' t. eory and practice. ,The application of such
research programs. plays- an,..eixtrentely 'practical 4ncy
,scgnificant role in the assessnt r t and protection of ours

v (

aquatic environment.
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Roy 0: Ball (University of.Tennessee):

piscUssioN, "

As a rgiewer for the Journal of 'the W.ater Pollution'
.. -Control:Federation, I endorse andappladdDr: CYCOnnors..

suggestion .-to publish less and review-The-Work of .others
more carefully. Dr. ROhlich and other speakers presented
similar thought's -.which represent.; my opinion. a major
theine Of this conference.

O'Connor's Reply:

I. strongly' endorse Dr.. .13a1.1'§' suggestion abo.ut
publications. I spoke about this topic extemporaneously at
the meeting, but I did not include any formal Write, up in my.
manuscript: My present comment. .is simply" a strong
endoriiement of this point if the committee agrees.

o s,
.

fs2

Donald B. Aulenbach (Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute)
fur De. Donald J. O'Connor:

,.

Have you also considered the needs for research in bed
load? Some: reseachers (not I) feel that evaluation of the. bed
load can be used to describe the quality of the stream.

O'Connor'p Reply:, 4,

In ,response to. pi...Aulenbach's reference to research
needs in the bed:load, I belieye the evaluation of bed load
may be important'mportant in describing ,the water quality of weatns

Viand estuaries, particularly with respect to,..hevy metals and
strong chemicals which may be absorbed through their. I
alluded.,to thiS point in item 2 of my.talic.and recommend
further'''research in this area.

4
. .1z .
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FUNDAMENTAL .RESEARCH NEEDS
FOR WASTEWATER SLUDGE MANAGEMENT

Richard I. Dick
Joseph P. Ripley Professor of Engineering

Department of Environmental Engineering, Cornell'University
Ithaca, New York 14853

INTRODUCTION
Current annual expenditures in the United States for

' management of residues produced by municipal wastewater,
treatment alone are approxithately, $500 million and may
soon be expected to increase to nearly $1 billion*(I).
Numerous factors,contribute to the intensification of sludge
management problems: requirements for higher degrees of
waste ater treatment resul4 in increased residue
prod tion; advanced wastewater treatment practices tend
to pr uct sludges with properties which make sludge
treatthept and convenient reclamation or disposal difficult;
industrial wastewater pretreatment requirenients will result
in production of massive quantitites of sludges laden with
potentially toxic materials; changes in energy costs have
invalidated many concepts of sludge management whicfi'
were developed from experience over the years; and
adoption of more rigorous standards of environmental
quality require changes in some former. sludge disposal
practices.

These factors require reexamination of past practices for
management of residues from wastewater treatment. Yet,
timely 'response to the challenges in managing sludges in a
manner which is efficient in terms of cost, energy, and
resources, and consistent with environmental quality
requirements is precluded by the lack of understanding, of
fundamental factors influencing sludge qualify, the
performance of sludge treatment processes, and the
behavior and significance of sludge constituents in the
environment. In addition to the inefficient allocation of
resources, energy, and funds and the environmental
degradation which may' result from responseato current
sludge management challenges in an era of uncertainty, an
incalculable waste of limited prOfesSional resources has also

"Based on an estimate by. Bastian (1976) of 5 million tons per year of
waste sludge on a dry solids basis in 1976 and 9 million tons per, year whin
secondary treatment is practiced by all municipal facilities. An average cost
of S99 per ton of dry solids were used as given by the average estimated cost
of 46 sludge management options considered in recent engineering reports

occurred in recent years as leaders iv water pollution control
have attehipted to grapple with definitions of acceptable
sludge management practices. [The four year debate
preceding' publication of 24-page draft of a "Technical

g Bulletin" on sludge management by the U.S Environmental
`.Protection Agent), (2) provides a timely-illustration.]

in many areas of water pollution control, present
p ces in sludge management primarily were developed

cally by practitioners. Subsequent elaboration of
fundamental factors involved in sludge management has not
generally proceeded to the extent that basic research has
been' carried out concerning' the wastewater treatment
processes, which generate the sludge. The reasons for this are
.unclear but likely include the facts that sludge management
caused fewer problems in the past era of minimal public
scrutiny and that The subject of sludge has riot titilated the
imagination of researchers. Because of this historic neglect
of the need for basic research concerning the properties,
treatability, and environmental effects of sludges, the
fundamental 'foundation required to effectively solve
contemporary problems in sludge management does not
exist. Certainly, legislative mandates will require progress
toward effective wastewater management in the absence of -
desired basic information on sludges. However, sludge_
management problems will not disappear with the
achievement of national goals for water pollution control.

° Long-term advances in basic understanding of sludges and
their management will reap appreciable future rewards.

The discussion of basic research needs in support of
improved capabilities for managing .sludges is oriented
toward sludges produced in municipal wastewater
treatment. Mahy of the results of theroposed researcH
would also be applicable to industrial wastewater treatment

for 11 major cities, (New York City, Washi ngtofi, D.C., Washington
Surburban, Corpus Christi, Boston, Knoxville, Southern California
Regional, East Bay MUD, Denver, Sacramento, and Tampa), with prices
adjusted to November 1977 using the Engineering News Record
Construction Cost index.
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sludges, sludges from industrial and municipal water
.

treatment, and sludges produced in the course of air
pollution control. However, basic research needs which are
unique t'o these other sludges have not, in general, been
considered. Additionally, basic research needs related
specifically to other residues such as dredging mattrials,
Solid wastes, and b tsines are noincluded.

o

BASIC PROPERTIES OF SLUDGES
The basic physical, chemical, and biological properties of

sludges are complex and poorly understood. The fact that so
little is known about the fundaniental properties of sludges
the better part of a century after sludges began to be
commonplace materials testifies to the, complexity of the
material. Knowledge of basic properties of sludges could
lead to improved capabilities for control of those properties,
more effective-and economical treatment of sludges, greater
realizatibn of reclamation possibilities, and reduction of the
environmental impact associated with sludge disposal. '

Physical Properties .-
111 Some biologiLl sludges,The,solid phase is capable of

defying the downward force of gravity when it exists at a
weight concentration of less than one percent. This is an
extreme illustration of, t problTems encountered in
attempting to remove wat rom all types of sludges by
techniques such as thickenin and dewatering. Chances for
significant advance in capabilities for thickening and
dewatering, sludges would be appreciably enhanced by an
understanding of the% basic physical characteristics of

, sludges and of the physical, chemiCal, and biological
conditions which establish those characteristics.

Investigation of the basic fortes (e.g., chemical bonds,
capillary attraction, etc.) which hold water in sludges and
identification of ditc,lactors which determine the relative
significance of such ktes are illustrations of basic research
needs concerning physical properties of ges. Such
research would be closely related t other i ortant studies
of the surface properties of sludges and the
variables in wastewater and sludge treatment processes
whichinfluence those surface characteristics.

Other ess&ttial fundamental studies concern the physical
properties oOludges ma?iifested as a result of the basic
forces between particles and between particles and fluids
considered in the previous, paragraph. Rheological
properties (like plSstic viscosity) of the combined liquid and
solid phases; properties (like Permeability) related to flow of
the liquid phase through the solid phase; and properties (like
compressibility) related to the structural characteristics of
the solid phase are soineof the principal physical properties
of sludges which control their perforniance in piping-
pumping systems and in many processes for sludge
treatment. Factors' which operate in control of these
important physical properties reiquire elaboration.

INTERACTIONS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

Knowledge of the influence of wastewater treatment
processes, shear history, conditioning, stabilization, and
other variables influencing the properties could lead to
significant improvement in capability for controlling sludge
quality and for tailoring the design of sludge treatment
facilities to the characteristics of particular sludges.

Chemical Properties
Some of the fundamental research needs concerning the

chemical properties of sludges relate to the physical studies
described previously in that they involve development of an
understanding of the forces between solids in sludges and of
forces between the liquid and solid phases. Elaboration of
surface properties of sludges and of the resulting nature of
the flocculanfsorganization of sludge solid could ultimately
lead to an, ability to control the physical properties of
sludges through control of wastewater and sludge treatment
processes.

Chemical characterization of sludges is also needed to
develop an understanding of the forms in which chemical
Constituents of concern in environmental quality control/
exist. Knowledge of the partitioning of various heavy metals
between insoluble organic complexes, chemical precipitates,
exchanged ions, aqueous solution, and other forms is, for
example, necessary. Recalcitrant organic compounds are
examples of other chemicals for which better
charicterization is needed. Many additional research needs
concerning chemical properties are suggested by discussions
in later sections.

Biological Properties
Research needs concerning biological characteristics of

sludges relate to biodegradability; the influence of biological
transformations on the physical and chemical properties of
sludges; and the presence of agents of infectious diseases.
More complete evaluation of the prevalence of viruses,
bacteria, protozoans, and helininths in waste sludges and
exploration of factors influencing. their survival is necessary.
Additional research needs concerning biological properties
are considered in sections which follow.

CONTROL OF SLUDGE QUANTITY AND QUALITY
Currentproblems in sludge management can be related to

specific physical, chemical, and biological propertfes of
sludges. Appreciable reduction in environmental impact,
improvement of proceis performance and/ or reduction in
the cost of sludge management would be rendered possible
by control of sludge quality. Opportunities for such control
include life style alteration, industrial source control and
pretreatment, and the selection, design and operation of
wastewater and sludge treatment facilities.

Basic research needs in the area of sludge quality and
quantity control range from studies of the effect of various
types of consumer producis on sludge quality and

r-
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attitudinal studies related to public acceptability of
alternative products to detailed studies of the influence of
specific sludge treatment, `processes on sludge quality.
Studies on Wastewater source control and pretreatment for
purposes of'control of sludge quality and quantity would be
similar to studies oriented toward alleviation-of problems
attributable to industrial wastes in wastewater treatment
processes, but would emphasize basic changed in production
practices, raw material selection, and industrial wastewater
pretreatment procedures which, could reduce. sludge
quantity, and/ or improve sludge quality. In addition to
control of sludge quality, such research should address
energy and other resources conservation.

For given source control and industrial pretreatment
practices, the quantity and quality of sludges produced in
wastewater treatment depend upon the treatment processes
selected and thee manner in which those processes are
designed and operated. While research on wastewater
treatment processes has, in the past; tended to emphasize
pollutant removal without substantial concern for the
nature of the residues produced, a focus on residue-related
'problems is appropriate for the future. Is it possible to
develop wastewater treatment processes which will

segregate in a small volume those constituents of
wastewaters (such as heavy metals) which interfere with
effective management of sludges? What factors in design
and operation of biological wastewater treatment processes
influence the physical characteristics of the excess sludge
produced? What organic loading intensity in biological
wastewater treatment processes results in least overall cost
for wastewater treatment including rqsiduals management?
Can phosphorus removal be accomplished by means which
do not result in massive accumulation of chemical sludges?
These are but illustrations of questions related to control of
sludge quantity and quality through manipulation of
wastewater treatment processes for which a foundation of
Indic research results is needed.

The final opportunity for altering the quality of sludge
occurs after the sludge is formed. Present practices in this
regard involve primarily the alteration of physical
properties through conditioning processes, and alteration of
chemical properties through -stabilization and incineration.
The availability of practical approaches to segregating
selectee constituents of sludges could simplify current
sludge managment problems. For example, basic research
which would lead to an ability to selectively remove heavy
metals or recAlcitrant organic compounds from sludges
would be extremely valuable.

SLUDGE TREATMENT PROCESSES
The purpose of sludge

1

treatment processes is to prepare
sludge for ultimate disposal or reclamation. Processes
commonly used are for the purpose of removing water from
sluciges or for alteration or conversion of sludge properties

(for example, by stabilization Or combustion bf organic
materials).

Processes for Removing Water
Removal of water from sludges serves to reduce the

required size of treatment, storage, transportation
facilitieS. ickening and de ring processes
conventions have been used for the removal of moisture
from sludges, d conditioning processes have been used to
alter the physi properties of sludge so as to facilitate
removal of m re. Novel processes such as ultrafiltration
and electroosmosis have been tried, but do not account for a
significant portion of the . moisture removal facilities
presently in operation.

Research on fundamental sludge properties (see previous
sections) should be conducted and interpreted with
appreciation for the need for improved methods for removal
of vater from sludges. Innovative approaches which could
stem from investigations of the basic physical, chemical, and
l-,4ological properties of sludges are needed.
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Current research needs related to gravity thickening
include improved understanding of basic mechanisms
involved in gravity and flotation thickening of compressible
slurries, elaboration and improvement techniques for
characterizing thickening properties of suspensions in a way
which links fundamental thickening behavior to 'process
design and operation. ti

Sludge conditioning is perhaps the process for which the
least\ amount of fundamental information is available. .As
presfntly practiced, sludge conditioning by chemical,
physical, or biological means is an art. From basic research
results on fundamental properties of sludges should come an
understanding of the mechanisms involved in sludge
conditioning.

Fundamental research is needed which would lead to
description of conditioning requirements for a Particular
sludge and allow intelligent selection of specific

conditioning techniques or conditioning chemicals.
Capability for selectively controlling particular sludge
properties (like floc density, compre.ssibilify, or
permeability) to improve performance . of particular
thickening or dewatering facilities is needed.

Dewatering as conventionally practiced involves
imposing a pressure gradient on sludge by one means or
another to cause flow of water through' the porous Media
contributed by the solid phase of the sludge. Fundamental
understanding of such processes currently breaks down
when the porous media is compressible (as sludge solids
are). Improved understanding of flow through compressible
pordus media is required to permit improved design of
dewatering facilities, to allow sensitive interpretatiowof the
significance of basic physical properties of sludge, and to
enable effective 'selection of dewatering techniques.
Currently, sludge dewatering facilities are designed.on the
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basis of prior experience; crude laboratory testing, or pilot
scale operation. A means for characterizing the basic
properties of sludges which determine performance of

'dewatering facilities could lead to development of design
techniques which produce far more economical and

'effective dewatering installations than at present. Other
baste research needs in the area of dewatering relate to the
characteristics of particular classes of dewatering
equipment. For example, design of a vacuum filtration
installation based on understanding of fundamental factors
influencing performance would require rigorous analysis of
the "drop off' phenomenon, and a fundamental evaluation
of the scrolling process is needed to facilitate design of
centrifuges.

Conversion Processes
Conversion processes are used to change sludge

properties to a more desirable form prior to ultimate
disposal or reclamation. Basic research should relate both to
establishment of th need for the conversion processes and
to improvement fundamental understanding 'of the
processes themselve . Examples of research needs related to
establishment of the eed for conversion processes include
rigo5ous epidemiologi 1 studies to evaluate the hazard of
disease transmission sociated with land disposal of
sludges. In addition, the .xtent to which organic compounds
in shidges need to be stabilized prior to application on
agricultural' land requires examination. Traditional
practices call for stabilization of sludges, to be applied to
land, but it might be argued that such stabilization could be
accomplished in situ in properly managed soil systems.
Similarly, there is current interest and research on
inactivation of viruses and organisms prior to land.
application. The perceived need for such treatment is,
however, intuitive, and epidemiologicalstudies would aid in
clarifying when inactivation is, indeed, required. These are
but an illustration of needs for research to rationally assess the
circumstances under which specific conversion processes are
required prior to specific ultimate disposal or reclamation
schemes.

In spite of the common usage of anaerobic digesters for
sludge stabilization, there is need for basic research to allow
improved operational control of the, process. Similarly,
research on themophillic anaerobic digestion is needed to
assess its performance characteristics, its role in efforts to
minimize net energy consumption' in wastewater
management, and its possible advantages from the
standpoint of inactivation of organisms and improvement in
physical properties of sludges. Through understanding of
factors controlling the performance of other sludge
stabiliz-ation processes such as aerobic digestion,
composting, and chemical stabilization would lead to
improved capabilities for more effective and efficient
process design and operation.

INTERACTIONS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS \

Changes in energy availability and 'cost require vast
improvements in performance of sludge t re tment processes,
which involve destruction of organic co Ailey thermal
means. Many such improvements lemented

, -without need for basic research, but-A. on sludge
properties and 'on fundamental
performance of sludge treatment
enhanced capability, forintteasing
introduced to incinerators. More, needs
the fate of constitutents in sludges (such as h
toxic organic substances) under various
combustion and pyrolysis in'order that design a ration
of such facilities can be carried out to minimize
environmental risks.

Just as wastewater itreattnent processes have ded to be
developed without adequate concern for mane ent of the
residues produced,,sludge treatment practice e tended
to be developed without adequate concern otential
effects of recycle streams on wastewater processes. Basic
research on factors influencing the quality of recycle slreams
from various slud treatment processes, is needed to allow
evaluation of the i teractions between sludge treatment and
wastewater tre=at ent processes. Design and operation of
combined wast water sludge treatment systems can be

,
optimized only if the interactions between the various
plocesses are fully describect.

fluencing
lead to
ludges
about
!sand
ns of

RECLAMATION
Aside froin application. of sludges to agricultural land,

beneficial use of sludge has not been common. The
:desirability of reclaiming sludge constituents is clear, and
improved source control and pretreatment of industrial
wastewaters, increased awareness of the need for energy and

_resource conservation, and improved understanding, of
basic chemical prgperties of sludges could lead to more
frequent reclamation in the future. o

Waste biological sludges contain about forty percent
protein, and, clean sludges have been used as animal food
supplements. Basic research to identify the opportunities
and limitations associated with this practice and research on
means to cleanse sludges before they are introduced-to the
food chain or means to extract protein is warranted,

The large variety' of chemicals contained in sludges
justifies exploration of possibilities for economical
extraction of a variety of constituents. Some possibilities
which would seem to warrant priority include recycle of
chemicals used in wastewater treatment, eseparation of
phosphorus from sludges produced Cr) nutrient removal,
reclamation of constituents which are in high concentration
in industrial sluclies, and extraction of sludge constituents
with extremely h value, Vigilance is needed in developing
reclamation sch mes to _ascertain that waste products
produced in the process of reclamation do not seriously
influence wastewater or sludge treatment processes.
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ULTIMATE DIS POSAL
Sludge constituents. which cannot be used must ultimately

be returned, to the environment. Many of the sludge
problems and controversies of recent years involve ultimate
disposal, and could have been avoided or minimized by the
availability of basic information on sludge constituents and
their behavior in air, land, and water.

A, major basic research need .concerns the food chain
implications of sludge utilization on agricultural land.
Knowledge of short term and long term interactions of
heaVy metals contained in sludges with soil constituents,
organics in the sludge, and plants would permit more
intelligent design of land application systems. Similar
understanding is necessary for recalcitrant organic
compounds. Related uncertainties associated with land
application such as fate of viruses and pathogenic organisms
also could be reduced by fundamental studies.

While much sludge is disposed of in landfills, little is
known of the fate of sludge constituents in landfills. Basic
research on this question should be coupled with work on
improved landfill design and operation practices. t

The desirability of conducting basic' research on the fate
of pollutants contained in sludges,When they are discha.rged
at sea is clouded by what is effectively alederal ban of future
ocean disposal. Nevertheless, -basic studies on fate of
pollutants, food chain implication, etc. would permit
'rational evaluation of the advisability of the policy.. Also,
the attractiveness of sludge management schemes which
would make use of sludge, c onstituents in maricUlture
projects warrants basic research.

PLANNING, DESIGN, AND OPERATION OF.
INTEGRATED SLUDGE MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES

"The treatment and disposal of sludge. . . are most
difficult and expensive problems and, as much as any have
been the child of fashion and have suffered from a lack of
planning" (3). "Improved -plannirig for management of
residuals from wastewater treatment is essential on
international, national, regional, and local levels. These
planning activities would benefit from basic research of-the
type described in preVious sections, but, in addition, basic
research on aspects of planning unique to sludge
management is warranted.

In recent decades, more sludge management schemes
probably have failed for social reasons rather than for
technical ones. B sic behavioral studies might be useful on
identifying -factors which shape reaction to sludge

INTEAACTIONS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

management schemes, and, thus, enable technically feasible
solutions to be implemented. Basic work on analysis of risks
associated with management of sludges. by various
techniques is warranted to enable regulations and
judgments to be founded on a more rigorous analysis than
has typified past decision making processes.

Analysis ofbasic interactions between sludge production
facilities and sludge treatment, utilization, and disposal
facilities is warranted to ihiprove the effectiveness of overall
systems for wastewater management. Such analyses should'
include evaluation of interactions between individual sludge
managment piocesses so as to identify efficient means for
integrating individual processes into efficient overall
schemes of sludge management.

Operational control of existing and future sludge
managemelt facilities could benefit in many ways from
basic research, results. Such benefits would stem, for
example, from, increased understanding of the effect of
individual control variables On performance, from-sludge
testing procedures which are sensitive to factors influencing
Process performance, and, in the long term, to computerized
process control procedures based on fundamental
understanding of the performance of wastewater treatment
and sludge management processes under dynamic
conditions.

SUMMARY
Sludge management has suffered from a lack of basic

research more than most areas of water pollution control.
Th historic lack of basic research on sludge is particularly
unfortunate at the present time because of challenges to
effective sludge managementreated by, the generation of

greater quantities of sludge, increased production of sludges
from treatment of toxic substances, changes in energy
availability and prices, and the adoption of more rigorous
standards for control of environmental quality.

No attempt has teen made in this brief paper to develop a
comprehensive list of basic' research needs concerning the
residues created in wastewater managment. Instead, broad
areas of desirable research have been 'suggested, and
illustrative basic research topics have been mentioned.

Research on fundamental chemical, physical, and
biological properties of .sludges would be useful in dev.-.
oping means fed' control of sludge properties, for
achieving improved understanding of factors influencing
performance of sludge treatment proceises, and for
evaluating possible environmental impacts from sludge
reclamation' or disposal techniques" Basic research on
factors influencing performance of processes used in sludge
twament would enable evaluation -of the interactions

1:1)
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between processes, and allow more effective and cast
effective designs. Similar rigorous research is needed,
explore optiortunities for reclamation of sludge constituen
and to valuate factors ,influencing the fate Of slud
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DISCUSSION

Aarne Vesilind (Duke University) for Dr. Richard 1.
. .

Richard Dick has adequately and accurately described
the dismal state-of-the-art in sludge managment, and has ,
demonstrated that the problems- assct4iated with the
treatment and disposal, of this somewhat embarrassing by-
product of our society has too, long been ignored by
researchers..

I would like to suggest that there -are two basic reasons for
the lack of research effort in sludge managment: a) It is not a
veryve esoteric_ 'or rpmatitic 'field, of endeavor. b) The
variability and complexity of sludges greatly complicate
the undertaking of fundamental research..

The first reason is not too difficult to understand..
graduate student needs only experience mild ribbintabout
his ,chosen area of professional competence td make him
wish he had chosen a more sophisticated area like activated

;.
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k

carbon or rapid sand filtration.
The second reason why fundamental research,in sludge

'management is scarce is that many potential researchers are

scared off. Probably the most frustrating aspect '=of
conducting sludge research is the variability of sludges. ,Not
only is there a tremendous difference in physical, chemical'
and biological properties of sludges from different treatment
plants, but the same sludge, given a little time, will change in
character. Running controlled repetitive experiments thus
becomes a true test of character.

Again, I want to reinforce the main point in. Dr. Dick's
paper: We simply.know far too little about sludge properties
and chafacteristics, and thus cannot apply fundamental
nowledge to the very real problem of sludge reatment and.
disposal. In myopinion, the two main reasons s gap in
our knowledge is the seemingly unsavory nature of the
needed research, and the difficulty of the problem.

.1
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